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FORCED ABORTION AND STERILIZATION IN
CHINA: THE VIEW FROM THE INSIDE

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 10, 1998

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS AND

HUMAN RIGHTS,
COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS,

Washington, DC.
The Subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 11:06 a.m., in

room 2172, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Christopher
Smith (chairman of the Subcommittee) presiding.

Mr. SMITH. [presiding] The Subcommittee will come to order.
Good morning, ladies and gentlemen.

Civilizations can be judged by how they treat women, children,
old people, and strangers. Vulnerable people bring out the kindness
in every society and also the cruelty. Ever so often, they become
the object of practices so vile that they wiil cause people to recoil
in horror across the centuries. One such practice is forced abortion,
another is forced sterilization. The world has known for well over
15 years now that the Government of China routinely compels
women to abort their unauthorized unborn children and that the
Chinese men and women are often forcibly sterilized.

Almost 2 months ago, I was approached by human -rights activist
Harry Wu, who asked for my help in bringing an important defec-
tor from the People's Republic of China into the United States.
Mrs. Gao Xiao Duan was the senior official at what the Govern-
ment of China euphemistically calls a "family planning clinic." She
had decided that she could no longer live with herself while con-
tinuing to do this work and was trying to escape to the United
States in order to tell the inside story of the PRC population con-
trol program.

Unfortunately, our State Department had already turned her
down for a visa at the U.S. consulate at Guangzhou. She managed
to escape to Manila where she was again denied a visa to enter the
United States. Ultimately, I asked the Immigration and Natu-
ralization Service to grant Mrs. Gao a public-interest parole so she
could provide this important testimony to our Subcommittee and to
the American people. INS was far more sensitive to the importance
of this case than their colleagues at the State Department. They
decided to allow Mrs. Gao to come to the United States to tell her

Re already knew many of the gruesome details of the PRC coer-

cive population control program. We knew, for instance, that the
government routinely imposes exorbitant fines on couples who had,



"unauthorized" children, sometimes amounting to three or four
times the average income of the average Chinese citizen. And that
they destroyed their homes and confiscated their personal property
when they cannot pay.

We knew that when a woman has an unauthorized pregnancy,
she is typically brought to the family planning center and subjected
to intense psychological pressure, often with the personal involve-
ment of her boss and other people who hold power over her, until
she agrees to the abortion. We knew that when th., psychological
pressure does not work, women are sometimes dragged physically
to abortion mills and that physical force is often also employed
against both men and women when they refuse to be sterilized.

We've known this for some time anXdI will ask unanimous con-
sent to make a part of the record a number of articles over the
course of many years. Steve Mosher broke this story after serving,
doing educational work, in 1980, living among the rural Chinese,
and brought to the world a story it was unwilling and perhaps even
unable to accept- that forced abortion and coercive population con-
trol was part and parcel of the one-child-per-couple policy.

[The information referred to appears in the appendix.]
Mr. SMITH. Dr. John Aird; in writing his book, 'The Slaughter

of the Innocents," and doing all kinds of other important investiga-
tive work as the China-branch specialist at the U.S. Census Bu-
reau, helped to uncover and to systematically, methodically lay out
the case of forced abortion and forced sterilization and how it
works and how it is mutually reinforcing, from the very top right
down to the very bottom.

In January 7, 1985, in an incisive piece in The Washington Post
by Michael Weisskopf-remember this is 1985--he writes: "Chinese
leaders consider their policy of one-couple-one-child a fight for na-
tional survival." But he says: "A closer look reveals a different pic-
ture than the one that they give about voluntarism." He points out
that China is curbing its population growth, but its success is root-
ed in widespread coercion, mass abortion, and intrusion by the
State into the most intimate of human affairs. "The size of the fam-
ily is too important to be left to the personal decision of the cou-
ple," said the Minister of Family Planning who was in China at the
time. And then he goes to talk about how coercive abortion-back
in 1985-and I can recall Members, when I raised this issue, look-
ing at me and saying, "It can't be true." Well, it continues, regret-
tably, to this day.

[The article referred to appears in the appendix.]
Mr. SMITH. A New York Times piece by Nicholas Kristof on April

25, 1993, again brought to our attention this widespread use of
forced abortion. And he starts off by telling the story of a Mrs. Lee
who was driven to the point of emotional breakdown and physical
breakdown because she was coerced into having an abortion. I per-
sonally brought up this case when I met with Chinese family plan-
ning officials in Beijing and they said the New York Times madeit all up. That it was all a figment of their imagination.

[The article referred to appears in the appendix.]
Mr. SMITH. But today, we learn, for the first time, through Mrs.

Gao's testimony, details about the depravity of the PRC program,
that not even the harshest critics of the program ever suspected.



We never knew, for example, that the Chinese population control
program employs a network of paid informants. According to Mrs.
Gao, her office routinely pays people to report on the unauthorized
pregnancies of their neighbors, relatives, and friends. Children are
treated as such contraband, such outcasts, that people are spied
upon when someone has an unauthorized, so-called "illegal" baby,
and then that baby is targeted for extermination.

It is also not widely known that sterilization is sometimes em-
ployed not only as a preventive measure, but also as a punishment.
That is, a man or a woman may be sterilized even though he or
she has not yet had the one child permitted by the Chinese Govern-
ment policy as a means of punishing some infraction of the rules
and of deterring others from similar infractions.

The world has not known that the PRC's family planning pro-
gram, a program that has been defended, praised, and given lavish
financial support over the years by international population control
advocates, including high officials of the U.N. Population Fund,
that they conduct nighttime raids on the homes of couples sus-
pected of having illegal babies. Or that family planning centers en-
gage in Gestapo-like record keeping about the sexual history of
every woman within their jurisdiction. Perhaps most stunning, the
world has not known that these so-called family planning centers
actually contain cells, detention centers with prison bars, to hold
those who have resisted abortion or sterilization.

Ironically, these shocking revelations come only a few months
after the U.N. Population Fund has resumed its formal cooperation
with the PRC population program. UNFPA's announcement this
January of a 4-year, $20-million China program included a state-
ment that "China is keen to move away from its administrative ap-
proach to family planning to an integrated, client-centered repro-
ductive health network based on the principles of free and vol-
untary choice." Mrs. Gao's testimony today makes clear that this
premise is profoundly wrong. UNFPA's renewed arrangement with
the PRC population control bureaucrats puts them in partnerships
with thugs, criminals, and women-abusers.

Forced abortion was rightly denounced as a crime against hu-
manity by the Nuremberg war crimes tribunal. Twice in the 1980's,
the House of Representatives went on record-I offered the resolu-
tions-that condemned forced abortions in China as crimes against
humanity. I believe that the United Nations should be organizing
an international tribunal to investigate and prosecute the perpetra-
tors of the Chinese population control program. Instead it goes on
funding them and congratulating them.

And to just demonstrate how far they go, Dr. Sadik, the UNFPA
executive director has said-and I will say this very slowly, be-
cause these are the cheerleaders for this egregious program-I
quote her. This is the UNFPA executive director: The implementa-
tion of the policy in China and the acceptance of the policy is,
"purely voluntary." "There is no such thing as, you know, a license
to have a birth,' and so on. She goes to say at another occasion
that the UNFPA firmly believes, and so does the Government of
the People's Republic of China, that their program is a totally vol-
untary program-in stark contrast to the entire record that has



been built up over the last two decades and to what we will be
hearing Mrs. Gao recount to us today.

We will also hear today from Mrs. Zhou Yon a victim of the coer-
cive population control program who escaped from China when she
was 2 months pregnant. She escaped a forced abortion with lit-
erally minutes to spare, only to lose her baby and then spend 42
years in detention at the hands of incredulous U.S. Government of-
ficials. She was recently released from detention, but still faces
forcible deportation to China.

Finally, we will hear from human rights crusader and former po-
liticalprisoner, Harry Wu, who has been instrumental in helping
Mrs. Gao escape from China to tell her story and whose detailed
knowledge of the coercive population control program is as impres-
sive as his knowledge of the Laogai "reform through labor" system.

I look forward tob earing the testimony of these courageous wit-
nesses. I hope their testimony will be heard in the White House,
in the United Nations and by all those the world over who cling
to the comfortable belief that the worst is over, that crimes against
humanity are a thing of the past, because clearly the are not.

I would like to, at this point, yield to my good friend and col-
league, Mr. Lantos, for any opening statement you might have.

Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Let me first
commend you for holding this hearing. You have been the leader
in the Congress on the issue of forced abortion and forced steriliza-
tion and I've been proud to have joined you in every single occasion
in this battle. There are few crimes against human beings which
are more horrendous, more despicable, more outrageous than the
practice of forced abortion and forced sterilization. Such brutal vio-
lations of human rights must be condemned across the political
spectrum and you and I have stood together through the years in
condemning them.

I also welcome the statements of the President and the Secretary
of State and other leaders of our government in opposing such
practices by the Chinese and by other governments. A statement
regarding U.S. international population policy, the official state-
ment of our government, makes clear what our policy is on this
issue and I would like to quote it. "The United States has stressed
repeatedly its concerns over those elements of China's family plan-
ning policy which are antithetical to the internationally agreed
principles of non-coercion and voluntarism, and particularly those
activities that may lead to coerced sterilizations for abortions. Leg-
islation currently in effect reduces our contributions to the U.N.
population fund by the amount that it is spending for programs in
China. In addition, as required by law, the U.N. population fund
keeps U.S. funds in a separate account so that none may be used
for the China program.")

And I would like to ask Mr. Chairman that the full statement
by our government on this subject be included in the record at this
point.

Mr. SMITH. Without objection, so ordered.
[The information referred to appears in the appendix.]
Mr. LANTOS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Let me just say, in con-

clusion, that we are dealing in this turbulent post-cold war with an
enormous range of human rights violations, running from religious



discrimination to forced abortions and sterilizations. And there is
really no country which has the responsibility as fully on its shoul-
ders than ours to fight all forms of human rights abuses wherever
they appear. We have made human rights a global issue. We have
not always had our friends and allies join with us. And it is be-
cause our voice so often has been a lonely voice we have been so
much less successful than we would have liked to be in dealing
with human rights abuses.

But I think it's important to recognize, as we deal with this im-
portant issue that we have had enormous successes. The Soviet
Union, indeed the Warsaw Pact, the Soviet Empire has collapsed.
One of the most courageous fighters for human rights in China,
Harry Wu, is here today as a distinguished and important wit-
nesses before a congressional committee.

And, while we can never be satisfied, Mr. Chairman, with our
modest achievements, it is important to keep the record straight.
Our fight for human rights that this Committee and the Congres-
sional Human Rights Caucus has fought now for almost two dec-
ades have been successful in vast numbers of instances. Totali-
tarian regimes that crumbled, not because of our efforts, but we
may have made a modest contribution to these successes. I can
only hope, in conclusion, that forced abortion and forced steriliza-
tion before long will be looked upon as barbaric practices of an age

one by and, when that day comes, you deserve special thanks for
aving led that fight.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SMITH. I thank the Ranking Member, Mr. Lantos, very much

for those kind words and for being so much a part of this fight to
first expose and then mitigate and, hopefully, eliminate forced
abortion and forced sterilization.

Mr. Salmon from Arizona.
Mr. SALMON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I look forward to hear-

ing the panel today. I appreciate your leadership and your support
as well as Congressman Lantos. In the 4 years that I've been here,
it seems one constancy that I can always count on is that you two
will be fighting the fight, leading the charge when it comes to any
human rights violations across the globe and I appreciate that.

It seems to me, Mr. Chairman, that the most fundamental
human right of all is the right to life. And I'm as frustrated as you
are that, even though it appears that there's some progress, very,
very small progress in at least moving in a positive direction, it
continues to happen. And as long as one family is forced to abort,
that is a violation that we need to focus our attention on.

I have differed with many of my colleagues who have, I guess de-
manded, that the President recall his trip to Beijing because of var-
ious reasons. I think that the President should go, but I think that
these are the kinds of things that he has to bring up. He has to
talk about these things and he has to talk about them publicly
when he's in China. Because I think the Chinese people need to
know that we know. And they need to know that we're shedding
light on it. And they need to know we're concerned. And they need
to know it is impeding the relationship that we have with China
as long as they continue atrocious policies such as this one.



And, Mr. Chairman, I think that if we could have a hearing
every day, 300 days a year, it probably wouldn't be enough on this
subject because there is no greater atrocity that occurs than the
snuffing out of an innocent life. And so I commend you. I look for-
ward to hearing those who are here to testify. Thank you.

Mr. SMIm. Thank you very much, Mr.S salmon. And I'd like to
recognize the distinguished chairman of the Judiciary Committee,Mr. Hyde.

Mr. HYDE. I thank you, Mr. Chairman. And it's all been said very
well by yourself and Mr. Lantos and Mr. Salmon and I just associ-
ate myself with their sentiments. I would say that abortion, wheth-
er coerced or voluntary, is all the same to the unborn. It's a life
member of the human family extinguished because it's inconven-
ient and that is dehumanizing. But it's doubly dehumanizing when
the mother who wants to have her child is forced by the govern-
ment to exterminate her child. That's a double insult to humanity
and this practice should be exposed for what it is and rejected for
what it is. So I thank you for holding these hearings.

Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much, Mr. Hyde.
I'd like to ask our distinguished panelists if they would come to

the witness table and I'll introduce them in the order they re-
quested they speak.

Gao Xiao Duan was the administrator of a planned birth office
in Fujian Province of the People's Republic of China until she left
the country only 2 months ago. For the past 14 years, Ms. Gao was
responsible for implementing concrete population measures in her
community of 60,000 people pursuant to the dictates of the Central
Committee of the Chinese Communist Party and the State Council
on Planned Birth.

Our second witness, Zhou Shiu Yon, is a victim of the Chinese
Government's coercive population control program. Exactly 5 years
ago, yesterday, she fled from China because Chinese officials were
attempting to force her to submit to an abortion.

And, finally, Harry Wu, the executive director of the Laogai Re-
search Foundation. As a prisoner of conscience, Mr. Wu spent 19
years in 12 different forced-labor camps in the People's Republic of
China. He came to the United States after his release in 1979, and
established the Laogai Research Foundation in 1992. In 1995, he
was arrested by the Chinese Government when he attempted to
enter China and was sentenced to 15 years in prison for stealing
state secrets. After an extensive international campaign on his be-
half, Mr. Wu was expelled and returned to this country where he
has continued to provide the American public and the Congress
with invaluable information on the human rights situation in the
People's Republic of China.

Mrs. Gao, if you would proceed. But we will be starting with the
video and then we'll go right to your oral presentation.

STATEMENT OF MS. NICOLE HESS, THE LAOGAI RESEARCH
FOUNDATION

Ms. HESS. Let me say, before the video begins, that the women
in this video did not have any prior knowledge that their inter-
views would be shown to the Western world. They were under the
impression that the man who was interviewing them would report



back to the central government on the progress of the planned
birth policy in China.

[Video.]
In this first scene, a sign on the street openly depicts propaganda

promoting the Chinese planned birth policy. This is the govern-
ment planned birth policy, signed by the onghe Town People's
Government, displayed openly on the street.

Mrs. Gao is pictured here walking to work at the planned birth
office where she has worked for the past 14 years. The Yonghe
Town Planned birth office is in charge of a population of about
60,000 people.

A sign above the door at the entrance to the office says, "No per-
mit, no marriage; no pern4t; no pregnancy; no permit, no baby."

The Chinese carry out the planned birth policy with the help of
Chinese citizens who inform the planned birth office of their neigh-
bor's violations of the policy. This is the informer's box where peo-
ple in the town who wish to report violations can drop their accusa-
tions.

On the first floor of the building is a detention facility which
holds those who are in violation of the government's planned birth
policy. Other family members can be arrested and detained here if
the government cannot apprehend the woman in violation. They
can hold these people without any formal arrest whatsoever until
the woman surrenders herself to having an abortion or steriliza-
tion. Each cell holds 20 to 25 people.

Mrs. Gao is depicted here doing her daily work of issuing birth-
allowed certificates and birth-not-allowed certificates. She can also
organize supervision teams from here which apprehend policy vio-
lators at night.

Also on the first floor of the building is a computer room which
holds the data for every single woman in the town over the age of
16. Each individual woman s information is held on these cards
which contain their birthday, marriage date, menstrual cycle,
births, et cetera.

There is absolutely no privacy in this system. Mrs. Gao is show-
ing charts which have all of the information on every single proce-
dure each woman has received in the planned birth office, from
intrauterine device insertion to sterilization to abortion.

An example of the lack of privacy in the system is the detail of
each woman's picture on every single chart that is held in this of-
fice. These records are made public every month when the town
government summarizes the information on the cards and posts
them in the village.

The second floor holds a surgery room where women have abor-
tions and are sterilized right in the planned birth office.

This woman was engaged to her boyfriend, but was only 19 years
old so this kind of arrangement was illegal. She became pregnant,
but her pregnancy was not legal according to the government be-
cause she did not have a permit for marriage. The constitution says
that a woman is of adult age at the age of 18, however they will
not issue marriage permits in China until the woman has reached
the age of 20. She was 9 months pregnant before she was appre-
hended and brought into the office for an abortion. She describes
how, if she did not go into the office to get the abortion, her house



and her mother-in-law's house would have been destroyed by a su-
pervision team and she would have to pay a fine.

When asked what was done, if the baby is still alive when abort-
ed, Mrs. Gao answers that it is given an injection so that it will
die. She goes on to say that even up to a few days before the due
date, abortions are still performed. She tells of the horrors of how
at the peak of abortions in China, many times baby fetuses would
be thrown into the trash can after abortions.

After her abortion, this woman had an IUD inserted. She later
married, but is not sure if she will ever be able to have any chil-
dren again.

This woman's story is quite similar. She was pregnant and en-
gaged to her boyfriend. However, out of fear of the government's
planned birth policy, as she did not have a permit for such a birth,
she went to the hospital and aborted her baby on her own. Later,
she tells of how she was accused of hiding the baby by informers
and the government captured her for sterilization. Before her steri-
lization surgery, however, her cousin tried to go back to the hos-
pital where she received the abortion to get proof from the doctor
who performed the surgery that she did not in fact have a child.
But when he returned to the planned birth office, it was too late.
The girl had already been sterilized.

After she was sterilized, her husband rejected her with the jus-
tification of what good is a chicken who cannot lay an egg? She was
beaten and tortured by him and has tried repeatedly to commit sui-
cide but, without government approval, her tubes cannot be recon-
nected and she can never have children again.

The image of an aborted 7V2-month-old fetus requires no expla-
nation.

This is Jianjing's Central Women's Hospital. Every month, more
than 100 abortions are performed here. Ironically, however, it was
nominated by the World Health Organization as being a baby-
friendly hospital.

Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much. I'd like to now ask Mrs. Gao
if she would begin her testimony.

GAO XIAO DUAN, FORMER ADMINISTRATOR, PLANNED BIRTH
CONTROL OFFICE, PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

Ms. GAO. [via interpreter] My name is Gao Xiao Duan and I am
a citizen of the People's Repubic of China. I left China in April of
this year.

From 1984 to 1998, I was employed at the planned birth office
in Yonghe Town, Jinjiang Municipality, in Fujian Province. This is
my work card. My job as the administrator was to implement a
planned-birth policy pursuant to the documents of the Central
Committee of the Chinese Communist Party, the State Council,
and the Fujian Province planned birth regulations as well as ac-
cording to the local conditions of Yonghe Town. Yonghe Town has
a jurisdiction of 22 administrative villages with a total population
of about 60,000 people.

The Yonghe Town planned birth office was established in 1984.
Initially it was staffed with two members with an office in the gov-
ernment office building in the town. By 1998, its staff had grown
to 16 cadres. The headquarter-based staff are supported by 22 full-



time and part-time cadres working in the smaller towns. Now the
planned birth office has its own building. Since planned birth is
China's basic national policy, from the Central Planned Birth Com-
mittee right down to every single village in the nation, it is zeal-
ously carried out by full-time cadres, wfth both the party and gov-
ernment top officials personally responsible.

My work at the planned birth office included establishing a com-
puter data bank of all the women of childbearing age in the town,
which includes over 10,000 women, including their dates of birth,
marriage, situation, children, contraceptive ring insertion, preg-
nancies, abortions, and childbearing capabilities. I also issue birth-
allowed certificates, which she was holding up right here, to women
who meet the policy and regulations of the Central and Provincial
Planned Birth Committees and are, therefore, allowed to give birth
to children. Without a certificate, women are not allowed to give
birth to children. Should a woman be found pregnant without a
certificate, an abortion is performed immediately, regardless of how
many months pregnant she is.

I hiavean example of this. This case about a Miss Chen Li-Ren
who was a female resident of a village outside of Yonghe Town. In
1996, she became pregnant, in spite of the fact that she was not
married and did not have a certificate. It's a violation of the
planned birth policy to become pregnant without a birth-allowed
certificate. To avoid heavy monetary penalties and abortion, she in
order to save the child's life, when she was 3 months pregnant, left
the town.

But when she was 9 months pregnant, somebody informed on
her. The planned birth enforcement team of Yonghe Town began
searching for her. They were unable to find her, so they tore down
her husband's family's house and then threatened to also tear down
the house of her parents. One day, when she was at her parents'
house, the enforcement team officials forced their way into the
house. They found her and took her immediately-stuffed her into
a car and escorted her to the Jinjiang Municipality Planned Birth
Induced Delivery Center where the abortion was performed.

This is the document that we issue to people who already have
given birth to a son. It's the birth-not-allowed notices. Such notices
are sent to the couple when the data concludes that they do not
meet the requirement of the policy and are not allowed to have any
further children. Any couple who has already given birth to a son
will receive this notice and such notices are made public. The pur-
pose of this is to make it known to everyone that the couple, if they
are having a second child, is in violation of the policy, therefore,
facilitating supervision of the couple. We also issue control device
inspection and pregnancy test notices.

According to the specific data on each woman, every woman of
childbearing age is notified that she has to have a contraceptive de-
vice reliability and pregnancy examinations when necessary.
Should she fail to present herself in a timely manner for these ex-
aminations, she will not only be forced to pay a fine, but our super-
vision team will apprehend her and force her to have such an ex-
amination. This is the document that we issue to women who must
undergo sterilization or birth control measures. It's a birth control
measures implementation notice.



These are two cases which I personally handled. This is a docu-
ment where I authorized the sterilization of Mrs. Yao of Yonghe
Township because she already had two girls. And this is another
notice that I signed on November 28, 1996, authorizing the steri-
lization of Mrs. Shao. They already had one boy and one girl and,
according to regulations, she must be sterilized.

We also imposed monetary penalties on those who violated cen-
tral and provincial regulations. If they refused to pay the penalties,
our supervision team members would apprehend and detain them
until they paid such fines. We have two examples.

This is a Mr. and Mrs. Lin. They had one girl several years later
and, according to regulations, she could have another child. But
several years later they then adopted a son, but they were then in-
formed upon and then Mrs. Lin was taken to be sterilized.

This is Mr. and Mrs. Tsai in the Younghe Township and
Shanquian Village. They were married in 1987, but since they were
infertile, in 1991 they adopted a girl and this was legal.Butin
1997 they also adopted a boy which was not legal. So the Tsai's
were fined 6,000 RMB and also the planned birth official of their
village was also fined 1,000 RMB.

The planned birth office also regularly supervises and examines
how staff members of planned birth offices in the 22 administrative
villages perform their duties. The municipal planned birth commit-
tee often sends random groups to the villages for fear that local
cadres could cooperate with the villagers or that a local backlash
would develop against the cadres to conscientiously carry out their
duties.

We also write monthly synopses of planned birth reports which
are signed by the town government as well as the Communist
party of the township level. Then they're submitted to the munici-
pal people's government and the Communist party committee. We
must also be prepared for spot checks by cadres from our superior
department.

We also analyze informant materials submitted in accordance
with the informing system and then put these cases on file for in-
vestigation. Some materials are not conclusive, but planned birth
cadres are responsible for their villages and, to avoid being criti-
cized and punished by their superiors-there's a very strict system
of encouragement and punishment-they will resort to anything to
achieve planned birth goals set by their superiors.

This is my administrative implementation ID. It means that she
can go and actually implement the policies, her ID card. Whenever
the planned birth office calls for organizing planned birth super-
vision teams, town government and Communist party officials will
immediately order all organizations, including public security, the
courts, the finance departments, and the economic departments to
select cadres and organize them into these teams. They are then
sent to villages or areas where problems are expected either for
routine door-to-door checking or for swift checking of local violators.

Supervision teams are makeshift and, to avoid leaks, cadres do
not know which village they will be sent to until the last minute.
Planned birth supervision teams usually exercise night raids, encir-
cling suspected households with lightening speed. They also exer-



cise night raids and they encircle the houses in order to keep peo-
ple from escaping.

There are a few problems that are associated with these planned
birth supervision teams. The first one is with regard to the tearing
down of houses. No document explicitly allows dismantling of a vio-
lator's house, but to the best of my knowledge this practice not only
exists in our province, but in rural areas in other provinces as well.

I have two examples. The first one is in Yonghe Village in Bochu
town. Mr. and Mrs. Lin were married in 1992, and then they had
two girls which were out of the plan. In October 1995, their house
was torn down and Mr. Lin was detained in a detention center and,
in November 1995, he was sterilized.

Another example is in Zhoukeng Town. Another Lin family. They
were married in 1988. Their son was born in 1989. According to
regulations she had an IUD inserted, but the IUD was not in the
correct place and she subsequently became pregnant again. In
order to avoid having an abortion, she hid out until her son was
born. However, in October 1995, the work team sent a bulldozer to
tear down their house, as well as their brother's house. And, in
May 1996, Mrs. Lin was sterilized.

There are also problems associated with apprehending and de-
taining violators. Most planned birth offices in Fujian Province's
rural areas have their own detention facilities. In our town, the fa-
cility is right next door to my office. It has one room for males and
one room or females, each with a capacity of about 25 to 30 people.
To catch violators, our planned birth office does not need consent
by the courts, the judicial departments, or the public security de-
partments. Our actions are completely independent of them. There
are no paperwork formalities and there are no time limits associ-
ated with the detention. Detainees pa 8 RMB per day for food.
They are not allowed to make phone calls or to mail letters.

The majority of the detainees are, of course, either women who
are pregnant without birth-allowed certificates or women who are
to be sterilized or women who have been fined. As I explained pre-
viously, if we do not apprehend the women themselves, we detain
their family members, such as a father, a mother, a sister, broth-
ers, or their husband. And we detain them until the women them-
selves come forward to be sterilized or to have an abortion.

There are also problems with the abortion procedures. According
to government regulations, abortion for a pregnancy under 3
months is deemed artificial abortion. And, if the pregnancy exceeds
3 months, it is called induced delivery. In our town, an average of
10 to 15 abortions are performed monthly and, of these, about one-
third of the pregnancies are exceeding 3 months. For instance, in
the first half of 1997, 101 sterilizations were performed, 27 induced
deliveries, and 33 artificial abortions.

My husband's name is Zhuang De Shuang. He's the director of
the Haihang Garment Factory in Yonghe Town in Jinjiang Munici-
pality. We married in 1983. One year later, we gave birth to our
daughter, Zhang Wei Ling. We both love children very much. Un-
fortunately, because of the pressures of the one-child policy in
China, we could not have a second child.

The only thing we could do was to adopt a boy late in 1993 from
Northeast China in Harbin. We named him Zhang Wei Peng. This,



however, was also in violation of the policy. We had no choice but
to secretly keep him in someone else's house for fear of being in-
formed against by others in our town. We instructed the child to
never call me mother in the presence of outsiders. Whenever gov-
ernment agencies conducted door-to-door checks, our son had to
hide elsewhere. Most of the time he had to stay in our friend's
home.

My elder sister and my elder brother's wife, they also have two
daughters each. But both of them were sterilized and, because of
the sterilization procedure, their health was ruined, making it im-
possible for them to live and work normally.

I vividly remember one time that I led my subordinates to
Yinglin Town Hospital to check on births. I found that two women
in Zhoukeng Town had extra-plan births. I led a planned birth su-
pervision team composed of a dozen cadres and public security
agents. With sledge hammers and heavy crowbars in hand, we
went to Zhoukeng Town and dismantled their houses. We were un-
able to apprehend the women in the case so we took their mothers
in lieu of them and detained them in the planned birth offices de-
tention facility. It wasn't until about a half a month later that the
women surrendered themselves to the planned birth office. They
were sterilized, fined heavily, and their mothers were finally re-
leased. I myself did so many brutal things, but I thought that Iwas
conscientiously implementing the policy of our party and that I was
an exemplary citizen and a good cadre.

Once I found a woman who was 9 months pregnant, but did not
have a birth-allowed certificate. According to the policy, she was
forced to undergo an induced abortion. In the operating room, I saw
the child's lips were moving and how its arms and legs were also
moving. The doctor injected poison into its skull and the child died
and it was thrown into the trash can. Afterwards the husband was
holding his wife and crying loudly and saying, what kind of man
am I? What kind of husband am I? I can't even protect my wife
and child. Do you have any sort of humanity?

Whenever I saw these things, my heart would break and I felt
like to help the tyrant do evils was not what I wanted. I could not
bear seeing all these mothers grief-stricken by induced delivery and
sterilization. I could not live with this on my conscience because I
too am also a mother. These cruel actions are against what I be-
lieve in.

All of those 14 years I was a monster in the daytime, injuring
others by the Chinese Communist authorities' barbaric planned
birth policy. But in the evening I was like all other women and
mothers, enjoying my life with my children. I couldn't go on living
with such a duallife anymore.

Here to all those injured women and to all those children who
were killed, I want to repent and say sincerely that I'm very sorry,
sincerely sorry. I want to be a real human being. It is also my sin-
cere hope that what I describe here today can lead you to give your
attention to this issue so that you can extend your arms to save
China's women and children. Today I'm very happy to have this op-
portunity to be here and share my story with you. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Gao appears in the appendix.]



Mr. SMrrH. Mrs. Gao, thank you for your very moving testimony
of shocking and absolutely heartbreaking implementation of the
one-child-per-couple family in China and, surely, if it has this im-
pact on someone who was actually part of the implementation, the
impact on the women who are the victims every day-and some-
times that's both, implementor and victim-has to be staggering as
it relates to women's mental and emotional health.

So I just want to say how moved I am by your testimony. You
have performed an international public service by coming forward
like this, because, frankly, I've been working this issue since the
beginning of the 1980's and I am shocked and dismayed, and have
been over the years, by how dismissive many of the politicians, the
people at the U.N. Population Fund who are there on the ground,
and many others are about the story that you have brought to us
today. So, hopefully the scrutiny and the light that you bring with
your testimony will end the two-decade-old coverup, the white-
washing of these crimes against humanity that has been systemati-
cally engaged in by a myriad of people who know better, or should
know better.

I said in my opening that Dr. Sadik, who is the current executive
director of the U.N. Population Fund has said that the Chinese
program is, "totally voluntary." She has also said that there's no
such thing as a birth approval or a birth-allowed certificate.
Doesn't exist. And I have the quotes and the statements-and she
told me that herself when I met with her in New York at UNFPA
headquarters. It's a figment of everybody's imagination. And yet
you've brought actual copies of it. So, again, I think you've per-
formed an absolutely valuable service for humanity by willing to
blow the whistle on this horrific violation of women's rights and
children's rights and human rights by coming forward today.

Let me also point out that there needs to be action based on the
information that ou bring. Now that we have information, we
have one piece of documentation after another. We can't claim igno-
rance any more, or look askance, or look the other way, which has
been what so many people in government do, especially those who
routinely look away from human rights abuses in China.

I noticed in reading over reams of background information that
President Jiang Zemin himself criticized family planning cadres for
being too lax in 1995, and this was reported by the Foreign Broad-
cast Information Service-and extolled them to be more vigorous
and dynamic.

Let me just say before I depart to vote-we'll take a 5-minute
break-that I met with Peng Peiyun who, until recently, ran the
family planning program, for almost 3 hours in Beijing. She cat-
egorically denied that there was any coercion, doesn't happen.
Again, a figment of our imagination and, again, you, having worked
for 14 years in the system have brought to light that this is a big
lie that has been utilized by the Chinese Government and by Peng
Peiyun, by Jiang Zemin, and others. Li Peng said the same thing
in a meeting that Mr. Wolf of Virginia and I had with him. Coer-
cion is non-existent, he said to us when we met with him for about
an hour.

So, hopefully, those myths are shattered once and for all. Those
who believe that forced abortion is not part and parcel of the Chi-



nese program are in the same league as those who said the Holo-
caust never happened in Nazi Germany and it's about time we fo-
cused on the truth and then we let the truth invigorate us to take
bold and strong stances against this horrific practice. So I'm going
to thank you, Mrs. Gao, for being a whistleblower, in bringing this
information to the Committee and, hopefully by extension, to the
country and the world.

The Subcommittee will take a 5-minute recess.
[Recess.]
Mr. SMITH. The Subcommittee will resume its sitting and, Mrs.

Zhou, I would ask if you would present your testimony at this
point.

STATEMENT OF ZHOU SHIU YON, COERCIVE POPULATION
CONTROL VICTIM

Ms. ZHou. My name is Zhou Shiu Yon. I come from Fujian in
China. I was born on August 5, 1973. My parents are Zhou Hai
Guan and Chen Yi Jiao. On June 15, 1993, I caught a ship in
Guangzhou and fled to the United States.

May 1993, when I was 19, I was found to be pregnant. We were
both so happy and went to the government office to get legal paper-
work for our marriage. We were refused because I was under 20.
Later the government found I was pregnant. Feeling sick, I go to
the hospital. The doctor who examined me reported my apparent
pregnancy to the government. As I had no legal paper for marriage
and no governmenL-approved birth-allow documents, my baby was
illegal and I could not have a baby.

The government sent many soldiers to my home. I heard a group
of men at the door. So I know it was the government soldier who
had come to take me away for abortion. I hid in my room. Five men
came to my door and broke it down. One of the men stayed outside
as a guard. One is inside my room. They grabbed me and hand-
cuffed me, then they took me to the hospital. They locked me up
for hours in a small room in the hospital.

They gave me a pill and they were to come back in about 30 min-
utes with a shot. They forced me to swallow the pill, but I escaped
the shots. My boyfriend knew I was locked up. He gave 1,000 to
a nurse for her to open the window. She opened the window and
I jumped out. Then my boyfriend took me by a car straight to
Guangzhou. We wanted the baby very much. We paid 5,000 to get
on a ship. I hope that by leaving China I would be able to find a
safe place to give birth to my baby.

On June 15, 1993, when I left for the United States, I was 2
months pregnant. Because of sea sickness and sickness related to
my pregnancy, I was unconscious most of my time on the ship and
ate very little. When I was arrested by the U.S. Government on
July 19, 1993, I did not clearly understand what was happening to
me. I lost my baby in a San Diego hospital. I had been carrying
it for 3 months. I was so sorry that I was in poor health and lost
my first baby. I kept thinking, I lost my child.

When I was in hometown in China, I saw how many pregnant
women were hiding anywhere they could. Some of them were 9
months pregnant, but were forced to have an abortion just the
same simply because they had no birth-allow assignment. The gov-



ernment dismantled the houses of some of them and made them
homeless. The government-planned birth policy is very stern. In my
town, I saw how many women were looking for a place to hide at
night because the government usually catches people at night.

All this made me terrified, even here in the United States, I was
scared. I could say nothing about the Chinese Government because,
if I said I was persecuted by the Chinese Government for violating
its planned birth policy and fled to the United States, the Chinese
Government would persecute my family members. On the other
hand, I do not know whether I will stay in this free country or I
will be repatriated back to China. That was why, on some occa-
sions, I said I fled China because my parents turned me out and
other occasions I say I fled because my boyfriend did not want the
baby.

The fact that it was my first baby was the reason I left. I was
so happy when I was carrying it and kept thinking I was going to
be a mother. That was why I decided to turn to the sea, to flee
somewhere just to keep my baby. I was so sorry when I learned my
baby was gone.

Thank you. Thank you, my American friends. They love me.
Among them is a prison officer, Ruth Williams, Mr. and Mrs.
Palmquist, and Mr. and Mrs. Peterson. They led me to our Lord.
Now my family members know I am in the United States. After
Chinese guys took money from them and they lost more than 5,000
American dollars, a few days ago they say they're happy to hear
me on the phone, everything will be OK. Keep on going.

If my baby had lived, he would be almost five today. I hope that
I can give a baby again. I wish I can be a mother sometime in the
future. I pray for years. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Zhou appears ir the appendix.]
Mr. SMITH. Ms. Zhou, thank you for your testimony and I deeply

regret that our own government, the U.S. Government, has been so
unsympathetic to your personal plight and to the plight of others
who have been similarly abused by the Chinese Government right
down to the local cadre, and when you escaped what you thought
was to freedom here, found yourself inside a detention center, in
your case, for over 4 years. I think it's an outrage that we, as a
government, have not been more empathetic, more generous, and
I apologize on behalf of the U.S. Government that we have so mis-
treated you, compounding the egregious mistreatment that you re-
ceived at the hand of the cadres.

I would point out for the record that Mr. Hyde and I were able
to, as I think you know, change the asylum law, after it was re-
versed by administrative order by the Clinton Administration when
it came into office, reversing the Reagan and Bush policy of provid-
ing a well-founded fear of persecution for those who flee forced
abortion or forced sterilization. That is now law and hopefully will
be faithfully implemented. But I think the fact that your case still
remains unresolved is a black mark against our own government.

I'd like to ask Mr. Harry Wu if now he would present his testi-
mony.



STATEMENT OF HARRY HONGDA WU, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
LAOGAI RESEARCH FOUNDATION

Mr. Wu. Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, I focus on this
birth control policy year after year and know that you made a big
contribution on this issue. I am very happy today with the two Chi-
nese native women and native victims who are using this oppor-
tunity to deliver our concern to find out what's going on with you.
Because it has been 20 years since the People's Republic of China,
which has 22 percent of the world's population, started implement-ing this so-called population control policy-or you can say it is a
planned birth policy, PBP-in mainland China.

For years, not only the Chinese Government scholars, also uite
a number of the western scholars and government officials have
had little but praise for this policy. They re talking about Chinese
economy, talking of development, talking about birth control, it
means to them this is very important in human societies in the pol-
icy or something. In spite of many appalling facts, these people
think that Chinese fundamental national policy is correct in the
main and that the Chinese Communist leaders are responsive and
that their policy is basically in keeping with the interests of the
people, that population control in Chin r has significance for
progress and development not only in China, but throughout the
whole world.

And today I'm going to explain the essence of the fundamental
national policy. Before I want to explain this national policy, I
want to say, to give a birth is a basic human right. No government
organizations or individual can deprive a person of his or her right
of reproduction for political, social, economic, cultural, ethical, or
any other reasons.

The Chinese national policy said in 1991, this is a long-term pol-
icy of our nation to carry out birth planning, control the population
growth, and improve the population quality. If we want to become
a prosperous country, we definitely have to control the population.
And then this document said, to successfully carry out planned
birth work, each party committee must establish leadership team
for population and planned birth work with an important person
heading up this team and, with a group cooperate with each associ-
ated department. And she went a little bit further, she said, we
have to establish a system of a reward and punishment. So when
you heard the story about the punishment or torture or these ter-
rible things, it comes from the central government.

Now, let me quote another document from local government. The
local government from Quanzhou City, the document is talking
about the different departments and how to work together to im-
plement the Fujian Province planned birth regulations. OK For ex-
ample, the Transportation Department is not allowed to issue driv-
ing licenses to those who violate the birth-control policy. OK. De-
partment of Finance, to ensure development of birth control-
planned birth work should not allow any loan given to these people
who violate planned birth control policy. Agricultural Department
not allowed to approve any land for these people who violate
planned birth policies.

You see, all the departments joined together against the humans
who want to have a baby. So this entity, the Chinese Communist



Party, has declared a war upon the very act of giving life. Because
this is a one-vote veto policy, it means if you violate so-called
planned birth policy, no driving license, no passport, no house, no
job, no bank loaning, nothing. And those people is not really like
your political application, like dissidents. It isn't like the people
want to involve the religious behavior. It is very, very natural for
a single woman. They just want a baby, but without the birth per-
mit from the government, not allowed to have a baby.

Do you find any place in the world where a person has to get a
permit from a government to have a baby? Without a permit, they
can force you to have an abortion, they can destroy your house,
they can fine you, and they can detain your parents, your husband,
waiting for you to come back for abortion and sterilization. And
this policy applies to all the women and all the families in China.

Here is a management chart. This comes from Yonghe Town.
This came from Mrs. Gao Xiao Duan. I want to itemize and de-
scribe to you. Yonghe Town planned birth management chart.
Legal marriage: if the woman have legal marriage. You have to get
the certificate and every quarter are subject to inspection of preg-
nancy. If you're late for appointment, every day 50 yuans fined. If
over 1 month, 2,000 yuan fine. Because in her office there's a com-
puter system. They know when is your period, when your preg-
nancy. If you don't go on the time, you got big trouble.

After your first baby, the first month, you have to register your
baby in the police station. If more than 1 month passes without a
registration, sterilization is required. After you delivered the baby,
in the next 2 months you have to insert the IUD. If the second
month passes and no IUD has been inserted, sterilization is re-
quired.

If you do have IUD in your womb, every quarter the government
will inform you, notice you, and you have to go to the office of in-
spection. If you do not appear, you pay the fine, 50 yuans, every
day. If over 1 month, the fine is 2,000 yuans. If 6 months passes,
there has been no IUD inspection; then sterilization is required.

If the first baby is male, in the fourth month, the subject must
obtain a single-child certificate. If 4 months pass and no such cer-
tificate has been obtained, sterilization is required. If the first baby
is a female, you have to right away insert IUD and, if you want
to have a second baby, you have to wait for another 38 months.

Now there is that line right here. So-called early marriage. It
means the woman is, the age is under 20 and the man is the age
of 22. You don't have a marriage certificate. Of course, you would
not get a birth certificate. And if they find you pregnant, they will
fine you 10,000 yuan and right away ask for abortion and steriliza-
tion. They call this early pregnancy. This is the policy applied to
every woman in China.

Maybe the situation in a large city like Shanghai, Quanzhou,
may be a little bit different, but we do have to know 75 percent
of the people today are living in the countryside. This is why, you
know, it is out of the people's imagination. That includes me my-
self. Because I was native Chinese, in the past 40-some years, we
always were encouraged by the Communist party to inform on so-
called counter-revolutionaries, and inform these criminals. And the



police, public security police, always take action, at midnight, sur-
round, and try to capture these counter-revolutionary criminals.

Today in China, they have a law enforcement team, just like
Mrs. Gao was one of them. They set up informing system. The pol-
icy said, strengthen leadership and raise awareness. You know, in
each individual town, the planned birth office will publicly post a
new marriage and birth situation for each single woman and then
establish informing network. For example, there's an article here
which said, those who report a case for extra-plan pregnancies and
carry out reminding measures will be awarded 400 yuan. So, in
China, if you inform someone has an extra baby, you will get
money. So that's why I say the government today has declared a
war against humanity.

We are talking about destroyed people's house. We saw many re-
ports from different provinces and the Chinese central government
denied it. Maybe it's happened in local government and those local
Communist cadres are responsible for these events. Now we have
the document right here. For example, in Yonghe Town, in
Yingdun Village, a couple has two babies and then intend to have
a third child. And this is illegal in China. They run away, but the
government captured their father and put him in the detention
center for 4 months in March 1995. And the couple still didn't come
back to surrender. And then they destroyed their house. Finally
they captured the wife and sterilized her and also fined her 4,000
yuans.

I asked Mrs. Gao, do you think you have full power to arrest
someone? And she said-and also I say, can the public security or
the court system complain to you? She said, no, we are No. 1. What
do you mean No. 1? Because the court, Transportation Department,
Public Security Department, Agriculture Department, Financial
Department, all these government organizations have to support
planned birth policy. So we don't need any advice or any paperwork
from the court. We can do anything we want.

Adoption in China also is a big problem. Except some people, it
is true, they'd never have a child and then they think they can
apply for adoption. Here is a case. In Bantou Village in Yonghe
Town, Mr. and Mrs. Chai, they have first boy. So they also have
a contract with the government, not going to have any second baby.
Mrs. Chai in this town is wealthy and very good reputation. But
one early morning, they find a baby girl on their doorstep. But she
doesn't know how to handle it. She cannot pick up the girl. So fi-
nally they pick up the girl. And the government fined 20,000 and
forced the woman to have sterilization.

If you don't have a certificate for a birth in China, if they catch
you, no matter how many months your pregnancy, they force you
to have sterilization and abortion. And some people are talking
about, say, maybe in this individual case or some rural area, ob-
scure area, or this happen in local government.

Let me show you one document. This is statistics from Yonghe
Town, June 1997. Yonghe Town controls 22 villages. The total pop-
ulation is 65,163. That includes 12,974 women who married and
possibly have a child. It means, like 13,000. And this information
says 12,000 of them, means 93.7 percent of the women already
have a kind of planned birth control measure. That means 2,300



of the women already insert IUD. Metal ring in their womb. And
9,694 of the 12,000 women subject to sterilization. That means 75
percent of the women in this town sterilized. How many of them
voluntarily want to accept the sterilization? I don't know. But I
think 95 percent of them are forced to sterilize. And this small
town has, on the average, 10 to 15 forced abortions and half of
them actually the pregnancy's over 4 months.

This is killing policy. This is murder policy. Today in the United
States, two teenagers are facing the death penalty as they were
charged with the murder of their newborn baby. When the child
was born, they crushed its skull and threw it into the trash. Every
American felt repulsed by this story. But what about the Chinese
Communist Government? It will happen today in China and every-
where in China. Millions of women, millions of babies, subject to
this policy every day.

Let me say in this way: If Chinese planned birth policy continues
into the next two decades, along with the economic development,
China will become a kind of prosperous country. I have two ques-
tions. First, what is the cost we pay for that kind of prosperity?
How many babies murdered? How many women wounded? How
many families destroyed? Do we want that kind of prosperity? Yes,
maybe it is a kind of prosperity, but this is materialistic prosperity
This country is spiritually very, very poor. This country only builds
on Communist regime control and maybe some have money maybe
some people become rich, but in ethics, in human rights, in human-
ity, this country was destroyed. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Wu appears in the appendix.]
Mr. SMITH. Mr. Wu, thank you for your extraordinary testimony

and for the vital service you've provided in helping Mrs. Gao escape
China.

Let me ask a number of questions-and I will submit some for
the record-but I would like to begin. One of the things that many
found to be appalling was that in the early 1980's, the United Na-
tions presented China, as it was going through a high-tide period
and many women were being forcibly aborted en masse, the United
Nations gave them an excellence in population award.

Former New York Times reporter, Pranay Gupte, in his book
'"The Crowded Earth" said, and this is a quote from him, "I met the
population minister in his office in Beijing and he immediately
launched into an appreciation of what the U.N.'s award meant to
him and to the Chinese. The award had, as the minister put it, put
the imprimatur of the world body on China's family planning ef-
fort."

Wei Jingsheng, when he testified before our Subcommittee after
his release, saidthat when the United Nations was seen working
side by side with the oppressors, those who murder the babies and
injure the women and break the families, to quote Mr. Wu, when
they saw that, they were appalled that the U.N. Population Fund
would have a hand-in-glove relationship with the oppressor rather
than with the oppressed.

I mentioned this earlier and I think it bears repeating. The cur-
rent executive director of the U.N. Population Fund, who has been
on the scene for many, many years now, and her predecessor, Dr.
Sadik have said repeatedly that the Chinese program is purely vol-
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untary and, Mrs. Gao, if you would respond to this as well, that
there is, and I quote, "there is no such thing as a license to have
a birth." How do you respond when the world body and its special-
ized agency is in league with the oppressor rather than standing
with the oppressed? And how do you respond to this statement,
which I believe to be patently false, but I await your comment, that
there's no such thing as birth license?

Ms. GAO. [via interpreter] She said anybody who goes to have a
marriage certificate then will go to the family planning office and
fill out the forms to receive the birth permit certificate and we
issue it at that time and it's put in a little red plastic folder for
them to carry around.

Mr. SMITH. Is this countrywide or just in Fujian Province?
Ms. GAO. [via interpreter] She said she can't say for all of China,

but she does know that in Szechuan and Anhui Provinces that they
also have a similar system where you must have a birth-allowed
certificate.

Mr. SMrrH. Is this a new policy or has this been in existence for
some time?

Ms. GAO. [via interpreter] She said in the urban areas she knows
that they had that system starting from the start of the policy of
1979 and 1980, however in their area, which is a more rural area,
she said it was either the end of 1990 or the beginning of 1991
when they began using these birth permit forms.

Mr. SMITH. In January of this year, the U.N. Population Funds'
deputy executive director said that the Chinese Government is,
quote, "keen to move away from its administrative approach." That
it wants the program to be based on free and voluntary choice. Is
there any evidence that that's true? That the government is easing
up?

Ms. GAO. [via interpreter] She's not seen anything to indicate
that or to indicate that any woman willingly goes to be sterilized.

Mr. SMrrH. I would just add, I'll never forget in 1985 when the
story broke and all of a sudden, after the Washington Post carried
it's three-part expose, people were scrambling to somehow justify
their past support for the Chinese program. We had a hearing of
the Foreign Affairs Committee and at that point some academics
and others all said all the abuses are past or largely past and be-
hind us, and that it was pretty much smooth sailing ahead. We
know that that's not true. The evidence that has been coming for-
ward suggests that after Tiananmen Square it got demonstrably
worse, but it got worse even after 1985.

Let me ask a second question to Mrs. Gao or Ms. Zhou or Mr.
Wu. On last night's Nightline, an American anthropologist stated
that Mrs. Gao's experiences in her township in Fujian Province
might not be representative because Fujian is known as a province
in which enforcement of the family planning policy is particularly
harsh. On the other hand, the U.S. State Department advisory
opinions on asylum cases say that most asylum cases from Fujian
were unfounded because the birth control laws were very loosely
enforced in that province. These statements are obviously con-
tradictory and it seems as if it's a moving target.

Fujian is the province where most Chinese boat people come
from. For years, most of their forced-abortion asylum claims have



been rejected because the policy is supposedly enforced very loosely
there. Now that we have absolute proof that the policy is strictly
enforced in that province, we hear that this is not really represent-
ative of China at all because Fujian is famous for its strict enforce-
ment. Which version is true?

Mr. Wu. I'm going to take that question. My view is Fujian Prov-
ince I want to say is the central government control is looser than
any other province except Guandong. Actually the birth control pol-
icy is looser. So that means the other province, so far as I know,
like Anhui, Szechuan, Hunan, Hubei, that means these control, the
planned birth control policy, is more harsher than Fujian because
Fujian people can escape and they can even get on the boat to sail
to Taiwan and sneak to other countries. And the inland provinces,
there's almost no way to escape. So more harsher than Fujian.

Ms. GAO. [via interpreter] She said she feels like the situation in
China is actually becoming worse. Before she left China in March
of this year, she attended a monthly planning meeting in
Quanzhou City and, in this meeting, they orally indicated that part
of the policy would be changing-in the past anyone who was
caught without a marriage certificate, for example, what they
would call an early marriage, an early birth, in the past only one
of the couple would be sterilized. But they said that the policy
would be changing where both people would be sterilized in the fu-
ture.

And she said that she stood up in the meeting and said, well, you
can't just give us an oral policy, you need to give us a written pol-
icy so that we can carry it out. And he said, yes, there will be a
written document coming down indicating this policy change.

She also mentioned an article which I'm not sure about, about
a problem in Guandong and I don't know if you heard that-

Mr. Wu. She mentioned the article from the World Journal re-
porting that in Guandong Province, the Chinese officials destroyed
a couple's house because they have a 7-month pregnancy and vio-
late the birth control policy. So she said this is not only happening
in our provinces, it's nationwide.

Mr. SMITH. Let me just underscore the point. The State Depart-
ment guidance that goes to immigration judges with regard to asy-
lum claims and country conditions points out-and I quote directly
from the guidance-"Fujian Province's lax enforcement of family
planning rules have been criticized in the official press." Last
night, again, on Nightline, the anthropologist-I guess the expert-
was saying that it is stricter in Fujian Province, not the other way
around. And yet the official guidance, again, coming out of the U.S.
Government has said the enforcement is lax. It seems whenever
scrutiny is brought to bear on any given area, all of a sudden that's
the exception to the rule rather than the rule itself.

Let me ask our panel, do you know-and Mrs. Gao, you might
want to answer this--do you know of any government official or
employee ever being punished for being too harsh in applying the
family planning policies, in other words, forcing a woman to have
an abortion? A ain, when I, on two occasions, met with family
planning officials, including Peng Peiyun, they claimed that people,
if they step over the line and coerce a woman, they are punished.
And I asked for documentation of anywhere in China where a
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cadre or a family planning leader was punished for using coercion.
The only punishment that I have seen on record is a family plan-
ning cadre being punished for being too loose, for allowing a
woman to have the baby, despite the one-child-per-couple policy.
Mrs. Gao.

Ms. GAO. [via interpreter] She said that. she's never heard of any
cases like that of officials being punished. She said that officials
since they consider that this is the basic national policy, they have
the power, because they have their, you know, their identification
cards, they have this power to go out and enforce the policy in the
way that they see fit. And that they don't have to worry aboutbeing punished for over-enforcement of the policy.

Mr. Wu. Let me sa,_ something also. I think it's clear we present
to this hearing, there s a serious document to tell you that the cen-
tral government is responsible for all these crimes. For example,
the local village these cadres have to sign a contract. If they not
really implement the contract, they will receive a punishment,
which is very clear. It's from the provincial document and from the
national document. If you want to say someone have to subject to
punish, I think the person should be Jiang Zemin, Li Peng, and
Peng Pei-Yung. They are real criminals.

Mr. SMITH. Mrs. Gao, what happens to a family planning cadre
who does not aggressively meet their birth targets and does not ef-
fectively implement the one-child-per-couple policy?

Ms. GAO. [via interpreter] They'll be criticized and they'll be
fined and possibly fired. They'll be criticized and possibly sus-
pended.

Mr. SMITH. Mrs. Zhou, during your 4V2 years in detention here
in the United States, were you tempted to return to China? Did the
U.S. Government officials ever urge you to do so? And, why did you
not return?

Ms. ZHOU. [via interpreter] She said that the American officials
had asked her to go back, but she wasn't willing to go back because
she felt that if she did go back that she would be arrested or some-
how detained and then also it would create problems for her family
as well.

Mr. SMITH. Mrs. Gao, let me ask you again, reading from the
profile of asylum claims, the country conditions, put out by the U.S.
Department of State for the INS judges. There's a paragraph that
reads, "the central government does not authorize physical force to
make people submit to abortion or sterilization, but there are re-
ports that this continues to occur in some rural areas."

Mr. Wu a moment ago just said that Jiang Zemin, Li Peng, and
Peng Peiyun are the criminals, they're the ones who should be held
responsible for this. You indicated in your testimony that this is a
top-to-bottom process. Michael Weisskopf, again, not to belabor the
point, but back in 1985 pointed out that publicly the Chinese offi-
cials always have plausible deniability. They say they don't want
anything to do with coercion, but then a closer look reveals that ev-
erything is in place to result, as a consequence, in coercion.

Ms. GAo. [via interpreter] She feels it's not just a local policy. In
fact, every month they have to submit reports to the city planned
birth office, then the city planned birth office submits it to the
Quanzhou city office, then to the provincial level, then to the cen-



tral level. And she said they often have inspections conducted by
people from Jinjiang City or Quanzhou City and even from the cen-
tral level of government who are constantly coming to inspect their
offices and inspect their work.

Mr. Wu. Congressman.
Mr. SMITH. Yes, Mr. Wu.
Mr. Wu. I think in the United States, no one, including your par-

ents, can force you to insert an IUD. But today many Chinese
women have IUD. Would you ask Chinese President, say, are these
women voluntarily willing to insert IUD? How many are forced by
the government? Is this a government policy? And I just told you
that in this small town 75 percent of the women, married women,
possibly pregnant women, already have been sterilized. Sterilized.
Who did it? This is not a one or two single case, this is all the way
from the top to the bottom, come to the planned birth policy and
that policy was already implemented more than 20 years now.
Thank you.

Mr. SMITH. Mr. Rees.
Mr. REES. Mrs. Gao, just to follow up on something the chairman

said, suppose that there was a woman who was pregnant and had
an unauthorized-she did not have a birth-allowed certificate and
you-a family planning official talked with her and said, you really
ought to have an abortion. And she said, no, I will not have an
abortion. I don't believe in it. I want the child. And the family plan-
ning official said, after a long conversation, OK, it's up to you. It's
your choice. What would happen to that family planning official?
Would anything happen?

Ms. GAo. [via interpreter] They'll be fired.
Mr. REES. OK So I want to read the next sentence from what

the chairman read. This is our government's official assessment, of
the Chinese program. And they say that, '"The government does not
authorize physical force to make people submit to abortion. Chinese
officials acknowledge privately that forced abortions and steriliza-
tions still occur in areas where family planning personnel may be
uneducated and ill-trained. On balance," and, again, this is our
government's conclusion, it appears that, quote, "better supervision
of family planning workers, demographic factors, and China's suc-
cess at deterring unauthorized pregnancies have together reduced
the number of forced abortions and sterilizations from the levels in
the early and mid-1980's."

Is it true that the central government, as our government seems
to believe, does not want you to do forced abortions? That that's
just a mistake at the local level?

Ms. GAO. [via interpreter] She said that the central government
equates family planning-or gives family planning policy the same
importance as the economic development policy of China.

She said about two-thirds of government resources, that govern-
ment people are spending their time working on planning.

Mr. REES. Are you aware of any training that's being given to
local cadres to try to teach them that they shouldn't force people
to have abortions.

Ms. GAO. (via interpreter] She said that the policy, it originally
is a forced policy to begin with so there is no training. I mean, she's
never heard of anything like that.



Mr. REES. Ms. Zhou, I want to begin by saying that, in July
1993, when you were on that boat off the coast of San Diego, I was
the general counsel, the chief lawyer for the Immigration and Nat-
uralization Service. And so I guess I'm a recovering immigration of-
ficial.

As I recall, everybody else on that boat and two other boats, were
sent back directly to China through Mexico. You were only saved
because you had this terrible illness and you had to be flown in for
medical reasons.

Ms. ZHOU. Yes.
Mr. REES. So I've kept up with your case. I actually resigned

from the INS during that time and tried to follow the cases of some
of the Chinese boat people. And I've followed your case a little bit
and Congressman Smith wrote a letter on your behalf about a year
ago trying to get you out of detention and it is wonderful to be able
to welcome you to freedom.

But I want to ask a question and I hope it won't be embarrassing
for you because it's about your asylum case and we plan to keep
on following up on this case. As I understand, the reason that you
were denied at first was because, under the government's interpre-
tation of the asylum law, even if you really were telling the truth
about fleeing a forced abortion, you were not regarded as a refugee,
you were just regarded as an ordinary lawbreaker. You wanted to
break the government's family planning law, so that wasn't consid-
ered to be political persecution if they punished you.

But after the amendment that was passed to restore the former
policy that Congressman Hyde and Congressman Smith's amend-
ment, the law changed so that if the government believed your
story that you were fleeing a forced abortion, that that's why you
fled China, then they should have granted you asylum.

Now as I understand, the reason that they didn't give you asy-
lum even after the law changed is that they said that you had told
inconsistent stories. They said that when you first came into the
country, you didn't say you were afraid of the government. You
said that you fled because your boyfriend didn't want the baby, and
you've talked about that here today. And so they say, since she
changed her story, we're not going to believe her when she says she
was afraid of the government. Can you tell us why you first said
that it was just your boyfriend you were afraid of and then later
you said it was the government?

Ms. ZHOU. [via interpreter] She said, at the beginning I was
afraid to say anything against the Chinese Government. But even
though in my heart I was crying because it wasn't the truth. But
now I feel like I have to tell the truth and I want to, you know,
make it clear that I'm in the right.

Mr. REES. Why were you afraid to say anything bad about the
Chinese Government?

Ms. ZHOU. [via interpreter] Because I was afraid what they
would do to my family and to my boyfriend.

Mr. REES. Can I ask you whether, in the course of your immigra-
tion proceedings, they gave you a chance to explain why you had
changed your story, just as we have given here today?
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Ms. ZHOU. [via interpreter] She said, no, she wasn't given an op-
portunity and they probably felt that it was too late for her to
change her story.

Mr. REES. OK There's one other question I want to ask Mrs. Gao
and it's a very sensitive issue and I apologize for raising it, but
about 3 years ago, in a Hong Kong newspaper, there was a terrible,
shocking story interviewing people anonymously who claimed to
work in family planning centers in China that there was actually
a market that some family planning employees would sell the
aborted babies, the aborted fetuses, to be used as a sort of a health
food for certain people who thought that this would make them
strong or restore their youth. Have you heard about anything like
that happening? Do you know of anything like that in your per-
sonal experience?

Ms. GAO. [via interpreter] She's not heard of fetuses, but she
does know that there's actually a very strong market for the after-
birth-

Mr. REES. Right.
Ms. GAO. [via interpreter] -and that the physicians usually are

fighting over it, who can get it, and then because they can make
money, they can sell it as a health remedy and then, you know,
and earn some extra money.

Mr. REES. I see.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much, Mr. Rees. Let me just ask one

final question. Many of us argued that the women's conference,
which was held in Beijinga couple ofyears ago under the auspices
of the United Nations, should have had a different venue, some
other country because of forced abortion and because of other
human rights abuses that the Chinese Government has engaged in.

While I was there, I co-led the delegation that went to Beijing
and stayed there the better part of a week. I couldn't help but no-
tice that the Chinese newspapers made it look as if the whole
world had made its way to Beijing to applaud the great strides that
China had made in the area of human rights and women's rights,
while the other newspapers, including Hong Kong and American
and British and other newspapers, took the Chinese to task for
many of its practices: its exclusion of Tibetan women, the forced
abortion issue, and many others.

At your level, how was the women's conference received? Was it
seen an affirmation of Chinese Government's work in the area of
women' s issues? Or did the criticism somehow get through to you
as well?

Ms. GAO. [via interpreter] Yes, she did get to see a few articles
from the States that were critical of the family planning policy, but
she also went to say that she felt like the policy was becoming even
stricter than in the past. It's getting worse.

Mr. SMITH. Let me conclude with one final question. What in
your opinion should be response by the U.S. Government, by the

united Nations, and other interested governments to the plight of
women in China as it relates to this policy? Mr. Wu, if you wanted
to answer that as well.

Ms. GAO. [via interpreter] She feels like America, as well as
other countries, should encourage-or should ask China to stop this



cruel policy and allow these innocent families and women and chil-
dren some peace.

Mr. Wu. I wish the scholars from the West, the politicians from
the West, tell the truth and don't apply the double standard of
human rights. I wish them to stop misleading the people and ap-
plauding the Communist leader in China.

Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Wu. Thank you, Mrs. Gao. And Ms.
Zhou, thank you for your excellent testimony. And, just let me con-
clude this hearing.

You know, my wife and I, Marie, we have four children. One of
them is in this room; she's working as an intern. I always try to
say, what would happen if I were in someone else's shoes. f we
lived in China, Melissa would be here, but Chris, Michael, and
Elise would be dead, as a direct result of the one-child-per-couple
policy. I think for most Americans, we need to wake up-as do
most of the people in the Western world-to this shame and the
dishonor of a policy and the cruelty of a policy that makes brothers
and sisters illegal. I have two older brothers. I can't think of what
life would have been without them, growing up. I would have been
one of the ones who-because I'm the youngest-would not have
survived.

It's time that the cover up and the whitewashing by the U.N.
Population Fund, by the U.S. Government, by information passed
on by our State Department that is riddled with falsehoods, ended.
The cover up has to end and I believe, Mrs. Gao, you, perhaps more
than anyone else, have helped to shatter the myths that abound
and continue to abound.

Mr. Wu just mentioned the importance of people becoming truth
tellers. There's always an apologist ready to rush to a camera to
say things aren't as bad as, Mrs. Gao, you have pointed out today
they really are. And I think we need more light, not less. The
closed society known as the PRC needs to open up, but it really is
time that this one-child-per-couple policy, which some in the popu-
lation community would love to see replicated elsewhere be seen for
what it is. As a matter of fact, Dr. Sadik said some years ago that
China should be proud of its accomplishments and needs to export
its expertise in trimming its births and reducing its population to
other countries.

God forbid that that happen; that other countries embrace the
one-child-per-couple policy. And we know that some have embraced
a two- and three-child-per-couple policy. And coercion always is
right there as a handy means of enforcing and reaching those tar-
gets. It's an outrageous policy and, again, as a whistleblower and
truth teller, you are to be commended for your courage in coming
forward like this today.

We deeply appreciate all three of our witnesses and I thank you.
This hearing is adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 1:41 p.m., the Subcommittee adjourned subject to
the call of the Chair.]
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Civilizations can be judged by how they treat women, children, old people,
and strangers. Vulnerable people bring out the kindness in every society, and also
the cruelty. Every so often they become the object of practices so vile that they
will cause people to recoil in horror across the centuries. One such practice is
forced abortion. Another is forced sterilization.

The world has known for over fifteen years now that the government of
China routinely compels women to abort their "unauthorzed unborn children, and
that Chinese men and women are often forcibly sterilized.

Almost two months ago I w4 as approached by human rights activist Harry Wu,
who asked for my help in bringing an important defector from the People's Republic
of China into the United States. Mrs. Gao Xiaoduan was the senior official at what
the government of China euphemistically calls a "family planning clinic." She had
decided she could no longer live with herself while continuing to do this work, and
was trying to escape to the United States in order to tell the inside story of the PRC
population control program. Unfortunately, our State Department had already turned
her down for a visa at the U.S. Consulate in Guangzhou. She managed to escape to
Manila, where she was again denied a visa to enter the United States. Ultimately, I
asked the Immigration and Naturalization Service to grant Mrs. Gao a public interest
parole so she could provide this important testimony to our subcommittee and to the
American people. INS was far more sensitive to the importance of this case than their
colleagues at the State Department had been. They decided to allow Mrs. Gao to
come to the United States to tell her story.

I
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'e already knew many of the gruesome details of the PRC coercive
population program. We knew. for instance. that the government routinesly imposes
exorbitant fines on couples who had 'unauthorized" children -- sometimes
amounting to three or four times the average income for a Chinese citizen --. and
destroys their homes and confiscates their personal property when they cannot pay.
We knev% that when a Aoman has an unauthonzed pregnancy, she is typically
brought to the "family planning center" and subjected to intense psychological
pressure. often %ith the personal involvement of her boss and other people who hold
power over her. until she agrees to the abortion. We know that when psychological
pressure does not work, women are sometimes dragged physically to abortion
centers, and that physical force is also employed against both women and men %%hen
the) refuse to be sterilized.

But Mrs Gao's testimony includes details about the depravity of the PRC
program that not even the harshest critics of the program ever suspected.

We never knew, for instance, that the Chinee population control program
employs a network of paid informants. According to Mrs. Gao, her office routinely
pays people to report on the unauthorized pregnancies of their neighbors, relatives.
and friends.

It was also not widely known that sterilization is sometimes employed not
only as a preventive measure, but also as a punishment. That is, a man or woman
may be sterilized even though he or she has not yet had the one child permitted by
the Chinese government policy, as a means of punishing some infrahton of the rules
and of deterring others from similar infractions.

The world has not known that the PRC "family planning" program --- a
program that has been defended, praised, and given lavish financial support over the
years by international population control advocates, including high officials of the
United Nations Population Fund -- conducts nighttime raids on the homes of couples
suspected of having illegal babies, or that family planning centers engage in Gestapo-
like record-keeping abou the sexual history of every woman within their jurisdiction.

Perhaps most stunning, the world has not known that these so-called "family
planning centers" actually contain ce'i.; --- detention centers with prison bars -- to
hold those who have resisted abortion or sterilization.

Ironically, these shocking revelations come only a few months after the
United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) has resumed its formal cooperation with
the PRC population program. The UNFPA's announcement this January of a 4-year,
$20-million China program included a statement that "China is keen to move away
from its administrative approach to family planning to an integrated, client-centered
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reproductive health approach. based on the principles of free and voluntary choice."
Mrs. Gao's testimony today makes clear that this premise is profoundly wrong.
UNFPA's renewed arrangement with the PRC population control bureaucrats puts
them in partnership with thugs and criminals.

Forced abortion was rightly denounced as a crime against humanity by the
Nuremberg Tribunal. The United Nations should be organizing an international
tribunal to investigate and prosecute the perpetrators of the Chinese population
control program. Instead it goes on funding them and congratulating them.

We will also hear today from Ms. Zhou Shiu Yon, a victim of the coercive
population control program who escaped from China when she was two months
pregnant - she escaped a forced abortion with literally minutes to spare - only to
lose her baby and then spend four and one-half years in detention at the hands of
incredulous United States government officials. She was recently released from
detention, but still faces forcible deportation to China.

Finally, we will hear from human rights crusader and former political prisoner
Harry Wu, who has been instrumental in helping Mrs. Go escape from China to tell
her story, and whose detailed knowledge of the coercive population control system
is as impressive as his knowledge of the Laogai "reform through labor" system.

I look forward to hearing the testimony of these courageous witnesses. I
hope their testimony will be heard in the White House, in the United Nations, and by
all those the world over who cling to the comfortable belief that the worst is over,
that crimes against humanity are a thing of the past.
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I am a citizen of the People's Republic of China. I came to the United States in
April of this year.

From 1984 to 1998 1 was employed at the Planned-Birth Office in Yonghe Town,
Jinjiang Municipality, in Fujian Province. My job, as the administrator, was to work out
and implement concrete measures pursuant to the documents of the Central Committee of
the Chinese Communist Party, and the State Council on planned-birth. Yonghe Town
has jurisdiction over 22 villages with a total population of over 60,000. The Yonghe
Town Planned-Birth Office, PBO for short, was established in 1984. Initially, it was
staffed with two members, with an office in the government office building in the town.
By 1998, its staff had grown to 16 cadres. These headquarters-based staff are supported
by 22 full-time and part-time cadres working in the neighborhoods. The PBO now
occupies a 4-story office building which was built in 1992. (ATTACHMENT 1) On the
ground floor are offices, a computer room, and 2 rooms for detaining those who violate
the planned-birth policy. On the second floor is an operation room for examining
pregnant women, for performing contraceptive ring insertion, and for performing
sterilization surgeries. On the fourth floor is a dormitory for the staff members. Since
planned-birth is China's basic national policy, from the Central Planned-Birth Committee
right ,wn to every single village in the nation, it is zealously carried out by full-time
cadr. .

The routine of the PBO is as follows:

I. To establish a computer data bank of all women of child-bearing age in the town
(10,000+ women), including their dates of birth, marriages, children,
contraceptive ring insertions, pregnancies, abortions, child-bearing capabilities,
etc.

I. To issue "birth-allowed certificates" to women who meet the policy and
regulations of the central and provincial planned-birth committees, and are
therefore allowed to give birth to children. (ATTACHMENT 2A) Without a



certificate, women are not allowed to give birth to children. Should a woman be
found pregnant without a certificate, abortion surgery is performed immediately,
regardless of how many months she is pregnant. (ATTACHMENT 2B)

III. To issue "birth-not-allowed notices." (ATTACHMENT 3) Such notices are sent
to couples when the data concludes that they do not meet the requirements of the
policy, and are therefore not allowed to give birth. A couple whose first born is a
boy or whose first born is a girl but who give birth to a second child, boy or girl,
receive such a notices after a period of three years and two months. Such notices
are made public, and the purpose of this is to make it known to everyone that the
couple is in violation of the policy, therefore facilitating supervision of the couple.

IV. To issue "birth-control measures implementation notices." (ATTACHMENT 4)
According to her specific data, every woman of childbearing age is notified that
she has to have contraceptive device reliability and pregnancy examinations when
necessary. Should she fail to present herself in a timely manner for these
examinations, she will not only be forced to pay a monetary penalty, but our
supervision team will apprehend her and force her to have such examinations.

V. To impose monetary penalties on those who violate the provincial regulations.
(ATTACHMENT 5) Should they refuse to pay these penalties, our supervision
team members will apprehend and detain them as long as they do not pay.

VI. The PBO regularly supervises and examines how staff members of planned-birth
offices in 22 villages perform their duties. The municipal planned-birth
committee often sends random "go-to-the-countryside cadres" to villages, for fear
that local cadres could cooperate with villagers, or that a local backlash would
develop against the cadres who conscientiously carry out their duties.

VII. To write montbly "synopses of planned-birth reports," which are signed by the
town heina and tle town communist party, and then are submitted to the municipal
people's government and the communist party committee. (ATTACHMENT 6)
Then we wait for cadres from superior organs of the government to check our
work at any time.

VIII. To analyze informant materials submitted in accordance with the "informing
system," (ATTACHMENT 7A) and then put these cases on file for investigation.
Some materials are not conclusive, but planned-birth cadres are responsible for
their villages, and to avoid being criticized and punished by their superiors (there
is a very strict system of encouragement and punishment), they will resort to
anything to achieve planned-birth goals set by their superiors. One instance is the
Wang Yuan Qing case. Cases like it are numerous. (ATTACHMENT 7B) The
cadres are responsible for these cases, but the main reason why they are pursued
so aggressively is that the cadres are under tremendous pressure from the central
and provisional regulations to carry out the policy. However brutally such cadres



infringe on human rights, they are never impeached and never punished for their
actions.

IX. Whenever the PBO calls for organizing "planned-birth supervision teams," the
town head and communist party committee secretary will immediately order all
organizations-public security, court, finance, economy-to select cadres and
organize them into these teams. They are then sent to villages or areas where
problems are expected, either for routine door-to-door checking or for swift
checking of local violators. Supervision teams are makeshift, and, to avoid leaks,
cadres do not know which village they will be sent to until the last minute.
Planned-birth supervision teams usually exercise night raids, encircling suspected
households with lightning speed. Should they fail to apprehend a woman violator,
they catch her husband, brotherss, and/or parents) in lieu of the woman herselW
and detain them in the PBO's detention room to force the woman into
surrendering herself. We then would perform a sterilization or abortion surgery
on her.

Following are a few practices carried out in the wake of "planned-birth supervision":

House dismantling. No document explicitly allows dismantling of a violator's
house. But, to the best of my knowledge, this practice not only exists in our
province, but in rural areas in other provinces as well. (ATTACHMENT 8)

H. Apprehending and detaining violators. Most PBOs in Fujian Province's rural
areas have their own detention facilities. In our town, the facility is right next
door to my office. It has one room for males and one room for females, each with
a capacity of about 25-30 people. (ATTACHMENT 9) To catch violators, our
PBO does NOT need:

A. Consent by court, judicial, or public security institutions (our actions are
independent of them)

B. Handling of formalities
C. Target dates.

Detainees pay Y8.00 per day for food. They are not allowed to make phone calls,
or to mail letters. The majority of detainees are, of course, either women who are
pregnant without "birth-allowed certificates," women who are to be sterilized, or
women who have been slapped with monetary penalties. As I explained
previously, if we do not apprehend the women themselves, we detain their family
members until the women agree to the sterilization and abortion surgeries.

1m. Sterilization. The proportion of women sterilized after giving birth is
extraordinarily high. From January to September of 1996, of all the-women of
child bearing age with one child, 1,633 underwent devioe-insertion surgeries or
underwent subcaneous-device-insertion surgeries, and 207 underwent
sterilization surgeries; of women of child-bearing age with 2 children, 3,889



underwent sterilization surgeries, 167 underwent device-insertion surgeries.
When there is evidence that a woman has bribed a physician to produce a false
sterilization certificate, we flush water through her reproductive system.
Sterilization can be replaced with a "joint pledge," with 5 guarantors jointly
pledging that the woman in case shall not be pregnant again.

IV. Abortion. According to government regulations, abortion for a pregnancy under 3
months is deemed "artificial abortion," and if the pregnancy exceeds three
months, it is called "induced delivery." In our town, an average of 10-15 abortion
surgeries are performed monthly, and of those surgeries, 1/3 are for pregnancies
exceeding 3 months. For instance, in the first half of the year of 1997, a total of
389 surgeries in 5 categories were performed. They included 27 induced delivery
surgeries and 33 artificial abortion surgeries.

Every month our town prepares a report, the so-called "synopsis of planned-birth
report." It enumerates in great detail births, issuing of birth-allowed certificates, and
implementation of birth-control measures in our town; it is then submitted to the planned-
birth committee. In January-September 1996, a total of 757 surgeries in five categories
were performed. They included: 256 sterilization surgeries (35 for two daughters), 386
device-insertion surgeries (23 cervical device insertions), 3 subcutaneous-device-
insertions, 41 artificial abortion surgeries, and 71 induced delivery surgeries. We had to

submit all of this data to the municipal planned-birth committee monthly and annually so
that it could be kept on file.

My husband is Zhang De Shuang, director of Haihang Garment Factory, Yonghe
Town, Jinjiang Municipality. We married in 1983. One year later, we gave birth to our
daughter, Zhang Wei Ling. We both love children very much. Unfortunately, pressed by
the one-child-policy in Communist China, we could not have a second child. The only
thing we could do was to adopt a boy late 1993 in Northeast China, in Harbin. We

named him Zhang Wei Peng. This, however, was in violation of the policy. We had no

choice but to keep him in someone else's home whom we knew through private ties. For

fear of being informed against by others in our town, he never called me "MEaa" in the

presence of outsiders. Whenever government agencies conducted door-to-door checks,
our son had to hide elsewhere. Most of the time, he had to stay in our friends' home.

My elder sister and my elder brother's wife have only two daughters each. Both

of them were sterilized, their health ruined, making it impossible for them to ever live or

work normally.

During my 14-year tenure in the PBO, I witnessed how many brothers and sisters

were persecuted by the Chinese communist government for violating its "planned-birth

policy." Many of them were crippled for life, and many of them were victims of mental

disorders resulting from their abortions. Many families were ruined or destroyed. My

conscience was always gnawing at my heart. I vividly remember how I once led my

subordinates to Yinglin Town Hospital to check on births. I found that two women in

Zhoukeng Town had extra-plan births. In a move approved by the town head, I led a



planned-birth supervision team composed of a dozen cadres and public security agents.
Sledge hammers and heavy crowbars in hand, we went to Zhoukeng Town, and
dismantled their houses. Unable to apprehend the women in the case, we took their
mothers in lieu of them, and detained them in the PBO's detention facility. It was not
until a month-and-a-half later that the women surrendered themselves to the PBO, where
they were sterilized and monetary penalties were imposed. I myself did so many brutal
things, but I thought I was conscientiously implementing the policy of our "dear Party,"
and that I was an exemplary citizen, a good cadre.

Once I fund a woman who was nine months pregnant, but did not have a birth-
allowed certificate. According to the policy, she was forcVd to undergo an abortion
surgery. In the operation room, I saw how the aborted chiW 's lips were sucking, how its
limbs were stretching. A physician injected poison into its skull, and the child died, and
it was thrown into the trashcan. To help a tyrant do evils was not what I wanted. I could
not bear seeing all those mothers grief-stricken by induced delivery and sterilization. I
could not live with this on my conscience. I, too, after all, am a mother.

All of those 14 years, I was a monster in the daytime, injuring others by the
Chinese communist authorities' barbaric planned-birth policy, but in the evening, I was
like all other women and mothers, enjoying my life with my children. I could not live
such a dual life anymore. Here, to all those injured women, to all those children who
were killed, I want to repent and say sincerely that I'm sorry! I want to be a real human
being. It is also my sincere hope that what I describe here today can lead you to give
your attention to this issue, so that you could extend your arms to save China's women
and children.
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Above: Plan Birth Hall, Yonghe Township, built 1992.

Below: Entrance to Yonghe Township Plan Birth Office - to the
right: offices; to the left. computer center and detention house.

Above: Plan Birth Hall, 1st floor - Detention Room.

Below- Plan Birth Hall, 2nd floor - Operating Room.
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ATTACHMENT 2A

Notice of Issuance of Birth Permit

(199 )
No. 0000349

Village, family I.D. number _ , husband and wife name:
You obtained marriage certificate ____ year _ month according to Fujian

Province Planned-Birth regulations and related regulations. You must come to
the town Planned-Birth Office to obtain I" or 2"d child birth permit before
date . If you do not have a birth permit and become pregnant no matter what,
an early-term or late-term abortion will be implemented.

Notice
Yonghe Town People's Government (office in charge)
Year Month Day

(199 )

_._ UI- , it
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ATTACHMENT 2B

Case 11

Chen Li-May, female, resident of Gucuo Village, Yonghe Town, Jinjiang Municipality,
Fujian Province, female, was born in 1977. She fell in love with a man, Zhang Zi-Qing, resident
of Yonghe Village, Yonghe Town. He was born in 197 1. In 1996, she became pregnant in spite
of the fact that they received no marriage certificates. It is a violation of the Planned Birth
Policy to become pregnant without a "Birth-Allowed-Certificate." To avoid monetary penalty,
abortion surgery and other penalties and to save the child, she, 3 months pregnant, began a life
of self-exile.

When she was 9 months pregnant, somebody informed against her. The Planned-Birth
enforcement team of Yonghe Town, Jinjiang Municipality, began searching for her. Failing to
find her, they dismantled her husband's family house, and claimed they would also dismantle her
parents' house. Nevertheless, Chen and her husband were determined to save their child. They
did their best to keep her from being apprehended and persecuted by the government.
Unfortunately, one day, while at her parents' home, seven or eight Yonghe Town Planned Birth
enforcement team officials forced their way into the house. They caught her, immediately
stuffed her into a car and escorted her to Jinjiang Municipality Planned Birth Induced Delivery
Center. Chen cried, struggled and begged, but to no avaiL Like a pig she was tied up on the
operation table. When the child, a boy, came out, its limbs were moving, its lips clapping, as if it
wanted to suck its mother's milk. Piteously, She pleaded with the medical personal to save her
child, saying she was willing to take whatever punishment they might inflict upon her.
Physicians and nurses injected poison into her child's head. The child's body twitched and his
cry interrupted abruptly. Then, he ceased breathing. The Mother lost her consciousness on the
operation table.

That day, Chen Li-May, who had been a lively girl became a depressed woman. In the
presence of others or by herself, she either rubs her swollen eyes that have no more tears shed,
or talk to herself incoherently. "how good if my child is still alive!" In November 1997, 1
retroactively handled marriage certificates for her and her husband and issued her a "Birth-
Allowed-Certificate. " But, although she visited many physicians, all of them said she could
never again be pregnant.



ATTACHMENT 3

QUANZHOU MUNICIPALITY PLANNED-BIRTH COMMITTEE DOCUMENT

Quan-ji-sbeng-wei [19911 #015

CIRCULAR NOTICE ON ISSUING
"NO-MORE-BIRTH-ALLOWED NOTICE FOR VILLAGERS"

To: County/district planned-birth committees. Shishi Municipality planned-birth instruction station:

To carry through the basic national policy of planned birth and "Fujian Province planned-birth regulations".
to strictly implement limits of birth, as well as to administrate in accordance with the law. clear-cut notices
should be issued to couples residing in villages who are no more allowed to give birth to children. We
herewith mail to you samples of No-more-birth-allowed notice to villagers". The notice is unified in our
municipality. Please copy the notice and implement it as soon as possible.

Quanzbou Municipality Planned-Birth Committee
May I Ith, 1991
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NOTICE
NO-MORE-BIRTH.-ALLOWED NOTICE FOR VILLAGERS

(199) No.

Couple Yu Tian Jiao, Mao Li Zheng. Liushan Village:

Since you gave birth to a first child (boy) in November 1997, to carry through a4
implement the basic national policy of planned birth, in accordance with "Fujian Provin!
Planned-Birth Regulations" and other related regulations, you are not allowed to give birth to
a second child. Should you bend on extra-plan birth/s, you shall be handled seriously in
accordance with related regulations.

THIS IS THE NOTICE

SEAL
Township/Town People's Goverment

December 20th, 1997
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ATTACHMENT 4

Notice of LUD and Pregnancy Check

Shao Chu village #6 family group Hun 0iQng Lu, Yn
Shou Hao:

According to town government arrangement, you have
to cone to the village committee offce on 7/7. Bring your
[UD or pregnancy certificate, personal I.D., marriage
certificate, and registration certificate to accept (JUD,
Pregnancy) inspection. Oterise, every one day delayed,
fined 50 yuan. Over one month with no inspection, fined
2,000 yuan, and the necessary administrative steps.

Notice
Hadwritten: Female should bring

1" Photo

Seal
Yong me Town Planned
Birth Office

96/07/03



(199 )

N'? 0001349

.i .H........

Notice of Birth Control Implementation

(199 j

No. 0001349
village, family I.D. # ____ husband & wife name:

In - year month you were born __, child, according to the
<Fujian Province Planned-Birth regulation & related regulations>, Prior to
- year __ month, _ day, voluntarily implement procedures.
If you violate according to the related regulation, you will receive the
punishment.

Notice
Yonghe Town Planned Birth Office
year month day



ATTACHMENT 5

FUJIAN PROVINCE PLANNED-BRITH REGULATIONS

Promulgated on April 29th. 1988 by 2nd session, Standing Committee, Fujian Province 7th
People's Congress

Chapter 6: Favored treatment and encouragement

Article 30: Should both husband and wife be enterprise and institution employees and both
marry late, their marriage leave is lengthened to 15 days; should they give birth late and receive a
sole-child certificate, the wife's maternity leave is lengthened to 135- 180 days depending on how
the unit's regulations. Should both husband and wife be employees, the husband is granted 7 days
of care leave. Wages/salaries during marriage/maternity leaves are paid as casual, and promotion is
not affected.

Article 32: Couples who have a child under 14 years of age and who have received a
sole-child certificate shall receive "encouragement fees."

(I) Organs, enterprises and institutions pay encouragement fees in the sum of 4 -5 monthly, or
pay once in a sum not exceeding 4 00, to their employees until their sole child reaches the age of
14. The husband and wife's unit shall each pay half. Should the wife or husband be city/town
resident or villager, the whole sum is paid to the husband or wife by his/her unit.

(2) Encouragement fees for city/town residents are to be stipulated by county/city/district people's
government offices.

(3) Encouragement fees can be paid in rural areas, or, in lieu of fees, encouragement can be in the
form of assistance in developing production, preference to be hired by township-/town-
/village-run enterprises, preference to be allotted family plots, proper deduction of voluntary
labor, etc. Concrete measures are to be stipulated by township/town people's government offices.

Article 33: All other conditions being equal, sole children enjoy the privilege to go to
kindergartens and schools, to be employed, to enjoy medical treatment, to be allotted living
quarters, etc.

... °.........

Chapter 7: Legal responsibilities

Article 36: Extra-plan-birth fees are levied on parents who cause extra-plan births:

(I) Couples who give birth to a first child ahead of schedule in violation of planned-brith
regulations, or who do not wait the required interval, are levied fees equal to 60% to 100%/ of the
couple's total income fbr the previous year.



(2) Couples who give birth to an extra child in violation of family planning regulations are levied
fees equal to 2-3 times the couple's total income for the previous year.

(3) Couples who give birth to 2 extra chikdrt-n in violation of planned-brith regulations are levied
fees equal to 4-6 times the couple's total income for the previous year. Heavy fees shall be levied
on those who give birth to 3 extra children.

Cases of illegal adoption of children are handled as extra-plan births.

Extra-plan-birth fees can be collected all at one time.

Article 37: Restrictions and penalties imposed on couples for extra-plan births.

(1) Violation of planned-brith regulations by employees of organs, enterprises and institutions: for
a couple who give birth to a first child ahead of schedule in violation of planned-brith regulations
or who jump the scheduled interval, no overall bonuses are issued from the 1st year, when the
case is handled, to the 3rd year; for extra-plan birth, from the 1st year, when the case is handled,
to the 7th year, no overall bonuses are issued, a temporary employee cannot become a regular
employee, the couple cannot be promoted in status and grade, are not eligible for advanced
employee status, in the maternity period the wife is not paid salaries/wages, does not enjoy labor
insurance, and takes care of her own maternity expenses. For extra-plan birth the couple are
demoted by I grade from the day of pregnancy, and other disciplinary actions are taken against
them.

(2) For extra-plan extra-birth children of city/town residents, starting from the month of their
birth, and for 10 years thereafter, cereals and cooking oil are supplied at non-ration prices.

(3) Villagers who give birth in violation of the plan cannot be hired by township/town enterprises,
cannot be recruited as cadres, cannot become non-agricultural-area residents within the periods
descn'bed in Article 37.1. For an extra-plan extra-birth child, one portion of family plot/fhnily
hillfamily fruit trees, etc. is taken back.

Article 38: Regulations in Articles 36 and 37 are applicable to a couple who have
sole-child certificates but have an extra-plan births; in addition, encouragement fees,
wages/salaries paid during favored-treatment leaves are to be paid back.

Article 39: In accordance with these regulations township/town people's government
offices or neighborhood offices in charge of planned-brith work make their own decisions on how
extra-plan-birth fees should be collected, submit tha decisions to same-level government
offices/police stations for record, and notify the concerned persons.

Extra-plan-birth fees can be levied on the mobile population in accordance with these
regulations; or, county/city/district units in charge of planned-brith work can make a decision
directly.



Collected extra-planned-brith fees are to be used only for special items of planned-brith
work.

Article 40: Besides levying extra-plan-birth fees, restricting and punishing related persons,
township/town people's government offices, and neighborhood offices must take measures to urge
them to undertake effective birth-control measures or measures to remedy extra-plan pregnancies.

Article 41: Cities/prefectures, counties/cities/districts, townships/towns, neighborhoods
that do not conscientiously implement these regulations resulting in extra-plan births cannot be
conferred "spiritual civilization" and other titles of honor. Should the circumstances be serious,
leading cadres' shall be held responsible, and administrative and economic actions of penalty shall
be taken against them.

Should the mobile population have extra-plan births at their temporary place of residence,
county/city/district, township/town people's government offices and neighborhood offices shall
impose economic penalties on responsible persons at the recruiting units and project contractors,
as well as on private employers and landlords who knowingly do not report such cases.

Article 42: Penalties for obstructing and undermining planned-brith work:

(I) For favoritism, fraud and fake surgeries, the illegal income shall be confiscated, and a
RMBl,000-1,500 fine shall be imposed.

(2) For illegally extracting a woman's contraceptive device, the illegal income shall be confiscated,
and a RMB1,000-5,000 fine shall be imposed.

(3) For illegally identifying a fetus' sex, the illegal income shall be confiscated, and a
RMB 1,000-5,000 fine shall be imposed.

(4) For forging and selling planned-brith certificates, the illegal income shall be confiscated, and a
RMB1,000-5,000 fine shall be imposed.

(5) For forging and altering planned-brith statistic figures, a RMB50-500 fine shall be imposed.

(6) For illegally giving away a child for adoption, the illegal income shall be confiscated, and a
RMB500-1,000 fine shall be imposed.

Article 44: For drowning a female infant, maltreating a female infant's mother, for
preventing a woman from undertaking measures for birth control or remedying an extra-plan
pregnancy, the case shall be handled in accordance with "Regulations of Fujian Province on
Protecting Women and Children's Legal Rights" and other laws.
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ATTACHMENT 6

Yonghe Township Planned-birth Leadership Group

Summary of Planned-birth work for the First Half of 1997

7/2/97

This township planned-birth leadership group, under the correct leadership of the upper-

level planned-birth leadership group (slogan after slogan), accomplished the following:

I. The implementation situation of population planning from January - June of 1997:

From January to June there were 213 births in the whole township, a birth rate of 3.27%;

191 births were planned-births, a planned-birth rate of 89.67%; "five operations" measures were

carried out in 389 cases, including 101 sterilizations (second daughter sterilizations, 12 cases,

early birth sterilizations, 18 cases, two missed IUD check-ups sterilizations, 5 cases), 228 IUD

insertions, 33 artificial abortions, 27 induced deliveries, with long-term birth control

effectiveness rate of 93.75%; 17 passing villages or basic passing villages, with a passing

villages and basic passing villages rate of 77.27%.

I. Several aspects of the work concentrated on during the first half of the year:.

(slogans... this paragraph cut-off)
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ATrACHMENT 7A

Jirniang City Planxed-birth Leaderslhp Group

Jinajiang Planned-birth Leaders (19931 No. 2

Circular Notice Regarding
"Cimcular Notice on Setting up an [nforming System based on Rswards"

March 17, 19 8

To each town (farm) planned-birth leadership group:

We are distributing the Quarzbou city planned-birth leadership report Nurbw 4 (1998) "Circlar

Notice on Setting up an Informing System based on Rewards" and ask that you adopt effbcdw
measure in coordan e ith your actual situations in the spirit ofthe notice. At the same time we
request that etch township (farm) pluaed-birth office chair peronally handle is item so that it is
carried out effectively.

Cc: Secretary Zhu Ming, Mayor Gong Qingpi, City planned-birth leadership group vice-secretary
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will, the wife went to Xiamen No. 1 Hospital for an artificial abortion. After a thorough
investigation. the villagers found no evidence of the alleged birth." The certificate was
submitted to the Yonghe Town Planned-Birth Office, but was fated like a stone dropped into the
sea. More than a year later the wife, now mentally disordered, told everybody she came across
about how she was forcibly sterilized. She wrote more than one will and many times attempted
suicide.

As of April 1998m when I left mainland China, Lin Yuan-Qing's case was not yet
settled. Bodily and spiritually crushed, she will never be her former self She had expected a
happy family, but this dream was shattered. Her parents, siblings, relatives and friends have
also, more or less, suffered because of her misfortunes.
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ATTACHMENT 8

LI Quanzhou City Planned-birth Individual Case Analysis Report

L2 County (district, city) Village (town, street) Bachen Village (household) committee

L3 Household number 4-6
Planned-birth couple's names:

Date of First Marriage:
Work unit or Village group:
Pregnancy locale:
Delivery locale:

Husband:
Wife:
11/92

Lin Songrong
Cai Xiuyuan

Birthdates:

Anhai
Anhai Hospital

IA Current children: boys 2 girls
Newborn child: the 2"d child
Newborn child's: birth date: 1/12/96
Measures carried out before the extra-plan birth:

Sex: female
Date of IUD insertion:
Date of sterilization: man 11/95
Operating doctor
Ultrasound(?) technician:

L5 Reason for extra-plan birth and investigation to verify the situation in the village of residence:
In October of 1993 the house was demolished in November the man was sterilized

Village head:
Secretary:
Lin Ronggen 8120/96

L6 Investigation to verify the situation by the cadre and planned-birth head in village of residence:
After checking it out the village head and secretary's opinions are correct. After many attempts to
convince them, the last resort was to demolish the house and arrest the male for sterilization.

Village cadre: Wang Lixiang 8/20196

L7 Opinions of those in the village of residence:
Person responsible:
Unit seal:
Date:

L8 Opinions of those in the county, district, and city planned-birth offices:
Person responsible:
Unit seal:
Date

L9 Note: three copies of this form: one to each planned-birth committee at the village level, village
administrative level, county level. Extra-plan births (including those with one or two children who
didn't apply for a permit and those who gave birth to multiple children), must be recorded on this
form and reported on the 30' of each month to the township planned-birth office.

9/70
4/69
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Left: Entrance to
Detention Room of
Plan Birth office,
Yonghe Township.
Left door for female
detainees, right door
for male.

Below: Close-up view
of Detention Room
entrance, each room
can accomodate up to
30 detainees.

Right:
Female detainees,
photographed in
April 1998

Right:
Male
detainees,
photographed
in April 1998
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STATEMENT OF

ZHOU SHIU YON, VICTIM OF CHINA'S.PLANNED-31RTH POLICY

before the

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS AND HUMAN RIGHTS

of the

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS COMMITTEE

of the

UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

June 10, 1998

My name is Zhou Shiu Yon, and I am a native of Fujian Province, China. I was
born on August 5, 1973. My parents are Zhou Hai Guan and Chen Yi Jiao. On June 15,
1993, 1 boarded a ship in Guangzhou and fled to the United States.

When I was eleven, I met my boyfriend, Chen Jian Lin. We grew up together. In
May 1993, when I was nineteen, I was found to be pregnant. We were both happy, and
went to the government office to register our marriage. We were but were refused,
however, because I was under twenty. Later on, the government fund I was pregnant.
Feeling unwell, I had gone to the hospitaL The physician who examined me reported my
pregnancy to the, government. As I had no marriage certificate and no government-
approved "birth-allowed certificate," my pregnancy was illegal and I could not have a
child. The government sent several guys to my home. I heard a group of men at the
door, so I knew it was the government agents who had come to take me away for
abortion. I hid in my room. Five men came to my door and broke it down (one of the
men stayed outside as a guard). Once inside my room, they grabbed me and handcuffed
me, then they took me to the hospitaL They locked me up for hours in a small room in
the hospital: They gave me a pill, and they were to come back in about thirty minutes
with an injection. They forced me to swallow the pill, but I escaped the injection. My
boyfriend knew I was locked up. He gave RMB 1,000 to a nurse for her to open the
window. She opened the window and I jumped out. Then my boyfriend took me by a car
directly to Guangzhou. We waited the child very much. We paid RMB5,000 to board
on a ship. I hoped that by leaving China I would be able to find a safe place to give birth
to my child.

On June 15, 1993, when I departed for the United States, I was two months
pregnant. Because of sea sickness and sickness related to my pregnancy, I was
unconscious during nearly all of my time on the ship and ate very little. When I was
arrested by the United States government on July 19, 1993, 1 did not clearly understand
what was happening to me. I lost my child in a San Diego hospitaL I had been carrying
it for three months old. I was so sorry that I was in poor health and lost my first child. I
kept thinking, 'I lost it... I lost it..."
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When I was in my hometown in China, I saw how a large number of pregnant
women were hiding anywhere they could. Some of them were nine months pregnant, but
were forced to undergo abortion procedures just the sarne-simply because they had no
"birth-allowed certificates." The government dismantled the houses of some of them and
made them homeless. The he government's planned-birth policy is extremely stem. In
my native village, I saw how many women were looking for places to hide at night,
because the government usually catches people at night. All this made me terrified.
Even here, in the United States, I am scared. I dared say nothing about the Chinese
government, because if I said I was persecuted by the Chinese government for violating
its planned-birth policy and fled to the United States, the Chinese government would
persecute my family members. On the other hand, I do not know whether I will stay in
this free country or will be repatriated back to China. That was why, on some occasions,
I said I fled China because my parents turned me out and, on other occasions, said I fled
because my boyfriend did not want the child. The fact that it was my first child was the
reason I left. I was so happy when I was carrying it and kept thinking I was going to be a
mother. That was why I decided to turn to the sea, to flee somewhere, just to keep my
child. I was so sorry when I learned my child was gone.

Thank you all. Thank you, my American friends. They love me. Among them is
a Bakersfield prison officer, Ruth Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Plamquist, and Mr. and Mrs.
Peterson. They gave me to Our Lord. Now, my family members know I am in the
United States. Although bad Chinese guys extorted money them, and they lost the
equivalent of more than ten thousand American dollars, a few days ago they said happily
to ine on the phone: "everything will be okay! Keep going!" If my baby had lived, he
wo uld be almost five today. I hope that I ca. have a baby again, I wish I can be a mother
sometime in the future. I pray for it.

Thank you.
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It has been twenty years since the People's Republic of China, which has 22% of

the world's population, started implementing its population-control policy, or planned-

birth policy (PBP) in mainland China,. For years, the Chinese government, scholars and

quite a number of Western scholars and government officials have had little but praise for

this policy. In spite of many appalling facts, they think that China's fundamental national

policy; is correct in the main; that the Chinese communist leaders are 'responsive'; that

their policy is 'basically in keeping with the interests of the people', that population

control in China 'has significance for progress and development not only in China, but

throughout the whole world.'

All these years I have collected many stories about the tragic experiences of people

who are affected by this policy. Their personal experiences may be more emotionally

shocking, but today, based on the documents I collected over the years, I am going to

explain the essence of this 'fundamental national policy.' These documents are, with the

exception of a few, China's 'internal documents.' I believe that our report will give the
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Congress a clearer conception of this policy.

To give birth is a basic human right. No government, organization or individual

can deprive a person of his or her right of reproduction for political, social, economical,

cultural, ethnical or any other reasons.

Any individual as a member of society bears certain obligations to society. An

individual's actions should be restricted by certain regulations, which, however, must be

based on respect for human rights.

In recent decades, China's population has been exploding. The Chinese

Communist Government is now blaming the cultural traditions of its own people for this

"natural disaster." The Party seems to have a short memory as Mao, and therefore, the rest

of the party, promoted population growth when large populations were still perceived as an

asset.

The population policy which the Chinese communist party has been forcing upon

the people since the early 1980s goes against human nature. Based on political

considerations, it is thoroughly barbaric.

The basic arguments of China's current population policy are:

1 . China's living and land resources are limited, which tremendously impedes its

development, added to which is population growth. To become a prosperous nation,

China must control its population growth.

2. Limited economic resources and overpopulation cause disruption of education, the



environment, health services..., and negatively effect quality of life issues.

In short, the Chinese communist government wishes people, especially Chinese

citizens to believe that overpopulation makes China backward.

Such a point of view is preposterous, and therefore unacceptable. It can be

refuted by the following two facts:

First, as we know, certain nations such as Japan, have even more limited per capita

living resources than China, but they are nevertheless prosperous.

Secondly, is not the lack of a rational social system in which everyone can bring his

capabilities into full display one of the important reasons why China's economy cannot

develop rapidly? As we know, some nations such as Nigeria or Kenya, possess rich

resources and yet are not prosperous.

As the result of the communist takeover in 1949, China lifted herself out of the

precarious situation caused by war among warlords, social tumult and the Japanese inva-

sion. Thus, the majority of people, trusting in the communist party, believed that com-

munism was their happy future. That was an unrejxatable historical opportunity to revive

China. Japan, defeated in 1945, was in many respects similar to the China of the same

period. But, the next half a century witnessed the creation of a tremendous economic gap

between China and Japan. Fifty years' history proves that China's communist experience

is a disaster. We must stress that the Deng-type communist rule, outwardly moderate

though it is, falls under the same category as Mao's domination. It is the communist

political and economical system that makes it difficult to develop China's economy, and is

49-740 98-3
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the fundamental reason for the contradiction between an exploding population and a

retarded economy. Therefore, the fundamental way to solve China's population problem is

to change her irrational political and economical system. True, human society must control

population growth but such control must be based on humanism and human rights, on

citizen's free will.

The following are the essentials of China's current population policy, i.e.,

"planned-birth policy":

1. From the center to the grassroots, artificial quotas are drawn up, upon which

population and birth plans are based and forcibly implemented through

administrative decrees.

2. The administrative system of the People's Republic of China is:

* center (i.e. central government)

* provinces (i.e. Fujian Province), municipalities directly under the central

government, autonomous regions

* prefectures (i.e., Jinjiang District, Quanzhou City)

# cities/counties (i.e. Jinjiang City)

# towns (i.e. Yonghe Town)

# villages (i.e. Shanqian Village).

This top to bottom system explains that the central government is responsible for

everything that happens in the grassroots and cannot shirk its responsibility by referring to
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"local cadres' low qualities," "deviation from the Cehter's spirit,' "force of habit,"

"backward social culture," or other explanations.

The following are crucial points of the "Decision of the Central Committee of the

Chinese Communist Party and State Council on Strengthening Planned-Birth Work and

Strict Controlling of Population Growth' (Attachment I) promulgated on May 12th, 1991:

I. The decision declares that "planned birth" is a long-term basic national policy.

2. It stresses that "planned birth" is as important as "economic construction.'

3. It demands ihat Party and government top officials "mLst bear overall responsi-

bilities," must "coordinate all departments and all fields in excellent implementa-

tion of 'planned-birth work,"' that all links, from the ,.enter to province:;, to cities,

to districts, to towns, to villages, must formulate their own "planned-birth plans."

4. From top to bottom, a "system of encouragement and punishment is established,

and "leading cadres [of all levels] who cause population runaway shall be punished,

their responsibilities affixed.'

5. To thoroughly implement the regulations: "late marriage, late birth,' "one couple,

one child," "In rural areas, with approval, one couple can have a second child."

6. To take all possible measures "to resolutely put an end to early marriage, early

birth, to third (and plus) births, to prevent extra-plan pregnancies and extra-plan

births."



In the spirit of this "basic national policy" and in light of conditions in provinces

and the grassroots, local government offices of all levels formulate their own regulations

and decrees. For instance, "Fujian Province Planned-Birth Regulations" (Attachment 1I),

which was adopted on April 29, 1988 and revised on June 28, 1991, states in Article 1

"general responsibilities" and Article 2 "implementation of planned birth is our

fundamental national policy and stipulates that "necessary economic and administrative

measures are to be undertaken;" its Article 7 "legal responsibilities" and Article 36 stipu-

late that "monetary penalties are to be imposed on a couple who cause 'extra-plan birth's'.

Its Article 37 and Article 38 stipulate various administrative penalties. Its Article 40 urges

communist party and government organs of all levels to undertake "birth-control" and

"remedial" measures on violators.

The central document does not stipulate specifically marriage age and childbearing

age, or encouragement and punishment measures to be taken. Fujian Province, however,

specifies in the "Spirit of the Center": early marriage age, early birth age, number of

children, scope of monetary penalties as well as administrative penalties. This provincial

document raises the problem: "cases of illegal adoption of children shall be handled as

cases of extra-plan birth; in particular, its Article 40 stipulates "not only economic and

administrative penalties shall be imposed, but 'effective measures' shall be undertaken in

cases of extra-plan birth and extra-plan pregnancy." Still, measures are not clearly

specified in the Quanzhou City Communist Party Committee's document of May 9, 1991.

"Circular Notice on Responsibilities of Related Departments Directly Under the City in



Implementing Fujian Province Planned-Birth Regulations' (Attachment III) spells out the

responsibilities of 28 departments, including public security, traffic, judicial, health,

propaganda, etc.. in implementing PBP. For instance, traffic departments do not issue

driver's licenses to violators, or revoke their licenses; business administration departments

do not issue business licenses to violators or revoke their licenses; judicial and public

security departments assist PBP from the position of the law, restricting violators through

such measures as residence registration, room rent registration, refusal to issue exit

passports, etc. Agricultural departments restrict PBP violators through such measures as

not providing funds, or improved varieties of seeds, and fertilizers. Organizational

departments expel violators from the communist party and the communist youth league

ranks, and impose penalties on cadres who fail to perform their duties. Personnel

departments dismiss violators or demote them. Banking departments do not grant loans to

violators. Such global block-and-kill measures are enough to put any PBP violator or

family in a fatal position.

But, birth is so natural, so indestructible. Thus, throughout the nation, many chil-

dren are born in spite of the Chinese communist authorities' drastic measures. To the

government this is unacceptable. The determination of the Chinese communist authorities

to alter human nature, like that of any totalitarian regime, is impervious to reason, even

frenzied.

PBP as the "basic national policy" extends its tentacles into the life of every woman

and every family in the nation. This finds its full expression in the following statistic



report.

Jinjiang City is one of Quanzhou District's 8 counties/cities. It has a population of

about 1,000,000. The Jinjiang City Report on Planned-Birth Work" of October 11, 1997

(Attachment IV) points out that of 199,755 married women in the city, 8,964 (4.49%) have

not yet given birth to a child, 38,990 have given birth to one child. Among these, 81.7%

were forced to undergo devise-insertion surgeries, and 10.26% were sterilized. Of the

71,801 women with second children, 94.20% were sterilized; and of the 80,000 women

with more than 2 children, 99.94% were sterilized. A total sum of Y29,630,000 of

monetary penalties was collected retroactively, and Y1 ,500,000 was spent on purchasing

69 computers in order to strengthen control measures.

In that city, from January to September 1997, a total number of 5,963 women

underwent device-insertion surgeries, 2,665 women were sterilized and 1,141 forced

abortions were performed with 414 of these women over-three-months pregnant.

Yonghe Town is one of the 15 towns subordinate to Jinjiang City. It has a popu-

lation of over 60,000. Its propaganda material "Decision on Intensifying Realization of

Planned-Birth Work Goals" is based on Yong-zheng-gao #1996/31 document of April

5, 1996 formulated by the Yonghe Town People's Government (Attachment V). It is

actually a governmental policy and is very detailed. Its specifics are as follows:

I. To control all young women who attain the fuil age of 16 and all young men who

attain the full age of 18;



2. All those who marry early and give birth early, are pregnant or have children, shall

unexceptionally undergo abortion and sterilization surgeries, and shall be imposed

heavy monetary penalties;

3. All women with I child shall undergo device-insertion surgeries 2 months after

giving birth, and must undergo 4 examinations a year. Shall they fail to present

themselves twice for check-up or fail to undergo device-insertion surgeries within 4

months, they shall without exception be sterilized;

4. All women with 1 boy shall without exception be sterilized after giving birth;

5. All women with 2 children shall without exception be sterilized within 1 month

after their second child is born;

6. Tests to identify the sex of fetuses are prohibited.

We did not find provisions for "planned-birth supervision teams" in central level

and provincial-level documents. However, judging by Yonghe Town's specified policy,

without powerful organizational means PBP cannot be implemented. That is why

"planned-birth supervision teams" are stipulated in district-level (Quanzhou) and city level

(Jinjiang) governmental documents. When circumstances call for it, planned-birth offices

of all levels request leading communist party and government departments to select staff

members from all possible government departments, including public security, judicial,

traffic, agricultural departments, then organize them impromptu into such teams.

Supervision teams conduct raids at lighning speed. They usually set out at night,

conducting either routine door-to-door cl' ecking or they focus on local suspects.



Apprehended women who violate PBP are escorted to be incarcerated in detention

facilities attached to town planned-birth offices. Should it be impossible to apprehend the

women themselves, their family members are taken.. They are released only after they

clear all monetary penalty payments, undergo device-insertion, sterilization or abortion

surgeries. PBP being a fundamental national policy, all communist party and government

top officials are personally responsible for it. All those cadres who fail to implement PBP

conscientiously shall be punished. Thus, brutalities are resorted to all over the nation.

In Communist China, grassroots PBP cadres are stationed in every village. Those

communist party and government cadres are the most immediate tools for dominating the

people. PBP being their "rice bowl," they must work conscientiously and fulfill all quotas

and plans set by their superiors But, at the same time, they are locals and maintain one

thousand and one natural and social contacts with local residents. It is very difficult for

them to do brutal things that run contrary to human nature: to handle local residents, to

apprehend their wives and escort them to hospital for sterilization and abortion surgeries,

to dismantle their houses... Hence, on the one hand the Chinese communist authorities

send outside, non-local cadres to perform such duties, and on the other hand force local

cadres to work, obliging them to sign of "letters of responsibilities".

Shanqian Village, Yonghe Town Village Cadres' Letter of Responsibilities in

Planned-Birth Work for 1996 (Attachment VI) stipulates village cadres' clear-cut and

detailed "Indexes of responsibilities," : every woman in the village must undergo a device-

insertion surgery within 2 months after giving birth to a first child, must be sterilized



within I month after giving birth to a second child; and to promptly perform artificial

abortion and induced-delivery surgeries whenever extra-plan pregnancies are discovered.

They must watch every woman in the village, their duty being to promptly force women

violators to undergo sterilization and abortion surgeries.

Every planned-birth cadre is granted "work subsidies": Y2.00 multiplied by the

total number of residents in the village. The more residents they manage, the greater the

pay subsidy they get. Should their superiors conduct raids in their village and find their

planned-birth indexes qualified and their plan fulfilled, they are granted bonuses,

otherwise they are imposed penalized. For instance, for each case of early marriage

discovered in a cadre's area of responsibility he or she is fined Y200.00. For each case of

a woman failing to present herself for device-reliability or pregnancy checking, the cadre

is fined Y10.00. For each case of discovered extra-plan birth, he or she is fined YI00.00.

Besides, the official is subject to additional Party and administrative disciplinary sanctions.

This document helps us understand how thoroughly the Chinese communist authorities

implement PBP, and why cadres resort to such brutalities, as escorting nine-months

pregnant women to the hospital for forced abortions, and, if they fail to apprehend the

women, they detain their family members instead or dismantle their houses.

PBP is targeted against every woman, every family. However thorough the

administrative means that force cadres to resort to brutalities in implementing it, and how-

ever many communist cadres are stationed in every comer, there are bound to be mistakes



and favoritism. So, the communist authorities established an informant system.

In 1998 Quanzhou City promulgated its "Circular Notice on Establishing an Award

Informing System (Attachment VII). This system is targeted not against political or

common criminals, but against the reproduction of human beings. This is beyond one's

wildest imagination. The document stipulates that every month all women's private data --

marriage, births, are to be posted in public places for the purpose of supervising them.

Should one "citizen" inform that such and such a woman is guilty of an extra-plan

pregnancy and that this tip leads to the "implementation of remedial measures," such as an

abortion, that citizen is granted a Y400.00 award. Informant mail boxes and telephones are

set up in many places. The government protects informers and teaches in this document

how to discreetly get cash awards

To help you examine the Chinese communist authorities' PBP, I would like to

quote the following five cases:

Case I (Attachment VIII):

In Yingdun Village, Yonghe Town, Jinjiang City, Fujian Province, a man by

name of Pan and his wife were married in 1990. They gave birth to two girls. In early

1995 the planned-birth office suspected the wife of a third pregnancy. Then, in Marc~h

1995 the office detained Pan's father numerous times for more than 4 months at a time.

They also repeatedly dismantled their house. Having fled to another place, in March

1996, the couple gave birth to a boy. Eventually, the wife was apprehended in August



1996 and sterilized. A Y4,000 monetary penalty was imposed on them.

The practices of taking family members hostage and house dismantling is

frequently resorted to in implementing Planed Birth Policy.

Case II (Attachment IX)

In Bantou Village, Yonghe Town, Jinjiang City, Fujian Province, in 1992, Cai

Xing and his wife were married and then gave birth to a boy. They pledged they would

abide by the government's regulations and would not have a second child. In the village,

the Cai couple were well-to-do and enjoyed a good reputation. During the morning of

August 12, 1997, they found at their door an abandoned girl who had been born 2 days

before. Out of human concern the Cai couple decided to adopt the girl. But, they were

informed against and were fined Y20,000. The wife was forcibly sterilized.

In mainland China, the policy of child adoption is extremely stringent, the

purpose being to ban extra-plan children and to make every woman realize the children

will not be cared for by another family.

Case III (Attachment X):

In Yingdun Village, Yonghe Town, Jinjiang City, Fujian Province, Cai and Xu were

not married, but the woman became pregnant. They fled from their home town - looking

for jobs elsewhere. They gave birth to a boy. They were informed against. Failing to



apprehend them, the planned-birth office took Cai's parents instead , the purpose being to

force the young couple to return to their native village. They were fined Y20,000 penalty,

and the woman was sterilized

In communist China, early marriage and early birth are very controlled situations.

Once such cases are discovered, the pregnant women are unexceptionally forced to

undergo abortions and sterilization.

Case IV (Attachment XI):

In Maping Village, Yonghe Town, Jinjiang City, Fujian Province, Lin and his wife

were formally married, having handled formalities according to PBP. But they failed to

obtain a "birth-allowed certificate." The wife became pregnant, which was defined as an

"extra-plan" pregnancy. She was forced to undergo an abortion. Could the planned -birth

office offer a little bit of humanism and retroactively issue them a "birth-allowed

certificate," considering the pregnancy? They were even willing to pay a monetary

penalty. No, because all quotas were used up and to issue retroactively a "birth-allowed

certificate" would lead to a violation of the government's quotas. So, abortion was the

only possibility. The Chinese communist authorities never consider how

mentally distressed a woman will be when her first child is aborted or how her physical

health might be injured. Perhaps, making it impossible for her to become pregnant again.



Case V (attachment XII):

In Sikun village, Yonghe Town, Jinjiang Province, Lin and his wife were formally

married and had a first baby girl in 1994. According to the Chinese birth control policy, a

couple living in the country side are allowed to have a second child if the first child is a

girl if they follow certain requirements. They have to wait until the first child is 38 months

old (3 years and two months), and they have to promise that they did not have another

child during that time. As a pledge to the honor does not seem to be a sufficient guarantee

for the Chinese officials, the couple also has to find five people who are willing to certify

to the truth of their statements. These five people have to promise that if another child is

found, they will be willing to pay Y5000 each. Needless to say, few people are able to

find so many witnesses.

From the amount of fines we can see how extensively PBP is implemented

(Attachment XIII). In Yonghe Town, Jinjiang City, Fujian Province alone, a town with a

population of only slightly more than 60,000, the majority of population being rural-area

residents, from 1989 to 1996 a total of Y20,323,200.00 was imposed as "planned-birth

penalties, i.e. an average Y2,540,400.00 was imposed annually. But, collection of the

penalties was only Y 12,343,610 i.e. Y 1,542,951 annually. Even these were astronomical

figures. The money was plundered from rank-and-file citizens, only because they violated

the Chinese communist authorities' planned birth policy. With the money communist

authorities feed a number of cadres who pledge their loyalty to the policy. With the

money they built facilities to illegally detain "violators." With the money they bought



computers for extra control.

Another consequence of PBP is the disproportion between male and female infants.

For instance, Jinjiang City's 1996 "Circular Notice on Planned-Birth Work Checking"

acknowledges that in 1996 the male-female proportion was 124:100. In some villages it

was 225:100. In 1997 the proportion was 124:100. What is the situation in the nation? The

authorities know, but they never say. Male-female infant disproportion is a serious social

problem. Certain people have raised this problem. But, hardly anything can be done about

it. Chinese traditions are generally thought to be the culprit for this problem. Many

families, especially those in rural areas., wish to have a boy. To counteract this, the

government is clamoring: "Boy or girl, it's a child." But the disproportion continues, this

is due to the fact that Chinese society lacks a complete system of social insurance and

retirement. It is also the consequence of implementing PBP.

I must emphasize that what I describe in my testimony is based on conditions in

China's medium and small cities/towns and rural areas. I believe that in such

municipalities as Shanghai, Beijing and Guangzhou, PBP is implemented in a different

way, or in a "more civilized way." Planned-birth staff members do not resort to house

dismantling, do not resort to apprehending violators without any formalities or to taking

hostage family members of violators. However, we must consider the fact that in China

70%-75% of the population do not live in municipalities. Therefore, what my testimony

reflects is not just local conditions, but the conditions in which the majority of the Chinese

live.

I



I believe that GAO Xiao Rui and ZOU Xiu Yun's experiences reflect only the tip of

the iceberg of what is happening in mainland China. Many people have been working

hard over the years to expose all the ugly actions to sunshine. Yet we must admit that we

are still far from seeing the whole picture. Should communist China's PBP be

implemented for another twenty years, population growth might be controlled, and the

economy might attain "prosperity." But, I believe that this "prosperity" would only be a

materialistic one. Spiritually, China would be retarded, even barbaric. And such a

"prosperity" will be attained at the cost of many infants killed, and many women and

families destroyed. This "prosperity' will be ugly. It should not happen at all. I believe

that conscience and human nature shall win over brutality. I hereby call upon the

American people, the United States Congress, and the United States Government to please

help stop these barbaric policies in China.
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ATTACHMENT I

Chinese Communist Party Central Committee and the National Congress

on the Decision to Intensify Planned-birth Work and Strictly Control Population Growth

May 12, 1991

"The People's Republic of China Ten-year Plan for Citizen Economic and Social Development and the
Outline of the Eighth Five-year Plan" points out: "For the next ten years the average annual population
natural growth rate should be controlled to under 12.5%." Accomplishing the plan goal of controlling
population increase is necessary to guarantee the establishment of the nation's second and third steps
for modernization. Therefore the tbllowing has been decided

1. Unify knowledge, improve the planned-birth work leadership

The most urgent and important task facing our country is the strict control of population growth.
Our country is a developing country with the largest population in the world. The basic situation of the
country is that the population is large, the tillable soil is limited, the foundation is weak, and the
carrying capacity (natural resources) of the country is insufficient to support the population. The
manpower resources in our country are plentiful, which is obviously a good condition for the
establishment of socialism, however if the population increases too quickly it becomes a heavy burden,
and seriously hampers the progressive development of the country's economy and society. A long-
term policy of our nation is to carry out birth planning, control population growth, and improve the
population quality. This long-term policy is based on the actual situation of the nation and the benefit
of each individual, so that the country can develop more rapidly and can more quickly move the
citizenry onto a path of common wealth. For the past twenty years, especially since the eleventh
congress of the third Party meeting, through the common efforts of the Party, the national citizenry,
and planned-birth work personnel, our country has achieved notable results in the area of population
growth control. The birth control rate has been reduced from 33.43% in 1970 to 21.06% in 1990,
however it is necessary to be cognizant of the fact that the population growth trends remain of the
utmost importance, and controlling population growth is absolutely necessary. Cuffently the national
population stands at over 1. 1 billion, and in the past few years the annual population growth has been
over 16 million per year, the same as a middle-sized country. This has exerted a great amount of
pressure and created problems for the establishment of the economy, the development of society, and
the improvement of people's daily lives. [The rest of the paragraph re-emphasizes the necessity of
population control policy.]

Each Party committee and government office must place planned-birth work on the same level of
importance as economic planning, economic growth and population planning must be planned
together, and must become part of each worker's daily tasks, the first measure for each Party
government, for which each participant must take responsibility. To successfully carry out planned-
birth work, each Party committee must establish a leadership team for population and planned-birth
work with an important person heading up the team, with the group cooperating with each associated
department.

[Summary: The success of planned-birth work is one of the main criterion by'which the
government work of each office will be measured.] Upper-level work units and government offices
need to improve their investigation of the work done at lower levels, assuring the reliability of the
statistics, preventing false and missing reports, establishing systems of reward and punishment,
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awarding those who carry out planned-birth work successfuJly, and purnshing those, including those
leaders responsible, for causing a lack of control in phumed-birth work.

U. Persist in carrying out the policy step-by-step, manage planned-birth work according to the law

The current planned-birth policy of the nation is: A dvocate late marriage and late births, fewer
births, better births; encourage each couple to only give: birth to one child. Citizens of cities and
towns, excepting special circumstances in which permission is granted, may only have one child. The
count side must also encourage each couple to only give birth to one child. For those who truly have
some kind of practical difficulty, they may be granted jImission to have a second child after several
years. Planned-birth work must also be done in natiomil minority regions in order to improve the
economic and cultural levels and the quality of the nationality, the specific methods and requiremnents
are to be decided by those in each autonomous region or province of residence.

At present we must carry out the policies currently in place (slogans, strictly adhering to the
national laws and policies and improving planned-birdi m The lower-level plumtd-birth
workers must carry out propaganda work and encourie public self-supervision. Prevent local offices
from relating their planned-birth work, opening up opportunities for multiple births, haphazardly
issuing permits and filling out charts. Persist in preventing early marriage and early birth, multiple
births, and extra-plan pregnancies and births.
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ATTACHMENT 2

Fujian Province Planned-birth Regulations

Fujian Province Seventh Session of the People's Congress
Passed at the Second Meeting of the Everyday Affairs Committee

April 29. 1988

Revisions stated in "Decision to Revise 'Fujian Province Planned-birth Regulations'" according to the
Twenty-seoond meeting of the Everyday Affairs Committee on June 28, 1991 of the Fujian Province
Seventh Session of the People's Congress.

Chapter I Overall Principles

Article 1. The foowing regulations are stipulated in order to control the population amount, improve
the population quality, and cause the population to develop in cooperation with economic and social
development, according to "The Constitution of The People's Republic of China," "The Marriage Law
of the People's Republic of China" and other related national regulations.

Article 2. It is a basic government policy to carry out planned birth. Education and encouragement
work are of the utmost importance, along with the necessary economic and adminisuative memsure

Article 3. It is the duty of each couple to practice planned birth. The rights of a citizen to practice
planned birth are protected under law.

Article 4. Each level of the People's Government must improve the leadership of planned-birth work,
and take responsibility for organizing and carrying out each article listed herein.

Chapter [ Giving Birth

Article 5. Advocate late marriage, promote late birth. Late marrias are those where men marry at
twenty-five or older and women many at twenty-three or older. Late births are those where a married
woman of twenty-four or older or a woman oflae marriage gives birth to her first child.

Those who have not reached manageable age are prohibited from marrying or giving birth.

Chapter VII Legal Responsibility

Article 36. Extra-plan birth fees are exacted upon extra-plan birth couples as foUows:

(I) For those who violate planned-rth regulations by giving birth too early or give birth before the
stipulated interval between children, a fee of 60-100% of the couple's combined annual income
shall be assessed.

(2) For those who violate planned-irth regulations by giving birth to one child above quota, a fee of
200-300% of the couple's combined annual income shall be assessed

(3) For those who violate planedbirth regulations by giving birth to two children ~above quota, a fee
of 400-600% of the couple's combined annual income shall be assessed; for those who give birth to
three or more children above quota, the fee will be increased.
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Those who illegally adopt children will be dealt with according to extra-plan birth fees.
The enire fee for extra-plan births can be demanded to bepaid on the pot.
The fees stipulated by city, county (district) for extra-plan births should be assessed according to the
first point.

Article 37. Punishment and limitations for the extra-plan birth couple:

(1) Organizational, enterprise, and professional work unit personnel who violate planned-birth
regulations. For those who violate plannedbirth regulations by giving birth too early or give birth
before the stipulated interval between children, for one to three yeas after the punishment begins;
for extra-planned births, seven years after the punishm begins: do not issue bonuses, do not
change worker status from contract to permanent employee, do not issue promotions, do not
increase job (salary) levels, do not evaluate them as progressive workers, do not issue a salary
during maternity leave, do not provide health insurance, require the couple to pay the prenatal and
delivery fees. Each husband and wife with extra-plan births must also be demoted one level in
salary and be punished by other administrative laws.
The above admini0 ve punishments are decided by the work or government unit involved, and
the case must be reported to the government planned-birth management office at the same level.

(2) For those citizens of cities or towns with extra-plan births, grain and oil must be purchased at
market prices (rather than government subsidized prices) for ten years after the punishment begins.

(3) For those in the countryside who violate planned birth, they are not allowed to work at village or
town enterprises, work as cadres, or transfer their status to something other than agricultural
worker, for a period of time stipulated according to the first point above. For those who I#ve birth
to more than one child over quota, one portion of their "private ownership" can be confiscated
(private mountain, private riverbank, private orhard, etw).

Summaries of the following articles:

Article 38. Those with a sole-child certificate who give birth to a second rcild must have their award
money and special privileges revoked.

Article 39. Those who will be fined for extra-plan births including Jose of the transient population,
must be notified in writing by the government office responale Fees received must be used for
planned-birth work.

Article 40. In addition to assessing fees, birth control measure: must be immediately carried out on
those with extM-plan births.

Article 41. Those planned-birth workers who do not carry out punishments according to these articles
will be punished by higher level offices. If extra-plan births occur among transient workers their
employer must be punished.
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ATTACHMENT 3

COMMITTEE OF COMMUNIST PARTY OF CHINA,

QUANZHOU MUNICIPALITY DOCUMENT

Quan-wei [1991] #15

CIRCULAR NOTICE ON OBLIGATIONS OF DEPARTMENTS DIRECTLY
UNDER THE MUNICIPALITY IN IMPLEMENTING "FUJIAN PROVINCE
PLANNED-BIRTH REGULATIONS"

May 9th, 1991

Planned-Birth Committee

..To conscientiously carry out the Party Central Committee and the State
Council's planned-birth-work guiding principles, policies and "Fujian Province
Planned-Birth Regulations," we intend to formulate our municipality's measures and
methods related to planned-birth work for supervising and checking implementation of
the Party Central Committee, the State Council and the provincial government's
guiding principles and policies related to planned birth.

Planning Comm-ittee:

..To arrange quotas of capital construction investment, materials and
equipment needed for developing planned-birth work in the municipality, to formulate
a plan of scientific-technologic development of planned-birth work in coordination
with the committee of science and technology.

Health Departments:

..To conscientiously implement planned-birth technical works in coordination
with planned-birth units.

ProWaganda Departmnts:

..To conscientiously carry through the guiding principle of "3 mojon," and,
with rural areas as the key point, to assist, and coordinate with, planned-birth units in
conducting propaganda and education in the spirit of our basic national conditions,
basic national policies and current planned-birth policy, laws'and regulations.

Organizational Dttments:

..It is imperative to make the system of planned-birth responsibilities the
important factor in examining and checking accomplishments of party and government
leading teams as well as leading cadres of all levels, and the important basis for
encouraging/taking disciplinary actions against/promoting/dernoting cadres.

Staff Committee. Personnel DtMrM=nt:



..To strengthen size management of planned-birth organizations of alU levels, to
guide local units in fulfilling works related to structural adjustment, work
compensation, benefits, training, etc. Those cadres and employees who achieve
prominent accomplishments in planned-birth work are to be encouraged, while those
cadres and employees who violate planned-birth regulations are not to be considered
for recruitment, compensation adjustment, promotion, transfer, "agricultural-area
residents becoming non-agricultural-area residents," etc., and are to be imposed
corresponding administrative penalties depending on the circumstances.

Employment Depat2ments:

..Wait-for-employment persons who violate the planned-birth policy and
regulations or do not undergo birth-control surgeries in accordance with regulations
are not to be recruited. To urge recruiting units to handle those who are already
recruited in accordance with related regulations. While handling temporaryy
employment certifcates" for laborers from other places, their planned-birth facts must
be strictly examined. Those who fail to produce county-level "birth and birth-control
certficates" are not to be recruited. Units that recruit persons who evade abiding by
planned-birth regulations are to be imposed penalties and are urged to fire recruited
persons who evade abiding by planned-birth regulations within a set schedule. All
other conditions being equal, technical schools, while admitting students or training
technicians for township/town enterprises, give preference to rural-area sol-chldi'en
and children from second-daughter sterilization families.

Departments of Finance:

..To ensure development of planned-birth work; planned-birth work expenses
and special-item expense must be guaranteed.

Disc'vfina Committee. S PC/DeatM=t:

..To strengthen checking and supervision of planned-birth work. Whenever
problems of violation of discipline, favoritism and fraud are discovered, teams must be
promptly set up, and disciplinary actions are to be taken against party members and
cadres who violate the planned-birth policy.

Judicial DeAmt:

..To assist related units in handling planned-birth-related cases in accordance
with the law, and to assist planned-birth units and personnel in their work.

Public Security DcaM=:

..To conscientiously implemnt registration, checking and handling population
natural changes and changes due to moving, to assist related departments in
strengthening planned-birth nagement of mobile population. ...To assist grassroots
public security units in timely investigating cases of underminig planned-birth work
and cases of insulting, slandering, injuring and revenging on planned-birth personneL



Department ofFansportation:

..To conscientiously check drivers' birth and birth-control certificates while
issuing and renewing motor vehicle licenses; to refuse to handle, to suspend and cancel
licenses should they decline to produce certificates; until they undertake birth-control
measures or pay extra-plan birth fees.

Departments of Business Mananement:

2To strengthen planned-birth management of private merchants and private
enterprises. While applying for business licenses, married city/town waiting-for-job
personnel, villagers and others permitted by government policies must produce birth
and birth-control certificates. Applications of those who violate the planned-birth
policy or fail to undertake birth-control measures, decline to pay extra-plan-birth fees
can only be handled after such actions are cleared. In coordination with related units,
to impose penalty fees on, even cancel business licenses, violators of the planned-birth
policy who have previously obtained licenses, depending on circumstances.

DepMrtments of Civil Administration:

..To be in charge of carrying through and implementing the marriage law; to
strictly prohibit early marriage and marriage of close relatives; to guide departments of
marriage registration in propagating late marriage, late birth and in implementing
planned-birth work. In accordance with related laws, to criticize and educate those
who violate the marriage law; to handle retroactively marriage registration; in
coordination with related departments, to resolutely curb such actions as early
marriage, early birth, abandoning female infants and illegal child adoption; to
conscientiously implement social relief and subsidize those whose life is made difficult
due to death or disability caused by accidents in birth-control surgeries.

De tmments of Education:

..To strengthen planned-birth propaganda, to educate and manage teachers
(including teachers of schools run by local people, substitute teachers); to strictly
implement planned-birth policies and regulations; to seriously handle cases of violation
of the planned-birth policy, and not to change violators from temporary teachers to
staff teachers, not to promote them in status and grades, not to asses their bonuses
during the handling period.

A ultral Depa=ts:

..To give preference to sole-child and second-daughter sterilization families in
obtaining land, tea/ftuit trees, river-bank plots, collective enterprise contracts, funds,
improved varieties of seeds, materials, technical services, etc. On the other hand,
necessary restrictions and penalties are imposed for extra-plan births. Rural area
sole-child families may cultivate twin portions of cereal land. Favored considerations
are also given to "second-daughter sterilizaton" families.



..Departments of farming machinery are to suspend or cancel licenses of
tractor/transportation vehicle drivers who decline to undertke birth-control measures.

..Needy families that cause extra-plan births and fail to undertake birth-control

measures cannot benefit from policies of assisting needy farrilies on favorable terms.

Townshiptown EnteMrise Management Deprtments:

..Favorable assistance is given to private enterprises rn by sole-child and
second-daughter sterilization families. To examine township/town enterprise
employees' marriage, births and birth-control measures. To urge enterprises not to hire
those who cause extra-plan births, fail to undertake birth-control measures and are still
in the penalty period. To impose penalties in accordance with related regulations on
employees who cover up child birth, resort to deception and violatee the planned-birth
policy, even to dismiss them. To assist related departments in imposing penalties on
those who cause extra-plan births. To strengthen planned-bbhth management of
township/town enterprise employees.

DQZ'trents o f For=sr:

..While hiring temporary workers, forestry centers must examine their birth and
birth-control certificates. Preference is given to sole-child and second-daughter
sterilization families. Anyone who violates the planned-birth policy must not be hired.

Aquatic Production Deartments:

..To guide, supervise grassroots units in charge of aquatic production and urge
them to examine birth and birth-control certificates before handling fishermen's
certificates and put-out-to-sea certificates. Sole-child and second-daughter
sterilization families are given preferences. Sole-child families enjoy the privilege of
contracting twin portions of aquatic products plots. Families that violate the
planned-birth policy cannot contract such plots. Before birth-control measures are
undertaken and penalties imposed, fishermen's certificates and put-out-to-sea
certificates cannot be handled for a couple who cause extra-plan birth's.

Ljd Maam=ement Detmeunt:

..To guide, supervise grassroots units in charge of land management and urge
them to strictly examine birth and birth-control certificates before examining and
approving land plots for building private houses. Preferential approval is given to
those who abide by the planned-birth policy well. For villages with serious cases of
extra-plan birth, for those who have not yet undertaken birth-control measures or have
not yet been imposed penalty for violating planned-birth regulations, approval of land
for building houses is to be suspended, or the applications are to be denied. In rural
areas, sole-child families can be given twin portions of land for budding private houses.
No land plots are granted to extra-plan-birth families.
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Depatments of Construction:

..To strictly check matters related to planned birth while handling building units'
formalities and licenses.

Departments of Cereals:

..To formulate a cereal and cooking oil supply policy that is favorable for
planned-birth work. Should city/town residents give birth to one: extra-plan child,
cereals and cooking oil are not supplied to the child at ration pri:es from the day of the
child's birth to his/her IOth birthday;, should 2 extra children be born, cereals and
cooking oil are not supplied to the children at ration prices from the days of their birth
to their 14th birthdays.

Departments of Supply ap.d Sak:

..To formulate policies that are favorable for planned-birth work. Chemical
fertilizers, plastic films, insecticides and other short-supply farming materials are
supplied to sole-child and second-daughter sterilization families at low prices.
Corresponding measures of penalty are to be undertaken against families that do not
abide by the planned-birth policy.

Bank S3stem;

..To restrict loans to families that do not abide by the planned-birth policy. No
loans are granted to families that cause extra-plan birth/s, have not yet undertaken
birth-control measures and have not yet been handled in accordance with regulations.

Insurance Compnes:

..Supported by, and in coordination with, related units, to vigorously develop
all items of planned-birth insurance.

Statistic Burau:

..To provide statistic data for censuses.

Office of Spiritual Civilization:

..To strictly implement the system of "one planned-birth error, andyou are

out" Organs, enterprises, institutions whose employees cause extra-plan births,
counties, townships/towns, village/neighborhood committees, where extra-plan-birth
situation is serious, cannot be estimated as spiritual civilization units and advanced
employees in the given year.

Trade Unions. Women's Federations. Communist Youth League:

.,To implement preferential policies for sole-child families in coordination with
related units; to uphold legal rights of couples who abide by the planned-birth policy;
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to do their best to timely investigate those who violate the planned-birth policy in
coordination with related units.

Committee of Communist Party of China, Quanzhou Municipality

Quanzhou Municipality People's Government
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ATTACH ENT 4

Report on Planned-bril Work in Jinjang City

October II, 1997

I. General situation

Jinjiang is a city new the sea in the southeast part of Fujian Province. It is across from the islands of
Jinmnen and Taiwaa. It is famous in the country (or its bridges It is the native place ofmany
Taiwanese. Cuntly it has 13 townships, I (government) (arm. 381 village committs. on an ar of
649 square ialomeers Since the open door policy (1979-), Jinjiang's economy has been developing
rapidly in a balanced way. In 1996 cities gross product was 15.4 billion yuan. The industrial and
agricultural gross product was 27.3 billion yua firiciad income was 638 million yuan, ne per capita
income for tanner was 4.8 6 yuan. This is the third year we were rnked U one of the country's top
one hundred -sng counties" (ciues). maintairung out rnk as one of Fujian's "ten stroq( and "ten
good" cities.

By the end of June of 1997 the total population of the city was 1,003,842. population density per
square kilometer was 1.547 persons There were 271,941 women of child-being ae in the city,
comprising 27.09% of the total population. 199,755 of these women wve marred women of child.
beating age comprising 19.90% of the total population. 4.49% (8,964) of these maried women were
chddless, 19 52%(38,990) of these women had one child, and of them, 91 33% (35,610) had
undergone binh-control measures. 71,801 (40.05%) were women of child-bearing age, of them 71,499
(99 58%) undaeet birth-control measures. 80.000 were women of child-bearing Ae with multiple
children composing 40.05% of rimmed women of child-beanng age, of them 79,948 (99.94%)
underwent birth-control measures; the rate of women with one child who underwent intrauterine
device insertion surgeris was 81.07%; the rate of women with two children who underwent
stenlization surgenes was 94.21%, of them, 91.05% for sod daughter

During the eighth five year plan, this city camed out the panne irth insuoaos of the central
provincial, and township government, and stricdy required that this work be planned efficiently to
canTy out "thre no change" threee major points," "thre combinations," colkct extra-plan-buth fees.
and immediately remedy extra-plan pregnancies.

[missing pages 2.5)

Ill. (continued...)

In early June the city planned-birth comnuttee established a group of eleven cds who used haifa
month to investigate and compare the work being done in each township, m addition to giving them
advice in their work This kind of work helps improve the more professional nuuagement of planud-
birth activity, and helps improve the computer management system. This year the city used 1.5 million
yuan to purchase 69 computers. Each township, and fifty-two villages have one each, a total of
13 65% of the city's administrative regions. Computer operators were also trained. It is estimated that
by year end the system will be up and running
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IV. Adopt active methods. focus on the major poits

I . EArnesty cary out the -ive d.a1 wtth" retospective acaiuies in the peat Year each town (far)
effectively cameod out the investiptive work on resdec swaus. In the enwe municipality it was
dwcoversd tha 4,432 people hadn't reported births, 195 woam tithow .cou pon. collacrig
tota of 29.63 million rma in (om The week was cani out very tboroti$iy.

2. Cony out the 'rwin invesupbons. twin rmdias work. Report in a tin~y. or~iy, and clear
maw the results of the investitiom By Octbe S. the etir cty bad already caryiod owuthm
rounds of "mai investipbowns twin remedims," this inveuptiom rat (or RU was 99.23% the
invesupsion mmt for prepancy was 98.39W.

3. Strictly cavy out birth contol measures From January to September, 9,806 surn of this five
categones were petformed. 5,963 were 'uuimm devie uwaserin 2,665 were steilizion 37
were subcutanmeous device insrton 727 were artiia abortion, ari 414 were imducedl delivery.

4. EAnestly caTy owt thes manaement and servce piand-butk work far da trenie popuistioc
From January to September. an uwestgation of 116.672 twwwnatn was earned oOA in the entir
municipahity- 972 of the "four operations" were carried out. 4.802 deputin parwoos we've issed
muafpag mWi birth cnruficates (or contracts).
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ATTACHMENT s

PLANNED-B[RTH PROPAGANDA MATERIAL

DECISIONS ON INTENSIFYING IMPLEMENTATION OF GOALS OF PLANNFD-BT}H
WORK

Jranuay 1st 1996

To ensue realization of our town's goals of plned-bh work for the year of 1996, and to make
it possible for our town to, brew with out aity. enter the ranks of the nation's adftnced units,
the town pary committee an government have made decisions on itesiying unplenentation of
goals of planned-birth work:

I To resolutely put an end to early nmage and early birth

I To.inteasify unmarried young people's pre-marital educaton and management. Ail
unmuned young men who have atained the age of 18 and L umariied women who have
atuied the age of 16 rmust attend pre-marntai education classes. Specal regisirtion shl be
made for following-up and managing them, the purpose being to put an end to eay matiage amnd
early birth. Health exmmations shal be made for young women who illegally cohabit with men
without mnarital regisvion.

2. AU women of child-bearing age who nTy eary &ha unexceonally undergo
subcutaneous device instion sargeries and sha be levied heavy fines.

3. Remedial measures sha be undertaken unexceptionally for all women of child-bearing
age who marry early and get pregnant early They sh undergo subcutaneous device insertion
surgeries and shall be levied heavy fines.

4. All those who muy early and give birth early shall unexceptionally undergo
sterilization surgeries and shall be levied heavy fines.

II. To resolutely put an end to extra-plan second births

I. All women of child-beaing age who give birth to a first child must undergo intrauterine
device insertion surgeries within 2 months. Those who fail to do so for more than 4 months shall
unexceptionally be sterlized.

2. A couple who give birth to one boy must formulate "sole-child certificates; those who
fail to do so 3 months after the boys birth shall unexcepticnally be sterilized

3. A woman to be followed-up for intrauterine device reliability and pregnancy tests shall
be checked 4 times annually, the schedule being January, April, July and October respectively, all
women of child-bearing age who fail to present themselves for intrauterine device reliability and
pregnancy tests 2 times in succession shall unexceptionally be sterilized
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4 To advocate, in an all.round way. stcnhwAton after the first boy is born

11 To resolutely put an end to birth of more than one cmd

Those who give birth to a second cWd s unexceptionsay be sterilized within one
month- for putng off steliztion one day a fine of 0 salbe leIed Those giving birth to
multiple ch en shall, besides ilization, be levied heavy Ge For women of childbearing
age under the age of 3 5 who have undergone intrauterim devio inserton s.urgies aher the
seco d cld is born, besides those approved by the city paned-birth office in consderion of
special draummsUJK4I shail un ecptiocally undergo inautteri devce cxtm ion and then
steriliztion surgeries Those dir y responsible for faked surgeries resulting in exua-plan births,
heavy fines shall be levied, and pany/adamnativ, disciplinary amion shall be taken agin
them; should it constitute a crine, crim,,al responsibility sha" be affixed by judiciary orgats

IV To resolutely prohibit sexuaJ selection of feuses

Pregnant women holding certifcates who get pregnant shall not undergo a cial abortion
and induced delivery surge es, otherwise their "panned-birth cautficates shall be provoked, and
they shall, in came of first birth, undergo subcutaneous device insertion surgenes and shall not be
granted birth quotas within a period of 5 years In case of second buth they shall no more be
perrtined further buth and shall be stehzed.

V MEASURES OF SPECIAL TREATMENT AND ENCOURAGEMENT

1. In rural areas. twin-a-round inv "urnc at the sum of 400 (200 paid by the city and
by the town respectively) are grated to a one-Wd family holding a "sole-.chd certificate."

2. In rural areas, old-age U ranc at the sum of 1,000 (500 paid by the city and the town
respectively) is planted to couples having one boy, old-age insurance at the sum of 2.000 (1,000
paid by the city and the town respectively) is granted to couples after they give birth tc a single
girL go through sterition surgeries m formulate "sole-child certifcates.

Propaganda

Younghe Town Planned-Birth Society

Younghe Town Planned-Birth Office
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ATTACHNIIENT 6

SIANQI.AN VILLAGE, VONG(llE 'OW N
VILL.(;E CADRES' I.ETER OF RESPONSIBILITY

IN PLANNED-BIRTHt WORK FOR 1996

To conscientiousiv carr% out the s% stem of responsibility f'or population and planned.birh
control, to strengthen the sense of responsibility. oftcadres of our %,iIlage's "tw%,o
communities" in planned-birth %,ork. to ensure that our villagee will be qualified in
planned-birth %,ork in 1996, the %iilage Parts branch committee and % illage committee,
their staff members and planned-birth administrators herew, ith sign the following letter of
responsibility

I Indexes of responsibilities

I Village cadres in areas of their responsibility must, directly led by the , village
Part branch, assisted by cadres sent by the towm, in accordance with qualified
% villages standards "six goods, three no's. four yes's," actiely organize, carT.
out planned-birth work in an all-encompassing way, to ensure that our -,illage
w1ll be a "qualified village " in planned-birth w,,ork in 1996

2 To strengthen pre-pregnancy administration, to curb early manages, early
births, and third (and plus) births in accordance with the law, to ensure that
planned birth will attain the annual rate of 950'., that 100% of women of child-
[wanng age who meet birth requirements ha~e, that 100. of couples with I
boy receive "sole child cerificates," that 100 O of women present themselves
in a timely fashion for device-reliability and pregnancy tests, to attain the goal
of "three completenesses" in implemennng birth-control measures, i e all
wornen with first borns undergo device insertion surgeries within two months,
all women with second boms undergo stenlizauon surgenes within one
month, and to promptly perform articial abortion and induced delivery
surgeries whene%er extra-plan pregnancies are discovered.

3 To attend routine planned-birth work sessions schedules at 25' of each month,
the purpose being to make planned-birth work systematic.

4 To perfect planned-birth records within areas of responsibility, to timely and
accurately exercise mobile management, to timely submit planned-birth
records to village planned-birh leading teams, where they are then itemized.

5 To help women of child-beanng age better understand why births can be
given only with certificates, to exercise the system that stipulates that in order
to have a valid certificate, it must be signed simultaneously by the village
cadre stationed in his her area of responsibility and by a planmed-birth
administrator. All birth quotas for 1996 must be fixed by March 31V'.

i. Measures of checking, encouragement, and puruishment:
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Fach quarter the ', llage planned-hinh leading team conducts a check olall major
planned-birth indexes withinn is area of responsibility. \,iich is to be confirmed
h, the tossn planned-birh leading team. and conducts an end-of-the- car all-
around check Concrete measures of* encouragement and punishment

I ) encouragementt

Principally. encouragement is identical to qualified villages' "si' goJs, three
no's, four %.s's" standards. l000* rate of planned-birth; 100 o -wat of child-
earing \o ncn meet the requirement and go through cenificate-handling

formalities. IOO)o rate of tin checks in each term. "three completenesses- in
implemr.enting binh-control measures. pert.tt planned.birh records, their
timely submission to village planned-birth leading team for itemization
Y2 00 is granted to each person as "area of responsibility planned-birth
subsidiarv" Then, at the end of the \car, the village planned-birth leading
team conducts another comprehensive, item-by-item check Those \ho mect
the standards for \ illages qualified in planned-bitnh work are granted certain
encouragement

(2) Punishment:

I Village cadres in areas of responsibility which fail to attain 100% planned-
birth rate, fail to attain 100% rate of twin checks, where cases of early
mamrage and early birth are discovered, must explain reasons for failure to
%illage Party secretary and village head, must submit a written self-
criticism to the \ village's two committees, and must impro',e their
performance ittun a set time.

2Y O0 00 of penalty for each case of extra-plan binh discovered in monthly
check (the same applies to women who meet the birth requirements but
give binh to a child, or children, without certificates); Y10.00 penalty for
each case of a woman failing to present herself for tvin checks; Y200-00
penalty for each case of early marriage; Y200 00 penalty for each case of
giving birth to 3 or more children.

3.Y I00.00 of penalty for each case of concealing an extra-plan birth (the
same applies to women who meet the birth reqwrements but give birth
without a certificate)

4 To establish an infant mortality report system. When an infant dies, its
family must report to the cadre in hisiher are of responsibility within one
day. Then the cadre, together with the village Party secretary, village head
or two planned-birth administrators, investigates and confirms the death.
A penalty of Y 1,000.00 is imposed for each case of faking an infant death.
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5 Village cadres vho tail to pcrtwmn planned-birth vork ,igoroul%. in the
third quarter and cause unlaorable onscqucnce, in their areas of
responsibility cannot be candidates fcor next-term villagee Party branches
and village committees Instead, their cases are to be handled by the tovn
Party committee and Noemmcnt

Ill. This area of responsibility, includes Shanglan Natural Vi!lae. 80'" 9. I 0h
d!l=acrs group,

This letter of responsibility is in four copies, to be kept on tile by the town cadre residing
in the village, by the cadre in the village and the cadre in hisher area of responsibility.
and at the planned-birth office.

Implementation o this letter of responsibility starts on February l',

Cat Ru Yu, Party Branch Secretary (signed)

Li Ning Jie. Village Head (signed)

-
CUMM

Cai Ru Yu Yao Xu Lan (signed)
Cadres of Area of Responsibility

- ymlif
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ATTACHfMENT 7

Qua.nhou City Plancd.birth Le.&ers hip Grup (revisd version)

Qu.Anzbou planned-buth leade (19981 No. 4

Fibruary 23. 1998

'Circular Notice on Setting up in Informing S) stem btsed on Re.%rds"

To each couuty (distrii. ciqt, £dmit usratW c %ommttwe) planned.birh leadership team:

In ,'sdef to tmpnve the quality of planned-birth 3,ttisucal ,ork. prvvm fCR14 rvporli and
failure to rcport, nsure tho accuracy of population stitistics, report true zdgures, encourage
honesty, and tell the truth in the sptril of seeking afte reality. and establish a strong vll to
impmve our working st)e in order to elevate plaed-bubith work n "ur muncipality to higher
leol. it was decided to establish an award system for reporting on problems since 1996 of
false reporting. an failure to report births, failure to superise newly wed %otnen aid -. omen
ofchild.beanng age, :c. The details are reported as follows:

I. Stengthem leadership and raise awareness. Leaders at each level must become familiar with
the ruwt ar syswm in this report, and take it as an important measure for tnhaning planned-
birth work in our are. Each county (district, city, adoinistrative committee) pLanned-birth
office (commnitte) must stipulate that one leader be rompltely rospowiblo for tjus Awk
awd urge him to achicvc d'fbctive results.

2. Post notices. Publicly post the newly married and birth situation hum 1996-1997 of
',oMen of child-bearing )van at each admnistrative village (household) cmmnnitwe
location, and in the public squares of each natural village. Starting in Jamuay of 1998. this
information must be updated and posted each month.

3. Establish an informing network. Each township (neighborhood office) planned-birth office,
village (household) committee must establish an informing box. ad ifor=n telephone
line to facilitate informants.

4. Investigae tad handle casx on a timcly basis. Check .41 the reports since January 1996 for
false reporting. failure to report, alure to supervise newy.w.ed women and women of
child-bearin age, and extra-plan births.

3. Intense' security work. Carry out "r don't" 1. Don't xoaden tw scope of thoso who
me informed; 2. Protect tMe identity of the infomAnt prevent the report from leaking to the
public; 3. When mibunitting the reprt to Iower levels, be sure m make technical adjusunents
and r-vwit the repox in an abbreviated manna conveving only concrte elements.

6. Pr.'nt retaliation against informants. Should caes of retaliation against informants be
established, it is imperative to seriously handle retaiators in accotdance with related
regulatory
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7, Rejxxt on a regulaj basis. On ttW jirst of 'dach month A:ounlty Indi vilsge level plann,4.barth
oty'c"s must report bowv many &%hard$ %Nore g'en out in tbedSWC 10~'c to SCou.AW

tiforniants.

S.Aadmethwod. The systan for cbisckuig ott the '.oracatyfvit srordaMarin
those %%bu repurlf%'i I ~ldUW&adn

(1) ThVOPA w*ho rePor x caSO of OXV3raPlan PrQgnAncY and CAMt Out remeodying meures will
be awarded 40-0 )uan. (Each level health office mnust continue to operate uicording 1,)
the reulations stipulatod in Quanzhou city planned-birth documecnt No. 14 (19961)

(2) ThOi*. Who rMP0x a case of Ulms reporting or fiaihirsto reort a birth "in" 1996 %ill bo
awarded 300 >)umn

(3) Thoso %%ho mvport at cse Of fraudulent uifkAt deat fraLuduldnt twins. fraudulqnt
%teilyaon. etrc., wNill bo &%aaded 300 )uan

(4) Thosc wh-o report a case of hidden marr iage, out-,of-wedlock cohAbitaton, failur,* to
'upwrvise marr itd women of child-bewui age (or wccnen %to bavcs't been tuspectod
for R1IDs or pnancy, or haven't undergone birth contrvi meauur" since 1996) %ill be
awarded 200 yuan.

(5) The award should first be paid by the tme.stating work unit an4 each haf yeas the
Lount %%ill bW reimbwsed from fiats paid for exus-plan births or from the uppcr-leve1
oficis financial disbursements.

9. Rzcipt of award. The person %-ho reports should vhinte a random five-digit number at the
end of thcir report and runesnbcr it ad in the upper right-hand coma~ of their repest draw
a clear logo end tar off half of the logo which cmn be later matched u.o the othrw hetf in
ardcr to receive the money. The* person who reports should use this logo to rdcari%-e their
awarad at the invethgafton unit.

The preceding notification should be imindately sent by each ounty (district city.
mwnagement coamitte) to each village (household) commatwe, ad should be conscientiously
cx-med out.

Cc: Socretazy He, Acting Major SKi Vice-secretary Xie, Depauint Chief Hong, Committee
Chairman You. Vice-scrvwry L4. Vic#secetary Huang Shaoping. the planed-birth offices of
each cownry (district city, adminisa'aive committees)
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ATTACtiMeNr I

Ll Quanzhou City Planned-bith Indvidua Case Analysts Reipon

12 Locale: Y'onghe Street: Tangdi Village (household) comwmite: Form No.:

13 Household: 7-69
Planned-birth couple's .*" Husband: Pan Roiigzherig Binthdats: J/68

Wife: Ww4f LAIzAM 9169
Yea or First Marrage: /990
Work ut or Villag PVup: Yingdw, Pwaiu
Pregnany locale: Xauwn
Delivey locale: xekvA

14 Currnt chidrer number 3 (1 boysi 2 guts)
Newboni child. the e'%hild
Newborn chuds: Birth mootlL 3 (3,96) Sex- m~ale
Meeaswea carrid oust before the extr-Plan bub Daze of (ID insartoc X

Daas of stalm*oc

LnUtrwn?) tenciaa

LS Reason for extra-plan buIzr "7w cosqoro warn I a hoevw ibr a Iontgpekid 77w oo**e ufither was
swto the townahip study cl~a foe fow imorv/ wumc MOCA of])99S, M if wa 6rpoulu to

pruae hum Fwhewww, the couple * how wa rvpewedy vwalm"*A Ma ad/ do& d tb
achiew amy reswta

Village comitue pas= rospcuzble: (illegible)
Daz: 8119196

L.6 [nveazipa to v.uify the stmmmo in the village of reaenmc Aftr co"ii owa the iw*wwn
the above report as derermuW to be xccwve. Mh cospk Ame already boo, .sdt and hais
pasd the 4,X000ywrn szowsrt~hfie.

nvsiptor Wu Yweeqv
[nvespzwe unit Da AIM

17 Opinions of those in the vilag of residence:
Peraon responsible:
Unit Seal:
Dew.

LS Opitions of those in the county. disinct, and city planned-birth offices:
Person responsible:
Unit seal:
Daz
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ATTAC M(ES7 9

L I Extra-plan Birth nidlul Case Report

L2 )Ynghe Town (Farm) ,untou Village (Household) /7 Group 2j Household number

L3 Couple's names- Cw Ajingzaan
Cal Yinglng

Current cMdre&

Birthd4tes. 68
9/711 boys /0

Date of firstrnawmge: 1.92

L4 Person responsible: Nme: IA

Categoriztion of panuwd-btrth V1olons:
Early pregnancy-
Birth over quota:
Didn't apy for buth pemut

I Wencheng Positon: Cadre

Violatio Interval:
Unamed btrt
Adopoon: (rook in abandoned cddd)

LS Date and place of child's delivery The woman pve bth on &97 in took in a girl on
their deorstep (dehvery locatoa clearly wnte wtich villae, household, or hopWl) to her e ckuld
(boy guit X ). the midwife's name is

L6 Which measures were caumnod out before
Date of IUD u.scuoo: t 94
Date of sienlubtiona

extra-ptan birth:
Ultrasound technac%&a
OpeaI doctor Chen

Reasons for em-pan birt (write a check m the column):
I No buth-coatol measum 2. Twin vesoatiom no carried out.
3 Remedies no yet aied out 4. Not yet under planned-buth manailnen
S. Created (abe documents 6. Had another woman use bar rname for the examiazion
7. Examination person made a mistake S. Otw X

L7 Analysis of reasons for extra-plan birth, Opuions on prevention measures ad remedies to problem
It was deermued thAw the couile wa amred on 1192. and on I&YJ 'gae banth to a boy (and
applied for a sole-ci4Ad cen#awe whxch h/u sjw been rpe 4l. On &1M7 they took m a girl
left on thear doorstep (she was born &10,9 7). theref(ore they arv oandidaw~ for extra-plwi bn/i.
The woma was already sterilkzed on I &V 7. and will payw enzrra-plan birth fee of 2.OW( yuzn
(they have rem4ed 8.000.yimjthe tu-b&euvj. From now on we~ m ntuenstypamW -birnh
policy educa aong the op * to prewvs this so oftuigro h aa and be si
to retrev the s -chdd cenqcat.

Person responsible for the vIa.
Management office

Cat JiAka Village cadre: Lai WenvAeng
Wans Zhenzk Dae: 1114197

LS Opinions on hndln th matter by those in the village ad township:
They should be f, ed 20.000 yuan and undergo birh control minewex The person rtspnsible for
this area should behind 1. O00 yta.

Secretary Branch office manager Date. 7 27,97

L9 Note Three copies of this form: one copy each to city, town. and village offices
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ATTACHMENT 10

L I Eytr..plan Birth Indievidual Case Report

L2 Yomghe TovTi(Farm) Yin gdwe Village (Household) 3 Group Household number

L3 Couple's namnes- Cas Jinhoai Be
Xu /flnvdfll

Current childen:/

L4 Person rwponsble: Name' 14
Categoxuatoa of planned-birth violanons:
Early prepaicy: X
Birth ovar quota:
Didn't apply (of birth permit

rthdates, /2/75
11,79

boys 0 Pris

lvig Qlrnbo,

Date of fii mnaap: 3196

Positon 1Vilage COMMittee

ViolaUwn interval:
Unmarried binkh
Adophon:

LS Daue and place of chid's delivery, The woman gave burt on J, &97 iniuoy "e Qinv~mg
Pon',tc Budding (deiway locanon- clwly wite wich village. household, of hospital) to bwr I'
child (boy X pri ), the midwife's naue is Zhwsng Shuqrng.

L6 Which measure v'ue carncd out before extr-plani barth.
Date of ID anscrton: Ultnsound techician.
Date of swilhzationm operatn doctor

Reasons (oe extrvi-ptani buth whitee a chock um thu columnn:
1. No birth-control messwes X 2. Twin invamstions not erned out.
3. Remedies not yet camoid owt 4. Not yet ud planned-birth management X
S. Cresaed hima document 6. Had anotbar woman use her nam for the examination
7. Examinaton person mai& a m-stake I. Other

L7 Analysis of rcasonis for exua-plan bulk Opinions on 1Xnvenbouam= 5 meweeadiesr to problem
Thu cowpe swvrey go( married ad went to Shle to Work Juns bqW*r deliver they wowv to
Qingyan*g Dsrrng the tnwwsagote the Jonly mbm said i/wy had Sowu to S/winles to ~&r
Th parevn told the aush only cter they stairied wsWqm t/w SIW'y cassu es cxWw~s* se
married early and gave bunk eariy Sitono pvoedaw howv already been carried Olt M7
fee is 20,CJCW YMwr
Loaer inl then earlywriage/baih suaOMs we MWw IAnwfy OW eOavPOL

Perso responsble foe the village:
ManAgeOMet offica'

XuW Renxu VilLage cadre: Dot QingsAm
Yansg Lima DWAe: 3/10r"7

LS Opinionis on handling the mat by those in the village Wn totMishz
They should be/mned 13.000 ywriefor marrying early and givingS birrh early, and w~iergo birch
control meare The person respwisible ftv thu are should be fined 500))iaan

Secretary: rao Jiryang Branch office manager Liua Binbin Pae- 4/30,97

L9 Note Three copies of this form, one copy each to city, town, and village offices.

49-740 98-5
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ATTACIMiENT I I

L I Rcgistration Form for -Five Operauons" carmed out in Yonghe Towrutup

L2 Addrcss Maping Village Group 21 Household number 19 Registrauon date: 12/1197

L3 Names Husband Lin Jsazhong Age: 24
Wife: Yang Meegu 24

Date of mamage:
Ould sithuaron Number 0boy 0 pir

Birthdate of eldest Sex:
Birthdate of youngest.

L4 Wuch operional procedure Ls rquurd? Aborrac

LS Opinions of cadre or planned-birth official responsible fo the disinct Agree to abortion
slowd Zhu LIMi dale:

L6 Opinions of township cadre or cadr responsible for the Wip: Agree to abonion after
dscovering extra-plan pregnancy dweng wo,en 's health check-W

siped. Huo Shanhm dat: 1,9/98

L7 Options of townsup government plannod-buth office: Agree to abortion
si ed: Gao Xuwduaw dat: I/l'98

L8 Results of the opetimon si & daw:

L9 Note: What kund of operional procedure is rquurd? Please exxipaw clearly (check IUD, check
for pregnany) tiruficial aborn iducx delivery. ises IUD, subcutaneous device nsertion.
Person must brui: the couple's residence permits. imarnage permt, birth permit, I priAny
examination permit, child's birth ce tficate, residence card,

L 10 Results of the operation: dateSipe&
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ATTACIMEN7T 12

LI Yonghe To.%n Phand-birth Gu.uator Form

L2 Guaantwed Persons liusband Lin Rong) ng Birth date 4 64
Wife 11"jng YingXii 7 71

Date of mam age- .jl 93
Birth date of first child 9.94 Sex' Female Addreut Yonghe, Liangkeng 20.20

L3 Plaxned-birth situation. Air married on , 93, had the ir first child on 9,299, and haven 't
gotten pgrviantsine them

L4

LS

L6

Liang Keng Villag Comittee Villge Head: Lin Rongfcu
Secretary: Lin )ingin

Household No uarantor. Willing to ccep wtuch id of rtspombibty.

10-26 Lan 1enhwa Lin Rong~ong and fe have already grven birth to a SlA If thu
isn't the case, I'm wilting to pay a#i of 5.000)Ufti

7-16 l n Rong' Lin Rongyong and wife have only gtven birth to a girl. If tha
isn 't the case. I 'm wing to pay ain. of 5. 0 )yuan.

7.3 Lin Rong' Lin Rong)ong and wife have only gntn birth to a girl. If thu
isn't the cae, I'm willing to pay a/ine of 5.000 aim

14-26 Lin Lin Rongong and wife have already giren birth to a gir. If this
sn 't the case. I 'm willing to pay aline of J.00 yuan.

76 Lin Rong' Lin Rongyong and wfe have already given barth to a girl. If this
sn 't the case, I 'm wdlng to pay a/fan of J.CK0ycA.

Opinions of person responsible for this distrct

Opinons of plarnebirth b@4
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ATTACHMENT 13

Table of Collected Fines

Yonghe Town Unit: Yuan

Total Amt. Amt. BalanceYear NFined N# i T ePaid Actually S W O eTo be Paid Actilly l Owed
paid

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
f9 36S6 2672 1800700 232390 1249110

90 874 753 197460 9310 17540
91 941 891 1681900 466 9 1134550
92 766 739 2998200 867300 1930900
93 723 811 29630 - 566800 2098200
94 700 1195 3156300 2622000 332506
95 458 424 4127700 3930800 226300
79 105 95 1620800 559860 113800
Total 8232 7580 20323200 12.343610 8839660

* This chart is from Younghe Town, and represent the amount of
money the town has collected from violators of the planned birth policy.
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V8IDO NArMON TRANscmIiT RAD BY NICOLI MW

Let am say, before the video begins, that the women in this video did not have ANY prior
knowledge that their interviews would be shown to the Western world. They were under
the impression that the man who is interviewing them would report back to the central
government on the progress of the planned-birth policy.

1. In this first some, A sip on the street openly depicts propaganda promoting the
Chinese planned-birth policy.
11 sect

2. The government planned-birth policy, signed by the Yonghe Town People's
government, is displayed openly on the street

28 secs,

3. Mrs. Gao is pictured here walking to work at the planned birth office, where she
has worked for the past 14 years. The Yonghe Town PBO is in charge of a
population of about 60,000 people.

59 secs.

4. A sign above the door at the entrance to the office says, "No permit, No marriage.
No permit, No pregnancy. No permit, No baby."

1:15

5. The Chinese carry out the planned-birth policy with the help of Chinese citizens
who inform the planned-birth office of their neighbors violations of the policy. This
is the "informer's box," where people in the town who wish to report violations can
drop their accusations.

1:30

6. On the first floor of the building is a detention facility, which holds those who are
in violation of the government's planned-birth policy. Other family members can
be arrested and detained here, if the government cannot apprehend the woman in
violation. They can hold these people, without any formal arrest, until the woman
surrenders herself to having an abortion or sterilization. Each cell holds 20-25
people.

2:02

7. Mrs. Gto is depicted here doing her daily work of issuing "birth-allowed
certificates" and "birth-not-allowed certificates." She can also organize
supervision teams, which apprehend policy violators, from here.

2:34

8. Also on the first floor is a computer room which holds the data for every single
woman over the age of 16 in the entire town. Each individual woman's
information is held on these cards, which contain their birthday, marriage date,
mensrual cycle, births, etc.
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There is no privacy in this system. Mrs Gao is showing charts which have all of the
information on every procedure each woman has received in the plnned-birth office,
from intrauterine device insertion to sterilization to abortions.
4:26

9. The second floor holds a surgery room, where women have abortions and are
sterilized.

4:41

10. This woman was engaged to her boyfriend, but was only 19, so this kind of
arrangement was illegal She became pregnant, but her pregnancy was not legal
according to the government because she did not have a permit. She was iane
months pregnant before she was apprehended and brought into the office for an
abortion. She describes how if she did not go in to the office to ge the abortion,
her house and her mother-in-law's house would be destroyed, and she would have
to pay a fine. When asked wtat is done if the baby is still alive when aborted, Mrs.
Gao answvrs that it is given an injection so that it will die. She then goes on to say
that even up to a few days before the due date, abortions are still performed. After
her abortion, the government inserted an IUD into the girl. She later married, but
she is not sure if she will every be able to have children again.

7:04

11. This woman was pregnant, and engaged to her boyfriend. Out of fea of the
government's planned birth policy, she went to the hospital and aborted her baby.
Later, she was accused of hiding a baby by informers, and the government captured
her for sterilization. Before her sterilization surgery, her cousin tried to go back to
the hospital to get proof from the doctor who did her abortion that she did not in
fact have a child, but when he returned to the planned birth office, it was too late.
The girl had already been sterilized. Afler she was sterilized, her husband rejected
her, saying "'what good is a chicken who cannot lay an egg?" She was beaten and
tortured by him, and has tried repeatedly to commit suicide. But, without
government approval, her tubes cannot be reconnected, and she can never have
children again.

10:07

11. an aborted 7 Yz month old fetus.
10:34

12. This is Tianjian's central women's hospital Every month, more than one hundred
abortions are performed here. Ironically, however, it was nominated by the World
Health Organization as being a "baby-friendly" hospital

11:12
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China's Crackdown on Births:
A Stunning, and Harsh, Success

Draconian Steps Cut Fertility Rate to Lowevst Ever~
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China's Birth-Control Crackdown Produces

a Stunning, and Harsh, Success
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Thr Exto,tv 04,,,t,#UAmtcd Satom s
Pupl.'.t ,n hind

7 Januu) 1999

Drr itr Awbas auo .

I am %41itn to provide you -tA information in response to the questions and concerns
raised by your Government in youth letter of .1 member rel tding the UNFPA Programme of
Assitance to Chna. which Atll be presented to the UNDPIUNFPA Ex.ecutive Board at this
month's sesion

Your questions A h our responses we attahed. We hope that this information -Adil aMIsCt
the queries to )our saisfaction We shall stay in close contact ith )ou and your staff l
prepwation for ue E eiuiije fkwd. and remain avalabk to ansving further questions you may
ha% C.

I remain, dear Mr. Ambassador.
Yiojrs sirKeely'.

in
Nais Sadik

Under Secretary General

His Excellency
Mr. Bill Richardon
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
Permnanent Represenative of the
United St tes of America to the United Nations

United States Mission to the United Nations
799 United Nations Plaza
New York. N.Y. 10017-3505

as* gO. 6wo Stag*Eg
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kcsplunwe to Questions raised b) U.S. (;o crnmcnt on the t SIPA I'r-iKramne of
A%%itance to the (;ol rnmtnt of the People'% Republic of (hinM (1998-20(W)

I. Ihjich counties will be included in ithe prograrn? 11 hat it th'ir papdaliin and how do

thc')" ompare to national averages on 1(CPD threshold indiators? Iiow did I ATP-4 ascertain the

commitmmni of local authorities io ICPD goals and principles ?

tBelo", is a list oI the counties to be included under the program I lie ti PA field ofllice

in Beijing is in the process of preparing a detailed profile ot ill 32 counties I lie most irnporlant

input into these profiles, ho%&eer, v-ill be a basline stud% which h %%ill be ainrcd out in Februarn

1998 wmth the technical assistance of an expert from Tulane L ni'.rsut. V'.A I'nforlwsatcl,. it %kas

not possible to carry out this baseline su,"ey ahead of time o,,ing to the tatt that no ('NFPA funding

\,as a,,adable to be spent in Cuna in 1946 and 1997 'This sur'e> k.ll pio ide a clwcu picture of the

Rt situation prevailing in selected counties.

ICPD indicators. %hlle avalable national) ae not broken down to the (ount leel This is because
the sowces of data are sample sune)s vhich may not be representative at the count,* leveI

The counties %,ere selected based on cnieria agreed to ", ith the Go~crnment. the commitment of
local authorities to the projects and to the principles of the ICPD and the availability and
conunitment to a mimumrn of counterpan funding tovaud project att ities. the existence of a good
working relationship between State Fauly Planning Commission and the %finistr of Health at the
county level. counties v, ere selected where we are optimistic that results can be obtained within the
tuce year time frame. Hence counties that are too poor. too remote. or too lacking in counterpart
funding and enlightened leadership were nm chosen For the same reason the selection process also
tried to include a cross section of counties from different regions o1 the country,

UNFPA \%orked %%th the national Goemment to ensure that local authorities possessed a
commitment to the ICPD. political Aill and the a% ailabilit. of counterpart resources

County Province

Fengnin Hebei
Luanxian Hebei
Wenshut Shanxi
Aohanqi Inner Mongolia
Guichi Ahui
Xuanzho Ahui
Jianou Fujian
Yushui Jiangxi
Dongmi Shandong
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X I) al I tcnan
hicnpJi Hen-an

Qian H tubei

I.Ifnu liunan
YowU~lan I Iunan

S.hul Gua.ngdong
[I-pu Guang-I
Ltongan Guangxi
Wencha Isainan
Bazhong Sichuan
Yllong Sichuan
Pingba Guizhou
Zhenfen Guizhou
Xinping Yunnan
Xiangyu Yunnan
Luonan Shaanxi
Xixiang Shaanxi
Yuzhonq Gansu
Datong Qinghai
Pingluo Ningxia
Kuerle Xinjiang
Rongcha Chongqing

2. Will birih quotas remain in effect in these counties, and hill hvmen face sanctions ifthey
become pregnant or bear a child outside the quota?

No birth quotas or targets will be applied in the counties participating in the project. Funds will be
released only after the UNFPA field office has received official knrnen commitment from the
provincial authorities that quotas and targets have been removed in each of the participating counties.

In the project counties couples will be allowed to have as many children as they want, whenever they
want, without requiring birth permits or being subject to quotas, however. they may still be subject
to a "social compensation fee" if they decide to have more children that recommended by the policy.
State Family Planning Commission has indicated that it is the Goerment's intention to gradually
eliminate incentives and disincentives from the family planning programme.
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i. illforeign vbsen'rs, including NUOh and dplontatic peronnel. ha 'e 'cet h to rl
counties and to revan t couniv offiial

It has hcen agired v, ith the Chines Gocrmment that tw pros s I h ill oy all I N1 PA pit.cdurc,,
lot nonitorin gn caluation In addition, the (-,omiftcIit has .'tcc. that hat prothe t .oi .unic'% "Ill
lx. opcn to nl onitor in and e luation %sits h% .V'r 1h*1% .11d thl cL1t 1 llli-i.,l% % lu~d l 's,
a% ailable to talk to tOreign delegations,

As evidence to this openness it should be noted that rei9ciitl t \. cndKer19t7)) mhe. 1t €7t a
delegation of foreign diplomats representing 17 countries otn the ( NFPA L\euti e llauad
participated in a field ',isit to project counties to gain a twitet understanding ol the pcalding
situation in the field and of the proposed project actiities ihe delegation %shich included 6
ambassadors was composed ofrepresenta%,es f(nm Argentina. Braid, Canada. the C,,ch Repubhc.
France. Ghana, India, Ireland. the Republic of Korea. Lib. a. Malas sia. Norv a. Romania. " anaa.
Thailand., Ukraine and the US.A.

4. What procedures will be in place to see that there are #so coercive practices in the counties
assisted by UNFPA ?

Frequent and rigorous morutonng visits and ac li ities %kill undertaken b% IJNF PA and independent
consultants as pan of the project ork plan. hich includes inter-alia. sur qing client satisfaction,
surveying FP service provider skills, and qualitatise and quantitati e assessment of progress made
under the project.

The first imponant crucial step is the wntten commitment of the local Go\ernment authontices to
the principles of ICPD, and specifically to ensuring that no coercion takes place in the selected
counties. As mentioned earlier, no funds %%ill be released until vsraten commitment has been
rcceised from each from the local authorities of all the p3ricipatin Pro\ inches

5. What will be the role of the Chinese government? What will be the role of UNFPA?

The Chinese Government at the central and provincial le%,ls %ill be in charge of coordination,
intemal monitoring, guidance and evaluation. all of which will be conducted in accordance to ICPD
principles. The local government hill be in charge of the actual implementation ot project acta\ cities
at the county level.

UNFPA's role will include monitoring and valuation at the count\ level (as discussed abo\e).

The projects will be executed by UN agencies and international NGOs.

6. What procedures would UNFPA follow and what recourse is available if physical,
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ps)chlo~ica (hs r economic i ctr itsm£ reported in ptlectI flat ? I 'ada' 's4 at irt. IILlances
uould VA.TP,4 consder lest aton of all or parl (Of it% program?

Ii NI P A find, i t h t hlu4:tc n %iolitikinoftlic ptojeo i :I iinw- Iit)an\> hkiuflt 111 A vill
Sulp'i.wrd k ~iffieouI 1 [tic a project .I kI % Ifi sUntil tile luit il l .a hi 1 WOi~ (d

11 th ih tu.iLwga is not cotic~. ad i klt cv~ ~ricotd to i11w I kcutoc . ji
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Mr President
Members of the hoard

I an pleased to introduce to the Fxieutivt Board the requests for appro al of sisx new country prograunes
ihese progranuncs clearly reflect the broad range and diversity of population situations in three different
regions of the world They also reflect how UNFPA is responding to national pnonties. within its mandate
and the current resource allocation system }Hovever, before I present & short o-riew of the country
prograimes, I ,*ould like to infonn you of sorie rele ant de% elopments within the Fund itself.

Last ye . I mentioned to you that UNFPA was tnvol% ed in re' rising its intemal policies and procedures
I am plea ed to inform you that the core programme guidelines have now been completed. Tus has been
a rigorous process, involving both field and headquarters staff, the e4tablshment of a task force and several
working groups, and entailing senes of consultations. An effon has be made to ensure that the new
guidelines respond to the increased decentralized authonry provided to the field offices, promote efficincy
and flexibility, and take into account UN-systernwide uutiatives Many of our UNFPA staff have already
been trained on the new guidelines, including on the application of the logical framework techniques. We
expect that you will see further unprovernents in future country programme proposals to the Executive
Board, resulting from broad-based nationally-d'iven processes for assessing past programme a".vernents
and for developing new programmes In line with te Executive Board decision 97/12, UNFPA will share
the recommendations of the PRSD exercise now recast as the Country Population Assessment (CPA)
process, with the Executive Board and other UNFPA member states, and the Fund will take into account
any views received during the finahution of the country programmes.

I would now like to rum to the six country programmes before you. As you will note, all the programmes
emphaize providing assistance to Governments in stzengtherung reproductive health, including family
planning services and in promoting a beta understanding of the reproductive health approach, the gender
dimension, and overall population concerns, in line with the principles of ICPD.

In the Asia and Pacific region, the proposed programme for China is unique and represnts a depaurwe
from previous programs. With the largest population in the world, China has attained the threshold
levels for all seven ICPD indicators. The rapid pace at which major demographic and social
tranfornations have taken place within the country are notable. However, national averaes mask regional
disparities in terms of income and access to social services including health care, particul early reproductive
health care. China has acquired a considerable degree of technical expense in such area as data collection.
population research, and contraceptive production, and it has established the capacity to deliver basic
health services to the majority of the population. Despite these advances, the concept of reproductive health
is s ill relatively new, and the quality of services needs to be upgraded. The Govenment of Chima is keen
to move away from its admiristntive approach to fauly planning to an integrated, client-centred
reproductive health approach, based on the principles of free and voluntary choice, in the spirit of ICPD.
The proposed programme will seek to assist the Government in developing a comprehensive reproductive
health programme by focusing interventions in selected counties, from which lessons can then be drawn
for application nationally. The programme will aim to improve quality and choice, by introducing new
components into existing services and testing innovative approaches. These efforts will be complemented
by activities aimed at creating an eabling environment for the empowerment of women.
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The Pacific subregion, exhibits great diversity among the founn countries covered by the programme,

demeaning a vancry of approaches to addess country- pCtIfic as C1l as regional needs Health Indicatigs

vary throughout the region, with the Melanesiam group (except for Fiji) showing tugh rates of maternal

mortality, tenage pregnancies and population gromth The majonty of women in most of the subregion

fAce a number of common concerns, including lack of access to adcuatc health care, higher education ard

employment opportunities The proposed progsatune Ali aJopt a t~o-track strategy to address thtse

challenges, whereby country-spec ific activities %ill be dce~lopcd mostly for "A" category countries, and

subregional interventions will be supported in such cross-cuting areas as t airing, reeuch. IEC and

advocacy, as well as in are that wurant economies of scale

In the Arab world, Egypt is the most populous country, Although Egypt has been successful in reducing

population growth, senous challenges remain Only tvo of the ICPD indicators have been met access to

health semc and female enrolment at the primury level Maternal mortality remains igh and health c4e

facilities ae underutilized The proposed programne %il assist the Gover ment to provide high quality

reproductive health and family planning e rce, wth special attention to the needs of women and youth

The programme will focus interventions in phonty distncts where Indicators are sigruficantly belov

national averages, while developing activities at the national level in IEC and advocacy to promote

reproductive health vnd rights and to enhance the status of women In Algeria, despite notable progress

reflected in declnIng fertility levels an increasing use of contraceptive, maternal mortality remains h gh

a reproductive health sorvicamare l muted in under.privileged areas. The proposed programme will am

to improve access to integrated reproductive health services .nd to strengthen national capacies to

manage reproducive health programmes This All be achieved through broadeung the scope of services.

providing uamiing, ad expanding the mix of contraceptive methods A communication strategy ttargets

women of reproductive age, men in rural aeas and youth will also be supported.

In the Latin America and Caribbean region, Nicaragua is the second poorest country, with one of the

highest population growth rates in the region, as well as high levels of maternal mortality, adolescent

fertility and abortion, all the result of limited access to reproductive health information and service. The

proposed programme will aim to increase the utilization of reproductive health services in impoverished

are and to improve the capacity for integrating population issues in p.xverty alleviation and sustinable

development efforts. One of the major priorities of the programme wil be to address the reproductive

health needs of adolescents. In Paraguay, the focus of assistance will be on improving the two ICPD

indicators that have not yet been reached: contraceptive prevalence and maternal mortality. Although

contraceptive prevalence has increased in the izst decade, the use of unreliable methods is high,

contributing to high rates of abortion. The proposed programe will aim to build national capacities to

deliver quality reproductive health services, particularly for adolescents. Major components of the

programme include sex education; male involvement through new partnerships with the armed forces,

organized labourW and the private sector, and support for the private sector in the provision of contracepve

supplies. Efforts to promote the incorporation of population issues into the national development agenda

and advocacy activities to create awareness of population concerns will also be supported.

I have briefly mentioned the key issues and the focus of each of the proposed programmes. I would noti

like to invite your questions and comments regarding these programmes. My colleagues from UNFPA's

respective Geographic Divisions and I will be happy to respond.
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MR. PRESIDENT,

AS MANY DELEGATIONS ARE AWARE, MY GOVERNMENT LONG

OPPOSED PLANS FOR A NEW UNFPA PROGRAM OF ASSISTANCE TO THE

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA, AND CURRENT U.S. LAW REQUIRES

US TO REDUCE OUR VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTION TO UNFPA IF A

PROGRAM PROCEEDS. WE O0 NOT DISPUTE THAT CHINA FACES A

SERIOUS POPULATION PROBLEM, NOR THE IMPORTANCE OF FAMILY

PLANNING TO CHINA'S DEVELOPMENT. WE RECOGNIZE THAT CHINA

HAS MADE GREAT PROGRESS IN IMPROVING EDUCATION, MATERNAL

AND CHILD HEALTH, AND REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH SERVICES. BUT

WE CONTINUE TO HAVE DEEP CONCERNS OVER ELEMENTS OF CHINA'S

FAMILY PLANNING POLICY WHICH ARE ANTITHETICAL TO THE

CONSENSUS ACHIEVED AT CAIRO, IN PARTICULAR THOSE THAT MAY

LEAD TO COERCED STERILIZATIONS OR ABORTIONS.

IN THIS CONTEXT, WE HAVE REVIEWED IN DETAIL THE

PROPOSED PROGRAM BEFORE US TODAY AND HAVE FOLLOWED CLOSELY

THE LENGTHY NEGOTIATIONS BETWEEN THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT

AND UNFPA LEADING UP TO THIS DISCUSSION.

THIS PROGRAM CARRIES GREAT SIGNIFICANCE TO MY

DELEGATION, AS IT IS THE FIRST UNFPA PROGRAM IN CHINA

SINCE THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON POPULATION AND

DEVELOPMENT. IN CAIRO JUST OVER THREE YEARS AGO, WE, THE
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MEMBERS OF THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY, AGREED ON A SET OF

BASIC PRINCIPLES TO GUIDE THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN

NATIONAL POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT GOALS ON THE ONE HAND,

AND THE REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS OF COUPLES AND INDIVIDUALS ON

THE OTHER. KEY AMONG THESE PRINCIPLES IS THE BASIC RIGHT

OF ALL COUPLES AND INDIVIDUALS TO DECIDE FREELY AND

RESPONSIBLY THE NUMBER AND SPACING OF THEIR CHILDREN. THE

ICPD PRINCIPLES DO NOT LEAVE THE DOOR OPEN TO COERCIVE

MEASURES IN NATIONAL FAMILY PLANNING PRACTICES.

CONSEQUENTLY, WE ASK THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR TO CONFIRM

OUR UNDERSTANDING OF THE PROGRAM ON A NUMBER OF POINTS.

FIRST, THAT THE PROJECT COUNTIES WERE SELECTED ON THE

BASIS OF THE COMMITMENT OF THE LEADERSHIP IN -THOSE

COUNTIES TO THE PRINCIPLES OF THE ICPD, AND THAT THIS

COMMITMENT WILL BE OBTAINED IN WRITING.

SECOND, THAT UNFPA WILL DISBURSE PROGRAM FUNDS

CONTINGENT ON THE REMOVAL OR SUSPENSION OF BIRTH QUOTAS

AND TARGETS IN PROJECT COUNTIES. WE WOULD ALSO RECOMMEND

APPLYING THAT PRINCIPLE TO PROJECT COUNTIES IN WHICH LEGAL

OR ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTIES BASED ON FAMILY PLANNING

REGULATIONS REMAIN IN EFFECT.
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THIRD. THAT MECHANISMS WILL BE IN PLACE TO PREVENT OR

DETECT COERCIVE PRACTICES IN COUNTIES RECEIVING UNFPA

ASSISTANCE. SPECIFICALLY, WE UNDERSTAND THAT PROJECT

COUNTIES WILL BE REQUIRED TO SUBMIT REGULAR REPORTS ON

PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION AND THAT BOTH UNFPA AND INDEPENDENT

CONSULTANTS WILL UNDERTAKE FREQUENT AND RIGOROUS

MONITORING VISITS TO THESE COUNTIES.

FOURTH, THAT ALL PROJECT COUNTIES WILL BE OPEN TO

MONITORING AND EVALUATION VISITS BY REPRESENTATIVES OF THE

EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER COUNTRIES. WE COMMEND UNFPA FOR

ORGANIZING THE FIELD VISIT TO TWO PROSPECTIVE PROJECT

COUNTIES IN CHINA IN NOVEMBER. WE HOPE AND EXPECT THAT

REQUESTS TO VISIT ANY OTHER PROJECT AREAS WILL ALSO BE

APPROVED.

FIFTH, THAT UNFPA WILL SUSPEND OPERATIONS IN PROJECT

COUNTIES FOUND TO BE IN VIOLATION OF PROGRAM GUIDELINES,

AND WILL REPORT SUCH VIOLATIONS TO THE EXECUTIVE BOARD IF

THEY ARE NOT CORRECTED.

WITH THESE ASSURANCES, WE BELIEVE THAT THIS PROGRAM

MAY HAVE THE POTENTIAL TO DEMONSTRATE CLEARLY THE EFFICACY

AND SUSTAINABILITY OF VOLUNTEER, NON-COERCIVE FAMILY
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PLANNING. DUE DILIGENCE MUST BE EXERCISED TO GUARANTEE

THAT THE PRINCIPLES OF THE ICPD ARE FAITHFULLY FOLLOWED IN

PROJECT AREAS. WITH THIS IN MIND, WE WOULD WELCOME A

DECISION OF THIS BOARD REQUESTING REGULAR REPORTING BY THE

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR.
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UNCLASSIF IED

Prnt#4 By: MAGAR E J. POLLACK

ONIGIU 1000
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PIN: POL L AC9

............. t 1?02 OSO0 ?7 /69

I OQ41zl F 98
FN SECSIAtI bUASH C
INFO AJICONSUL SHANGHAI
ADCONSUL SHE Y&NG
A^CONSUL GUANGZHC U

CONS$UL KONG KONG
All TAIPEI 000
AMEMSASSY BEIJING

UNCLAS STATE 0204M

BEIJING PLEASE PASS CENGDU

FOLLOWING USUN NEW YORK 00202 DID 27 JAN 98 SENT ACTION SECSIAIE,
INFO BEIJING, GENEVA. BEING REPEATED FOR YOUIJ INFO.
QUOTE :

UNCLAS EFTO USU NEW YORK 000202

SENSITIVE
wOFORN

DEPARTMENT FOR PRN, EAP, 10/0
GENEVA FOR PO.

E.0.128: N/A
TAGS: EAID, PREL, SOCI, CH, UNFPA
SUBJECT: UNDP(UNFPA EXECUTIVE BOARD ADOPTS NEW

UNFPA PROGRAM FOR CHINA

REFS: A) STATE 9905
B) 97 STATE 225459
C) SADIK/RICHARDSON LETTER OF 1/7/98

1. (SSU) SALARY: ON JANUARY 19, THE UNDP/UNFPA
EXECUTIVE BOARD (EXBD) ADOPTED A NEW FOUR-YEAR PROGRAM
FOR CHINA. COMMENTS REFLECTED BY UNFPA STAFF, CHINESE
GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS, AND OTHER EXBD MEMBERS, INCLUDING
THE U.S., EMPHASIZED THE NEW PROGRAM'S ADHERENCE TO THE
PRINCIPLES OF VOLUNTARISM AND NON-COERCION (A RADICAL
DEPARTURE FROM CHINA'S STATED FAMILY PLANNING POLICIES)
AND THE NEED FOR CLOSE MONITORING, EVALUATION AND
REPORTING OF IMPLEM1ENTATION EFFORTS. USOEL DELIVERED
STATEMENT (REFTEL A), WHICH WAS ECHOED IN SUBSTANCE IF
NOT TOKE BY OTHER DONOR AND RECIPIENT COVITRIES ALIKE.
UNFPA EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SADIK ADEQUATELY ADDRESSED USG
CONCERNS AND UNDERSTANDINGS IN HER RESPONSE TO EXBO
STATEMENTS. THE DECISION ADOPTED BY THE EXBO REFLECTS
USG INSISTENCE ON REGULAR REPORTING ON IMPLEMENTATION OF
THE PROGRAM, INCLUDING THE PROGRAM'S ADHERENCE TO THE
PRINCIPLES OF THE 1994 INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON
POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT (ICPD). END SUIARY.

TME NEW UNFPA PROGRAM
.....................

2. (U) AS PART OF ITS FIRST SESSION OF 1998, THE
UMDP/UNFPA EXECUTIV BOARD TOOK UP THE NEW COUNTRY

UNCLASSIF lEO
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PROGRAM FOE CHINA. CHINA NAS IEEN WITHOUT A UNFPA
PROGRAM SINCE DECEMBER 199. THE IEW PROGRAM IS THE
O.JTCOME OF NORE THU TWO TEARS OF INTENSIVE AN
PRINCIPLED NEGOTIATIONS BEiEN UNFPA AND CHINESE
GOVRNMlNT OFFICIALS.

3. (SBU) A KEY ELEMENT OF THE NEW PROGRAM IS THE
SUSPENSIOk 0R REMOVAL OF BIRTH QUOTAS AND TARGETS IN THE
32 COUNTIES IN WHICH THE PROGRAM WILL OPERATE. MOST
NOTABLY, THE PROGRAM ENCOURAGES CHINA TO ADOPT A
VOLUNTARY APPROACH TO FAMILY PLANNING THAT IS CONSISTENT
WITH U.S. INTERNATIONAL POPULATION POLICIES AND THE
PRINCIPLES OF VOLUNTARISM AND WON-COERCION AGREED TO It
THE INTERNATIONAL COINITY IN THE 1994 INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE ON POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT (ICPD) PROGRAM
OF ACTION. CENTRAL AMONG THESE PRINCIPLES IS *THE BASIC
RIGHT OF ALL COUPLES AND INDIVIDUALS TO DECIDE FREELY
AND RESPONSIBLE THE NUMBER A.ND SPACING OF THEIR
CHILDREN." THIS APPROACH, IF SUCCESSFULLY IMPLEMENTED,
COULD LEAD TO A FUNDAMENTAL CHANGE IN CHINA'S COERCIVE
FAMILY PRACTICES WITH IMPACT BEYOND PROJECT COUNTIES.

4. (SU) THE SELECTED COUNTIES REPRESENT A BROAD
GEOGRAPHIC AND SOCIO.ECONOMIC SPECTRUM OF CHINESE
SOCIETY, ALTHOUGH THE SULK REPRESENT RURAL, UtDER-SERVED
POPULATIONS. THEY WERE SELECTED JOINTLY BY UNFPA AND
CHINESE GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS, AND, AS REPORTED BY UNFPA
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR DR. NAFIS SADIK IN HER JANUARY 7,
1998, WRITTEN RESPONSE TO A LITER SUBMITTED BY U.S.
AMBASSADOR BILL RICHARDSON (REFS ! ,.; ) AND TO THE
EXbO ON JANUARY 19, ARE BASED ON THE CITKJ4TENT OF LOCAL
AUTHORITIES TO THE PRINCIPLES OF THE IM.P. DR. SADIK
ALSO ASSURED THE EXBO THAT THESE COMMITMENTS ARE BEING
PROVIDED IN WRITING AND ARE REFLECTED IN THE SPECIFIC
PROJECT DOCUMENTS.

S. (SBU) DR. SADIK ALSO TOLD THE EXBD THAT ALL THE
PROJECT COUNTIES HAVE AGREED TO REMOVE OR SUSPEND BIRTH
QUOTAS AND TARGETS AND THAT SHE WILL "TAXE UNDER
CONSIDERATION" THE U.S. RECOMMENDATION THAT THIS
PRINCIPLE BE APPLIED TO PROJECT COUNTIES IN WHICH LEGAL
OR ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTIES BASED ON FAMILY PLANNING
REGULATIONS REMAIN IN EFFECT. ON THIS LATTER POINT, DR.
SADIK ASSURED THE EXBO THAT DISCUSSION ON THIS ISSUE IS
CURRENTLY ON GOING BETWEEN UNFPA AND CHINESE OFFICIALS,
AND THAT THIS DISCUSSION IS CENTERED ON MOVING CHINA TO
A STANDARD TAXATION REGIME FOR THE PROVISION OF SOCIAL
SERVICES (REGARDLESS OF FAMILY SIZE) SIMILAR TO THOSE IN
A NUMBER OF COUNTRIES AROUND THE WORLD.

THE EXECUTIVE BOARD DEBATE

6. (U) KERSTIN TONE, UNFPA DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
FOR PROGRAMS, INTRODUCED THE CHINA PROGRAM. TRONE TOLD
THE EXWO THAT THE PROGRAM "IS UNI0JE AND REPRESENTS A
DEPARTURE FROM PREVIOUS PROGRAMMES", AND THAT CHINA IS
KEEN TO MOVE AWAY FROM ITS ADMINISTRATIVE APPROACH TO
FAMILY PLANNING TO AN INTEGRATED, CLIENT-CENTERED
REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH APPROACH, BASED ON THE PRINCIPLES OF
FREE AND VOLUNTARY CHOICE, IN THE SPIRIT OF THE ICPD.*
SHE CONCLUDED HER INTROUCTION BY SAYING THE *PROGRAM
WILL SEEK TO ASSIST THE GOVERNENT IN DEVELOPING A
COMPREHENSIVE REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH PROGRAM . . . FROM
WHICH LESSONS CAN BE DRAWN FOR APPLICATION NATIONALLY.
THE PROGRAM WILL AIM TO IMPROVE QUALITY AND CHOICE."

7. (U) MADAME ZHU WEN, DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF THE
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DEPARTMENT OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND ECONOMIC AFFAIRS
IN CHINA°S MINISTRY OF FOREIGN TRADE AND ECONOMIC
COOPtRATION AND MEAD Of CHINA'S DELEGATION, LEO OFF TUE
EX1 DISCUSSION BY ASSURING METERS THAI THE PROGRAM IS
*IN LINE WITH TIE PRIUCIPLIS Of THE ICPo PROGAM Of
ACTION.' SHE SAID, IN WHAT WAS VIEW*[ T MAUY BOARO
1E11E4S AS A POSITIVE STATEMENT OUTLINING BOTH TUE
SERIOUS MATURE OF IE NEGOTIATIONS WITH UUFPA AND SOME
OF THE FUNDAMENTAL CKAGS GOING O IN CHINA, THAT -THE
CUINES1 PEOPLE UWO LIVE IN TUE PROJECT AREAS WILL ENJOY
RIGHTS TO VARIOUS PROGRAMS AD SERVICES.* (FYI
BEIJING: A COPY Of THE CHINESE DELEGATION STATEMENT
WILL SE FAXED ATTN: POLOFF Ai LEE.)

8. (U) OTHER DELEGATIONS WHICH INTIRVENEC ON THIS ISSUE
ALL SPOKE, FIRST AND FOREMOST, O THEIR DESIRE TO
APPROVE IHE PROGiA. THE UK DELEGATION CALLED TUE
PROGRAM 'A IOLD ATTEMPT' TO TURN TE PRINCIPLES Of
VOLUNTARISM INTO REALITY THEY EMPHASIZED MOST
EXPLICITLY THE NEED TO *CAREFULLY MONITOR AND EVALUATE'
TE PROGRA, AND SAID THAT THE APPROACH OJTLINED IN THE
PROGRAM DOCUMENTS IS A 'SENSIBLE' ONE. THEY CHALLENGED
UFPA, IN REPORTING TO THE EXBD ON IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
PROGR, TO CLEARLY ARTICLATE NOW THE PROGRAM IS
BRINGING AiUT -REAL CHANGER IN CHINA'S ATTITUDES AND
POLICIES.

9. (U) THE CANADIAN DELEGATION, PERHAPS MOST IN STEP
WITN TUE UWSL STATEMENT, SPOKE OF TE CRUCIAL
IMPORTANCE' Of THE COMNITMENT OF LOCAL AUTHORITIES TO
TUE GOALS Of THE PROGRAM IF IT'S TO E SUCCESSFUL -
CITING CANADA'S OM EXPERIENCE IN A CANADIAN-SUPPORTED
POPULATION PROGRAM IN YUAN PROVINCe. CANADA ASKED THE
EXDIR FOR REASSUANCES OF THIS C)IITMENT. CANADA ALSO
EMPHASIZED THE IMPORTANCE OF THIS PROGRAM BEING AWJT
'FREE AND RESPONSIBLE CHOICE" AND 10PORTED THE CALL BY
THE USDEL (AND ASSURED BY BOTH UNFPA AND CHINA) FOR
INDEPENDENTE EVALUATIONS. CANADA COCLUED ITS REMARKS
BY GIVING ITS SUPPORT TO THE NEW PROG"A 'WITN D(E
COOISIDERATION BEING GIVEN (BY UfPA) TO BOARD COHENTS
DLMING THE DEBATE.'

10. (U) DEWARK, SPEAKING ON BEHALF OF THE NETHERLANDS
AND SWEEN AS ELL, SAID IT WAS 'PLEASED BY THE
AGREEMENT REACHED" BETWEEN LUFPA AND CHINA AND WITH THE
SUBSTANCE OF THE PROGRAM. OEWIUK SAID THE PROGRAM IS
THE RESULT OF 'LANDMARK AGREEMENTS ON CHOICE AND
REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS,* AND EXPRESSED ITS HOPE THAT THE
PROGRAM WOULD 'PLAY A CATALYTIC ROLE FOR OTHER ACTORS IN
CHINA AND IN OTHER REGIONS.'

11. (U) FRANCE, SPEAKING ON BEHALF OF THEMSELVES AND
SWITZERLAND, CALLED THE PROGRAM 'EXEMPLARY.' FRANCE
NOTED THAT THE PROGRAM IS USED ON VOLUNTARY CHOICE, AND
EXPRESSED ITS PLEASE THAT WOMEN ARE INVOLVED BOTH IN
TUE DESIGN Of PR RAM AND WILL SE THE MAJOR
BIENEFICIARIES OF PROGRU" SERVICES. FRANCE STRESSED THAT
THE PROGRAM 'REQUIRES THE ADMINISTRATIVE AND MANAGERIAL
COI'IITNENT BY ALL GOVIHNENT OFFICIALS IN CHINA.'
FRANCE, LICE THE U.S., ALSO EXPRESSED NOE THAT THE
FIELD VISITS BT EXlD WOJLD BE A REDL"R PART OF THE
MONITORING AND EVALUATION PROCESS. IRELAND ECHOED OTHER
DELEGATIONS' CURENTS, HiOTiNG THAT TUE PROGRAM WAS
CONSISTENT WITH THE ICPO PRINCIPLES OF VOLUNTARISN AND
NON-COERCION, STRESSING THE NEED FOR SYSTEMATICC
MONITORING AND REPORTING'; AND EXPRESSING TUE NOPE THAT
LESSONS WILL BE DRAWN FROR THIS PROGRAM FOR BROADER
'APPLICATION TO POLICIES NATIONALLY.' NORAY ALSO
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STRESSED THE IMNP(TAVCE OF MQUITORING AND EVALUATION,
EPAESSIING THE HOPE 1THAT SUCH EFFORTS WOLD PAVE T9 WAY
FOR FURITHN EXPANSION Of TIE PROGRAM'S PR INCIPLES Of
VO.UNIARISN AND wON.CO(ACION TO OTHER PARTS Of CHINA.
INDIA STRESSED ft[ IMPORTANCE Of THE PROGRAM'S EMPHASIS
ON RFIEE REPRODUCTIVE CHOICE.0

12. (U) AUSTRALIA, IN ECHOING COMMENTS MADE BY OTHERS,
SAID THEY WELCO ED A ROADD DECISION" BY THE EXIO WHICH
CALLED ON tHE EXOIR TO Rt[PORT REGJLARLY ON TH1E
IMPLEIENTATION OF SIGNIFICANT ELEMENTS OF THE PROGRAM,
INCLUDlING PROGRESS IN MEETING THE PRINCIPLES AND GOALS
OF THE ICPD PROGRAM OF ACTION.

THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S RESPONSE
.................................

13. (U) EXOIR SADIK, IN RESPONDING TO THE QUESTIONS AND
POINTS OAE IT EXID MEMBERS, ASSURED DELEGATES TKAT THE
PROPOSED PROGRAM *FULLY INCORPORATES THE PRINCIPLES OF
THE ICPO.m SHE SAID THAT SHE HAS RECEIVED ASSURANCES
FRONT PROVINCIAL AND LOCAL LEADERS IN PROGRAM C0RAJTIES
THAI IRTH0 QUOTAS AND TARGETS WILL SE REMOVED. AS
ENETIOkiED ABOVE (PAJtA S), EXDIR SWDIK TOOK NOTE OF THE

U.S. RECOMENDATION THAT UNFPA DISISUSEIENT OF PROGRAM
FUNDS BE CONTINGENT ON THE SUSPENSION OR REMOVAL OF
LEGAL OR ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTIES. SHE ALSO REITERATED
MER COMMITMENT TO CLOSE MONITORING AND EVALUATION, AND
REAFFIRMED THAT INDEPENDENT EVALUATIONS WILL BE PART OF
TKE OVERALL UNFPA EVALUATION EFFORT. IN THIS REGARD,
SHE REASSURED EXBO MEMBERS OF HER COIITMENT AND THAT OF
THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT TO ENCOURAGING REG"LAR FIELD
VISITS BY EXS.O METERS. SHE EXPRESSED GREAT INTEREST
AND COIITMENT TO REPORTING RE0JLALY TO THE EBO ON THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF SIGNIFICANT ELEMENTS OF THE PROGRAM,
INCLUDING PROGRESS IN MEETING THE PRINCIPLES AND GOALS
Of THE ICPO PtOGRAM OF ACTION. SHE CONCLUDED HER
REMIKS IV COMMENDING THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT'S
COIITMENT TO THE PROGRAM AND THE PRINCIPLES OF THE ICPO.

THE EXECUTIVE BOARD DECISION

14. (U) THE EXECUTIVE BOARD ADOPTED A DECISION ON
JANARY 19 UNICH STATES THE FOLLOWING:

0THE EXECUTIVE BOARD,

1. APPROVES THE FOLLOWING COUNTRY PROGRAM:

PARAGUAY (OP/FPAICP/195)
CHINA (DP/FPA/CP/196)
NICARAGUA (OP/FPA/CP/197)
EGYPT (OP/FPA/CP/196)
ALGERIA (DP/FPA/CP/199)
PACIFIC SUBREGION (DP/FPA/CP/2O0)

2. REILIESTS THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR TO REPORT REGULARLY
TO THE EXECUTIVE BOAM ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF
SIGNIFICANT ELEMENTS OF THE PROGRAM, INCLUDING PROCESS
IN MEETING THE PRINCIPLES AND GOALS OF THE ICPD PRCGRAMUI
OF ACTION.*

15. (SIl) THIS DECISION iAS CAREFULLY CRAFTED TO TAIE
INTO ACCOUNT CHINESE INSISTENCE (AND hROAD EX SUPPORT)
NOT TO NAVE A SEPARATE DECISION ON THE CHINA PROGRAM
CONSISTENT WITN THE STANDARD PROCEEDING OF EXBD ACTION
ON COUNTRY PROGRAM APPROVALS. IT ENSUES REGUILA PUBLIC
REPORTING BT THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ON EFFORTS TO
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IhPLIN~WT IRE POGAAN. THIS REPOTTING, ALONG WITH
ASSURANCES M1M UNIPA THAI IF THEY uFINO THAI tRIBE RAVE
MEN VIOLATIONS Of IE PROJECT QJIDEL MES IN AdY
CMt. UNIFPA WILL SUSPIND OPIEATIONS OF THE POJECT
ACTIVITIES UNTIL IRE SITUATION HAS &EEN
CORICIED.. .(AND) IF IsE SITUATION IS NOT CORRECTED IT
WILL K REPORTED TO THE EXECUTIVE OA*W m (EF C) AS WLL
AS OTHER ASRRACES WtIN UFPA SOTH IN CITING AND
ORALLY REGARDING MONITORING AN EVALUATION, LED THE EXIO
TO THINK TrAT THIS PROGRAM MAY HAVE THE POTITIAL TO
DEMONStRATE CLEARLY THE EFFICACY AH SUSTAIMAJILITY OF
VOLUNTARY, WN-CO(RCIVE PLANNING. THESE ASSURANCES WILL
IE REFLECTED IN THE FORRAL REPORT OF TIE EKO SESSIONl.

A I CHkDSOW
VNQUOTE: ALSAIGHT
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CHINA
OIIcATM RMA1 TO KM OWOA

BUlhs 4wad by healb pnimesmoc (%)' ..... 4S 0
Caaba-owvc nko rus (15-44)() .. . *30
A to hk hmIth wm )1 .... 900

Matalalorilty rte ( 100000)'.. .. 950
Orm fml. mwskuww rc d ry kw (%y' ....... .7
AduIt fauk lit q rtway ) ......... ............ 61 I

* As cmAvm=m sm Docvm DPIFPA/196WiS A o u ovnm Lt LoVV t DAION 96I1L

- WHO, ( ffOaCOm olanenI Cae jr#,. I993, Dow cowr tue pe od 195.1993.
U nited Hakiu Populaio Dtoutom Wodd Con=ftr Uu, 1994 STTI4?FAW14). Data opwr Ot perod
1986-1993.

MU7TCEF. T Sattof Ow Wor~id' CAldrra. 1991, Da cover sthperiod 1983.1993.
Unied Namis Popwkwon Dtsiom, WorldPolanonPrioecu D&altab 1950400 19.94 RnCMon Da are
for 1992.
UJCF Ym &aeg of the World' Children 1995- wW. u based on data comped by *710. Dam oowr &he
ptro119801992.

SUnited Nations Statstal Division, Womn 'a Indcaton and Statlsga Database. Version 3 ( C.ROM), 1994.
wach is baed om data compled by UNEO.

' L ,X. 1MFFmmon &Al: A.e(he God, SiaaticalDocmmC Two dnshe (-) indk h data are
aom avaiialk.

Demograpkic Facts

Population (000) in 1995 ........... 1,220,224
Population in ar 2000 (000) ....... 1,216,301
Sex ratio (/I00feale) ................ 1o.j
Per cent r6 ........................ J1.0
Age &Aorbutim ft

Ages 0-14 ........................ 26.J
Youth (15-24) ........................ 18.1
A 60+ ............................. 9.3

Perwsamge of women aged 15-49 ......... 56.6
Median age ,6* r ..................... 27.6
Population deralty (lsq. Amt.) ............. 127

Anmwal population grOwth rate ft ....... 0.90
Urban ......................... J.4.
Rural ................... . .. . .32

Crue birth rum (/1000) ................ 16.2
Crue d eas, rae /1000) ................ 7.1
Net m ,igratk (/1 000) .............. -0.1
Towelity PUe (wom) .............. 1.80
""f" eqweasc at b"1"0 (4a")

M ales ............................. 68.2
Females ........... .............. 71.7
BoA sew ....................... 69.9

GNP per capila (VS. dollars. 1994) ...... 530

: Data e frvm the Population Drmion. Department of Economic and Soca InJormafion and PolryAnaows
(DEIPA) of the (L d Nations, World Paulagon Proecu: the 1996 Revision; Annual populaton p nkh includIng
urban and nirdt data am from DESIPA, World Urbanitation Prosoects: the 1996 Rlson GNP Per capita f from
UNDP. Two das/he (-) imecate that data ar not a"~lable.

t60
ISS
a60
150

1100
275
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Maeuw mtxlAqito w (/I 00.000)' 950..........n
Orn (amJ Cooub" gte primmy evd (I ...... 9
A"LI (.rae blasy nrs .. . ........... "

*As coffAmm v4 DocWWET fDP(FPAflPWIS AND ArmtoZDBYrMn Vgucwt 50ARD m04 ainUM 94/1

WHO. CieonaCam a~dQ rd ed .199). 04ao ow, he puiod 198)-1 PP).
UJjg d~ ou Wla*.DMAi..,Wold CgnrracejA, We 199 4 T =k.A/4J. Datacowr she period
1086.1"93.
LM L7EFThe kSiat fheWoddaCAL 1995. L D0*00cW, she Perod 1985-0993.
UnsedN,4domPopuilrao., DhwonaioML~dEaukfieoh WS aabgugIJ1P2QILL22 n Data wr
for 1992.
UN7CEF, M State o eiwWwoj Adi hidvmIM which u based om dmoseou/ld by WHO. 04D ow whe
periodW1960 5*9

* Usd Haiowu iasoweIw *c Women a Idlim and stagitu ca WabjaVevlon J3 D-ROAi0. 1994.
which ks basedondata complied tbyUNESCO.
(ASM, 1996. F M ajL g~f &ColSiga oiegTWa dash"s (-) dndioe "t dam a

'o available.

Demnographic Fads

Populatio (O00) in l199$.......1.220.224
Poculatiom In ywer 2000 (000)..... 1276301

Per cent 3............. 10
A boui9("
Ages 0-14 . ... ... .. ..... 26.5
Tout/v (15 .24)......... 18.1
A Sm 60 .... . .. ...... .... .3

P.fviC o@1 ed 1-9 :...... 566
Aeda wn '...............27.6

Ppuiowuity (/f. hAu............./127

Ansvu.popudion VvwhA w (W).......0.90
Urtan .......................... 145
Rural .. ... . . . .. . . . . 3-2

CAO& " Ame (/100) .............. 162
de &A mwn (100) .............. 7.1
NetmigatoN age(/ 00)...........41

mwale......................... 68.2
FemWU..e......................717
Both sewu............ .......... 69.9

ON? per copIoe(VS dollars,1994) . 5..30

&W :Do..wvJm o dePp"laion DMSIoom. Depannmntof EcowmkadSCSrj dlOW/cWdV~OMamd Polsq'Andous
(DESIPA) qhe (hUpg NonSWcO d& pmlatlon PRoscta: &he1996 Rvung Anml poplatio gwtk 1"clding$
as,6an and tunadewwdmfn~m DES/PA. Wrd kAnaeaon racL;&heIf" ReAn. GNP per capIl U/rIu"
UWVDP. No .dashes (H) imsd w dditat ewv ow aIlable.
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1 The United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) proposes to support the Peoples Republic
of China through a four-year programme of sisttnce (1997.2000). The main focus will be on
reproductive health ircuding faiy planning and semial health, hereafter referred to as reproductive
health. An &mount of $20 million is proposed from UNFPA's regular resources to the exent such

resources are available. The proposed progrmme is concurrent with the ninth five-year plan for
socio-economic development of the Government of China and will be synchronized with the sixth

five-year progranme of UNICEF and the fifth programme of UNDP.

2. This will be UNFPA's fourth programme of assistance to China, and it has been designed in

close consultation with the Government of China. The experience of other United Nations

organizations (UNDP, UNICEF, WHO, UNESCO and WFP), biaterl and muhilateral donor, as

wel as sevcnl national and international non-overiental orgamtons (NGOs) operating in China,

have been reviewed and taken into account in the proposed programme. A number of technical

conatkxo have been undertaken in connection with the development of the programme including

missions from UNFPA headquaters and UNFPA Country Support Team. The proposed

progranune takes into account the Prograznme of Action of the International Conference on

Population and Development (ICPD), as well as lemons arneed durin UNFPA's experience in China.

3. In the past two decades China has considembly reduced populaion growth through it.

national family planning programme and other development efforts. Population issues have been

accorded high political commitment and resources at all levels and continue to be a priority for the

Government. Today, China appears to have met the threshold levels for all the ICPD indicators

outlined in Executive Board decision 96/15 governing the allocation of UNFPA resources; it is

therefore classifed as a group -C" country. Within China, however, there are great socio-oconowc

dspa especially between urban and rural areas in terms of income and acess to and availability

of social services including health cAre, pazticullay reproductive health care. The proposed

progrumwi of UNFPA cooperation with China will seek to assist the Government in addressing these

challenges.

4. The purpose of the prograumne, is to implement the people-centred approach agreed to at

ICPD by aLising in making quality client-oriented services available to Chinese men and women on

a voluntary basis; specifically, the four-year programme will develop clie t-oiented reproductive

health service delivery modalies in selected counties from wiuch lesson can be drawn for application

at the national level. These efforts will be reinforce and complemented by progrnunmaic ac vities

aimed at creating an enabling environment in terms of women's empowennent, advocacy and South-

South collaboration in reproductive health.

5. All activities under the proposed programme, as in all uNFPA-assisted activities will

underaken in accordance with the principles and objectives of the Programme of Action of the ICP

which was endorsed by the General Assembly through its resolution 49/128.
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6. China's nWuapopulation growth nae defined ftom22percent in the early 1970s to I.1 per
oent for the period 1990-1995. In the same period the total fertility rate fell from neauly4.3 to around
2.0 Oust below replacement level). Still roughly 13 million people ar ad to China's populaton
every year. The population is expected to stabilize at around 1.6 billion people by the middle of the
next century provided the efforts of China's population programme are maintained.

7. In the period since the national family pltnning programme was fin implemented in 1979,
the contraceptive prevalence rate has been reported to have reached as high as 83 per cent. Long.
term and irrevervbe methods are piedominant, e.g., intra-utemne devices (IUDs) a0oount for 33 per
cent and female sterilization accounts for 34 per cent of contraceptive usage. The onus of
contraceptive use, as in many other places, fails largely on women.

S. Population ftors have been Weraed into socio-economic development planning in China,
stemming from the Government's conviction that economic growth, population growth and
sustainable development are closely linked. Since the early 1980s, the tenets of the national
population policy have been delayed masTiage, fewer births and longer spacing between births. The
goal of the policy is keeping the annual population growth rate below 1.25 per cent per year for the
period 1995-2000 and maintaining the total fertility ate at replacement level, in line with the
recommendations from the Bali Regional Conference on Population and Development.

9. Economic reforms in China over the last two decades have resulted in rapid economic growth.
Nonetheless, more than 65 million Chinese continue to live in poverty (mainly people iig in remote
and inaccessible areas). Some regional disparities have been exacerbated by social and economic
reforms. Development in rural areas has been lagging behind that of-urban areas and the eastern..
provinces. Agricuktural reforms have released a great labour surplus, estimated to be as many as i50
million people. A large number of these people, up to 100 million, have migrated to cities or the
eastern provinces seeking employment opportunities.

10. Economic reform has been coupled with the decemlization of the provision of social w e
services including health care. locall and provincial governments are now responsible for funding
health care to a greater extent than in the past. As a result, reproductive health is under-funded in
some regions. This means that reproductive health services are limited in the less developed areas
of the country. Improving the role and status of women has made less progress in these areas, and

typically women do not have equal access to education. employment, health care and other social
benefits. In major cities, the maternal mortality rate is comparable to those of developed countries.

whereas in some rural area it is reportedly as high as 400 to 700 deaths per 100,000 live births.

Them are insufficient data, however, to get a clear overall picture of maternal mortality and morbidity

as well as of the presence of sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) and reproductive tract infections

(RTIs). There are indications that the prevalence rates of RTIs are very high and that STI
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6. Chinm's annual population growth rate declined from 2 2 per cent in the early 1970s to I. I per
OWm forthe period 1990.1995. In the same period the total faiity rate fell from nearly 4.8 to around
2.0 (uA below replacement level). Still, roughly 13 million people am added to Chins's population
every year. The population is expected to stabilize at around 1.6 bMlon people by the middle of the
neM century provided the efforts of China's population programme are maintained.

7. In the period sce the national family planning programme was rit implemented in 1979,
the contraceptive prevalence rat s h been reported to have reached as high a 83 per cent. Long-
term and mevmle medxs are predominant, e.g., intra-iterine devices (rUDs) account for 33 per
cent and female sterilization accounts for 34 per cent of contzoeptive uae. The onus of
contraceptive ue, u in many other plam, falls largely on women,

S. Population factors have bewnintegrated into socio-economic development planning in CinU ,
sternming from the Govenment's conviction that economic growth, population growth and
sustainable development are closely linked. Since the early 1980s, the tenets of the national
population policy have been delayed marTiage, fewer births and longer spacing between births. The
goal of the policy is keeping the annual population growth rate below 1.25 per cent per year for the
period 1995-2000 and maintaining the total fertility rate at replacemet level, in line with the
recommendations from the Bali Regional Conference on Population and Development.

9. Economic reforms in China over the last two decades have rested in rapid economic growth.
Nonetheless, more than 65 million Chinese continue to live in poverty (mainly people living in remote
and inaccessible areass. Some regional disparities have been ecerbated by social and economic
reforms. Development in rural areas has been lagging behind that of urban area and the eastern
province. Agricultural reforms have released a great labour surplus, estimated to be as many as IS0
million people. A large number of these people, up to 100 million, have migrated to cities or the
eastern provinces seeking employment opportunities.

10. Economic reform has been coupled with the decenalization of the provision of social wdfare
services including health care. Local and provincial governments are now responsible for funding
health care to a greater extent than in the past. As a result, reproductive health is under-funded in
some regions. This means that reproductive health services are limited in the less developed areas
of the country. Improving the role and status of women has made less progress in these areas, and
typically women do not have equal access to education, employment, health care and other social
benefits. In major cities, the maternal mortality rate is comparable to those of developed countries.
whereas in some rural areas it is reportedly as high as 400 to 700 deaths per 100,000 live births.
There are insufficient data, however, to get a clear overall picture of maternal mortality and morbidity
as well as of the presence of sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) and reproductive tract infections
(RTIs). There are indications that the prevalence rates of RTTs are very high and that STD
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prevalence has also increased in recent years, Awateness of STDs and RTis as& health problem is
low, and China is acign the ruk of the extrive spread of HIVIDS, although WJV infection is not
widespread at present Furthermore, up to now, reproductive heath senices are not readily available
for adolescents

II. Changes ar gradually taking place in the organizAtion vn modes in which family plafuing
services are provided reflecting the aforementioned economic and soci J dhges Emphasis has been
given to the integration of fuily planning with women's empowerment and family livelihood
projects, and such schemes are now bein promoted nation-wide. Despite them advances, the
concepts of reproductive health and quality of care are stil relatively new in China, Improving client-
oriented reproductive health swvics presents a major chlulenge to the Government "ince it requires
profound changes in mmagement, training, service delivery system, monitoring and evalution.

PrCviOus ,LMA assistance_

12. UNFPA's collaboration in China staed in 1979. The first countryprogram(1981-1984)
and second country programme (1985.1989) were each in the amount of $50 million. The third
programme (1990-1995) wu in the amount of $57 million UNFPA's presence in China has
contributed positively to the quality of services and women's health, and facilitated contacts and
exchange with other countries and international expertise. The choice and quality of contraceptives
has improved research has confirmed the economic and health benefits of conveying to copper IUDs
and a policy decision to stop production of the common stainless steel rings, gender and population
development projects have empowered women and contributed to present policies in integrating the
family planning progranme with socio-economic empowerment of women, integrated MCHTP
project have contributed to a reduction in matma morality and abortion; and demographic training
of Chinese abroad and the establishment and strengthening of demographic training and reseach
centres at 22 universities have improved national capacity and helpei in stimulating scientific
discussions on policy options.

13. In its third programme of assistance to China from 1990 to 1995, UNFPA provided $57
million to support a broad range of populaion activities. Given UNFPA's relatively small
contribution in the context of China's total programme, UNFPA a ice focused on capacity-
building and on innovative interventions with clear demonstration effects. Models developed by
UNFPA are now in use across China. A key component of the programme was strengthening
MCHIFP services at the grass-roots level in 305 poor counties. This was carried out joindy with
UNICEF, integrating famly planning with MCH services, backstopped by WHO. Due to its success
in the integration of these services, the World Bank adopted the model and expanded it to 285
additional counties.

14. Women, population and development schemes were also supported in 38 counties. These
projects, in addition to promoting the status of women, promoted health, literacy, family pluuing and
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community paricipation by women. In the women, population and development (WPD) projects. it

was found that horizontal project coordinating bodies, circumventing several tayers of buresucray,

increased the relevance and responsiveness of the projects.

IM. In its past programmes, the Fund provided assistance for increasing the production capacity

and quality of contraceptives, which, coupled with research, contributed to the phasing out of the

stetl-ring RAD for the frar copper-T IUD and the expansion of ,ontraceptive choice The Fund

onfiued its support to family planning research institutes in coUaboration with WHO. Support was

also provided for capacity-building in national demographic institutes and for increasing the

capab~w ofnatonl drno8rpic remrch institutes. Both types of institutions have now reached

a maturity that will make them useful adjuncts to the proposed programme. Previous UNFPA

assistance also supported information, education and ommtimication (IEC) activities, equally those

gmed at improving the ocoueling skis nd knowledge of vilge workers on contraceptive methods

and usage, This contributed significandy to improving the quality ofsevioes. UNFPA's project

(with UNESCO's technical collaboration) also pioneered population education in rural or remote

ares. In view of their uwooess, these activities have been replicated far beyond the original schools,

and sex education has been instituted by the Chinese in many schools.

16. The commitment of the county government, community involvement and coordination were

found to be key factors in the successful implementation of project activities at county level. An

important element of this approach included focused and participatory training for governor and

vice-governors. An innovative feature that was also adopted was an inter-county evaluation

medwig whereby county govemors evaluated each other's project performance according to prm-

determined perform criteria. This mechanism encouraged the replication and expansion of

oesu - activities to neighboring areas. Most provinces would subsequently use their own funds

to replicate key activities in non-project counties thus indicating that the intended demonstration

effect had been achieved.

7. Another lesson learned from the previous programme of assistance was that enhancing the

inoper onal ormanicatio skills of savioe providers was a key input to successful service delivery,

building Uust between provider and, hient. The experience gained in the training of grass-roots

family planning workers in these skills should be utilized in the new programme, particularly with

rspectto quality-of-care issues.

IS. Advanced Vtaining programmes by leading Chinese institutions could have been utilized to a

greater extent in providing efficient and cost-effective training and in encouraging technic4d

cooperation between developing countries (South-South cooperation). Chinese NGOs, such as the

China Family Planning Association (CFPA) and the All China Women's Federation. through their

experience in reproductive health and women's issues respectively, can play an instrumental role in
proj inplenast l monitoring and evaluation. Similarly, some women's NOOs have developed

experience in action-oriented research and awareness creation in areas relevant to the progranMe.
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counnity participation by women. In the women, population and development (WPD) projects, it
was found that horizntal project coordinating bodies, circumventing several layers of bureaucracy,
increased the relevance and responsiveness of the projects

IS. In its past programme, the Fund provided assistance for increasing the production capacity
and quality of contraceptives, which, coupled with research, contributed to the phasing out of the
steel-ring IUD for the safer copper-T IUD and the expansion of contraceptive choice. The Fund
continued its support to family planning research institutes in collaboraton with WHO, Support was
also provided for capacity-building in national demographic institutes and for increasing the
capabiitie of national demographic research institutes. Both types of institutions have now reached
a maturity t will make them useful adjuncts to the proposed programme. Previous UNFPA
assistn also suppmted irmaton, education &nd communication (IEC) activities especially those
aimed at imprving the coursling skills and knowledge of village workers on contraceptive methods
and usage. Ti contributed significantly to improving the quality of services. UNFPA's projects
(with UNESCO's technical collaboration) also pioneered population education in rural or remote
areas. In view of their success, these activities have been replicated far beyond the original schools,
an sx education has been instituted by the Chinese in many schools.

16. The comminen of the county governments, community involvement and coordination were
found to be key factors in the succesful implementation of project activities at county level. An
important element of this approach included focused and participatory training for governors and
vice-governors. An innovative feature that was also adopted was an inter-county evaluation

ichanisr wherey county governors evaluated each other's project performance according to pre-
determined performace criteria. This mechanism encouraged the replicaton and expansion of
xJussfiIIactivities to neighboring areas. Most provinces would subsequently use their own funds
to replicate key activities in non-project counties thus indicating that the intended demonstration
effects had been achieved.

17. Another lesson learned from the previous programme of assistance was that enhancing the
derpervorlcormuication skilis of service providers was a key input to scssful service delivy,

building ust between provider and client. The experiences gained in the training of grassroots
family planning workers in these skills should be utilized in the new progmme, particularly with
respect to quality-of-cme issues.

l8. Advanced training prograunmes by leading Chinese institutions could have been utilized to a
greater extent in providing efcient and cost-effective training and in encouraging technical
cooperation between developing countries (South-South cooperation). Chinese NOOs, such as the
China Family PlanningAssociation (CFPA) and the All China Women's Federation, through their
experience in reproductive health and women's issues respectively, can play an instrumental role in
project impleaentation, monitoring and evaluation. Similarly, some women's NGOa have developed
exp since in action-oriented research and awareness creation in areas relevant to the progrme.
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Other exteral assistance

19. The World Bank currently has seven major on-going projects in the health sector in China

totaling $700 million. These include a project financing the expansion of MCH services to an

additional 282 counties based on the model supported by UNFPA/UN1CEF in 305 counties. A new

World Bank project for $70 million, for the provision of basic health services in poor rural areas, has

an MCH component. A UNAIDS office was established in Beijing in 1997. The United Nations and

the Government will organize a conference in 1997 to raise financial and technical support for the

ChineseWV/AIDS control programme. Donors, including UNDP, WHO, UNICEF, the World

Bank and the urop Union, have commited $17.4 milo to mpport Chin e efforts to address

the IV/AIDSpmblern. UNDP's fifMh Country Cooperatto Franewort for China (1996-2000),

approved in Sqxtmber 1996, includes componnm to improve basic education and health, address

WoMea's .-a*= t and promote sustinable development. The resource mobilization target for this

period is $197 million.

20. Some bilateal dooon, notably Canada and Australia, apport MCH/FP in a smal number

of counties. Some national NGOs (The Ford Foundaw: . International Planned Parenthood

Federation, the Japanese Organization for Inteational Cooperation in Family Planing, Inc.,

Medecins Sans Frontibes, Save the Children and The Rockefler Foundation) are active at the

county level, either in service provision, IBC, or in ea and training. Based on the idea of

omplmftwity an the notion that health issues, and particularly reproductive health issues, do not

exist in isolation from the larger context of development, UNT PA will strive to ensure coordination

of reproductive health activities with ongoing and planned social sector initiativeespecia'ly those

in the are" of poverty alleviation and women's empowerment

Propoted protrnn

2!. The overall goal of the proposed programme is to assist the Government of China in

implementing the [CPD Programme of Action in the area of reproductive health and women's

empowament. especially to me the unmet needs for comprehensive and integrated client-oentred

productive health sevis. The long-term objective is thus to contribute to making comprehensive

quality reproductive health service available to Chinese men and women on a voluntary basis and

in line with the principles, approaches and recommendations of the ICPD Programme of.Actio.

22. During its four-year piod, the proposed programme ains to develop comprehensive client-

centred reproductive health service delivery modalites in seected counties from which lessons can

be drawn for application at the national level. The programme strategy will be an incweental one

in the Me that it will concede on strengthening and refocusing the service delivery prograflte

of existing institutions and service delivery points towards the provision of broader and more-CMiet
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centered reproductive health services based on the pnnciple of free and responsible choice Ths will
be accomplished by building on th:, experience of previous programmes, enhancing institutional
cooperation, improving quality anji choice by adding new components to existing services. The new
components will be in such steas as interpersomnal counseling on the benefits and side effects of
different contraceptive methods; availability of a broad range of family planning methods; informed
consent; prevention, diagnosis ad treatment of RIs and STDs; and improvement of infection
control in al reproductive health procedures. This main programme strategy of strengthening
reproductive health service delivery will be reinforced and complemented by activities aimed at
creating an enabling envirorvnot towards achieving reproductive health goals, namely: (a) women's
empowerment, (b) advocacy and (c) South-South collaboration in reproductive, health. These
interrelated programme areas are described below.

23. Thirty-two counties have hence been selected for UNFPA activities during the proposed
programme. They have been chosen on the basis of unmet reproductive health needs, commitment
of local a thodties to the implementation of the ICPD Programme of Action, ageement to provide
adequate institutional apport including finance and services, as well as on their bmad representation
of various cultural, socio-economic and geographical areas of China.

24. In addition to working directly at the county level, the programme will provide support at
the central level to the State Family Planning Commission (SFPC) and the ministry of HeAlth for the
development and revision of standard service delivery protocols for a broad range of reproductive
health services as wel as for the revision, modification and development of in-service training
materials designed to improve clinical and interperonal counseling skills and basic IEC mateals.
Technical assistance will also be given to the State Pharmacetical Administrttion (SPAC) for
improved contraceptive quality assurnce management.

25. At county level the proposed programme will work with the existing reproductive health
service delivery institutions at the field level - SFPC, Wknistry of Health and CFPA - by training field
staff health professionals in technical and clinical skills, counseling and management. The status of
equipment, drugs and contraceptives that are required to provide a broader range of reproductive
health services wiU be assessed in accordance with the requirements of the new standard service
delivery protocols, and necessary requirements will be provided for through the programme.
Strengtheing reproductive health management capacity at the county, township and village leve is
pivotal for the improved delivery of client-oriented services. To achieve this goal, training and
workshops will be supported to introduce up-to-date management techniques and concepts. Support
will be provided to develop indicators and monitoring mechanisms to assess quality-of-care and to
improve the current management information and supervisory systems The programme will also
provide support for the revision and modification of IEC materials so that they address broad
reproductive health aspects through a client-centred approach.

26. The revision of [EC materials will include design and implemettion of programmes for
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center reproducive health services based on the principle of free &nd responsible choice Tlis will
be accomplished by building on the expeence of previous programmes. enhancing institutional
cOOprat:ion, improving quality and choice by adding new components to existing services. 'he new
components will be in such areas as interprsonal cournseing on the benefits and side effects of
different ontraceptive methods; availability of a broad rane of famly planning methods; informed
consent; prevention, diagnosis and treatment of RTIs and STDs; and improvement of infection
control in all reproductive health procedures. This main programme strategy of strengthening
reproductive health service delivery will be reinforced and comploibmted by activities aimed at
crf tin aA ablin wnirmt towards living reproductive health goals, namely (a) women's
eInpowennet, (b) advocacy and (c) South-South collaboration in reproductive health. These
interrelated progrmme areas are desmbed bWlow.

23. Thirty-two counties have hence been selected for UNFPA activities during the proposed
programme. They have bee chosen on the basis of unmet reproductive health needs, commitment
of local authorities to the implementation of the ICPD Progrwnme of Action, agreement to provide
adequate institutional support inluding finance and services, as well as on their broad repreenttion
of various cultural, socio-economic and geographical areas of China.

24. Ln addition to working directly at the county level, the programme will provide support at
the central level to the State Family Planning Commission (SFPC) and the Ministry of Health for the
development and re vision of standard service delivery protocols for a broad range of reproductive
health services as well as for the revision, modificadon and development of in-servioe ainin
materials designed to improve clinical and kerpesnal counsIg skills and basic IEC materials.
Technical assistance will also be given to the State Pharmaceutical Administmtion (SPAC) for
improved contrceptive quality assurance management.

25. At county level the proposed programme will work with the existing reproductive health
service delivery imtitutions at the field level - SFPC, Ministry of Health and CFPA - by dining fd
staff health professionals in technical and clinical sils, counseling and management. The status of
equipment, drugs and contriceptives that are required to provide a broader range of reproductive
health services will be assessed in accordance with the requirwnt of the new standard service
delivery protocols, and necessary requiremnts will be provided for through the progranme.
Stre honing reproductive health management capacity at the county, township and village level is
pivotal for the improved delivery of client-oriented services. To achieve this goal, training and
workshops will be supported to introduce up-odate management techniques and concepts. Support
will be provided to develop indicators and monitoring mechanisms to assess quahty-of-care and to
improve the current management information and supervisory systems* The programme will also
provide support for the revision and modificat on of IEC materials so that they address broad
reproductive health aspects through a client-centred approach.

26. The revision of [EC materials will include design and implementation of programmes for
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adolescents to help them understand thdi sexuality and promote responsible reproductive behaviour
In addition, the programme will attempt to improve reproductive health through introducing
approaches that are innovative in the Chinese context. This will include establishig, on a pilot basis,
service delivery of reproductive health in cities specifically designed for urban adolescents [EC
materials will ao be developed for this audience. Another innovation, not specifically addressed to
adolescents, will be the socail marketing of contraceptives, especially condoms in urban areas.

27. Gauging the reproductive health status of the 32 selected counties and monitoring demand
and use of services and improvements in health status will be the key to assessing the impact of the
progmnme as well as drawing lessons that can be used in refocusing u improving service delivery
on a national leve. This will be done through conducting a baseline and end-of project reproductive
health study (incJuding a survey as well as studies to obtain information on the prevalence rates of
STDs In addition, knowledge, attitude, practice (KAP) surveys, action-oriented research and rapid
assessment procedures will be cared out in selected counties.

28. Seventy peret of the programme resumes will be allxatad to a reproductive health service
delivery componet project coveting the improvement of reproductive health service delivery in the
selected counties as well as the above-mentiond national-level activities. The remaining 30 per cent
will be devoted to oomplementary activities in the area of advocacy, the empowerment of women
an South-South collbofion, which will be carried out in order to create an enabling environment
for achieving the reproductive health goals. These three complementay component projects are
described below.

29. Adygagy. Support will be provided to assist the Government in undertaking advocacy on
reproductive health and women's empowerment issues among various ministries at the central level
as well as policy makers at the local level (province, county, etc.). Ths will include field obsevation
sitss by decision makers to pilot counties, in-country, regional and international seminars and
workshops as well as exchange visits to countries that have adopted successful client-centred
reproductive health programmes. In addition, support will be provided for the development,
production and distribution of advocacy materials at the cmtral and local levels. Advocacy will
mainly be centred on the benefits and content of client-centred reproductive he th services. Other
isas to be addressed include advocacy to grease public awareness of the value of the girl-child and
to contribute to strengthening the self-esteem of women and girls. Advocacy will also focus on
increasing male involvement in all aspects of reproductive health, in child-rearing and in sharing
household work responsibilities.

30. Women's enowerment. In recognition of the linkages that exist between women's status
and their decision-nuking abilities in all aspects of their lives including reproductive health,
community-ba.sed interventons and research will be supported under the proposed programme. This
includes leaders!V skills aing and activites aimed at erw4 acces to livelihood skills and credit,
as well as research on the effects that increased income have on the status of women and on issues
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such as son preference. health, contraceptive choice and desired fertility levels Baseline studies

including data collection and analysis will be conducted to exam-ne c nges in the status of women

and girs in order to compare then with the results shown by evaluations at the end of the programme

in the 32 selected counties. The lessons learned from theme interventions will be analysed and

complemented with the lessons learned in service delivery (of use in future programmfe strategies

31, Soth-&wW ollaborationSupport will be given to help promote the sharing of experiences

in operationalizing post-ICPD concepts and approaches in reproductive health among Chinese

officials and their counterparts in other countries and also fb enhancing national capacity through

South-South cooperation. This will include field observation visits, training, promoting the use of

Chinese expertise, and faiditating Chinese participation in exchanges through the establishment of

a database on national experts and institutions in the area of reproductive health

21o0 dpenentaio, m aenmt and coordiation.

32. As the government countepart agency to UNFPA, the Department of International Relations

of the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation will have overall responsibility for

coordination of UNFPA's asistance and will be responsible for overseeing programme

implementation. Projects will be executed by Government, WHO. UNICEF and other United Nations

agencies. Reproductive health projects, or project components, will be mainly implemented by the

State Family Planning Commission and the Mnistry of Health. In addition, the State Pharmaceutical

Administration of China. China Family Plauning Association and women's NGOs will implement

activities in their respective areas of expertise. In the area of women's empowerment, the main

responsibility for implementation will be the county governments. In the area of South-South

cooperation, activities will be coordinated by the Department of International Relations of the

Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation. At county level, "leading groups' will be

established for reproductive health activities and for women's income-generation activities, These

will be headed by county vice-governors or county governors. Provincial and central authorities will

give county governors the administrative and financial support necessary to ensure effective project

implementation. Project activities will be implemented by local staff, including some of those staff

trained under projects in the previous programme cycle. National and international experts will assist

in designing and preparing project doouwments, monitoring and evaluation, and in other activities when

and where appropriate.

33. In accordance with UNFPA monitoring requirements, the proposed programme will have a

mid-term review in 1999 and an end-of-programme evaluation. In addition, annual review meetings

will be conducted to review the progress and experiences gained from the projects. These reviews

will include the submission of annual project reports prior to the review meetings. Monitoring and

financial reporting at county level will provide a regular source of information on programme

progress. Progress of implementation and impact will be assessed via the collection of baseline and

end-of-project data, the monitoring of the actual process of reproductive health service delivery, and
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such as son preference, health, contraceptive choice and desired fertility levels Baseline studies
including data collocion and analysis will be conducted to examine changes in the status of women
and girts in order to compare them with the results shown by evaluations at the end of the programme
in the 32 selected counties. The lessons learned from these interventions will be analysed and
complemented with the lessons learned in service delivery for use in future programme smtegies.

31I. South-South ooll .Support will be given to help promote the sharing of experinci s
in operationalizing post-ICPD concepts and approaches in reproductive health among Chinese
officials and their counterparts in Pether countries and also for enhancing national capacity through
South-South cooperation. This will include field observation visits, training, promoting the use of
Chinese expertise, and facilitating Chinese participation in exchanges through the establishment of
a database on national experts and institutions in the area of reproductive health.

Pro ramme implementation. nnagMent and coordination.

32. As the government counterpart agency to UNFPA, the Department of International Relations
of the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation will have overall responsibility for
coordination of UNFPA's assistce and will be responsible for overseeing programme
implemntadon. Projects will be execx-ted by Govr, eat, WHO, UNICEF and other United Nations
agencies. Reproductive health projects, or project components, will be mainly implemented by the
State Family Planning Commission and the nistry of Health. In addition, the State Pharmaceutical
Administration of China, China Family Planning Association and women's NGOs will implement
activities in their respective areas of expertise. In the area of women's empowerment, the main
responsibility for implementation will be the county governments. In the area of South-South
cooperation, activities will be coordinated by the Department of International Relations of the
Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation. At county level, "leading groups" will be
established for reproductive health activities and for women's income-generation activities. These
will be headed by county vice-governors or county governors. Provincial and central authorities will
give county governors the administrative and financial support necessary to ensure effective project
implementation Project activities will be implemented by local staff, including some of those staff
trained under projects in the previous programme cycle. National and international experts will assist
in designing and preparing project documents, monitoring and evaluation, and in other activities when
and where appropriate.

33. In accordance with UNFPA monitoring requirements, the proposed programme will have a
mid-term review in 1999 and an end-of-programnme evaluation In addition, annual review meetings
will be conducted to review the progress and experiences gained from the projects. These reviews
will include the submission of annual project reports prior to the review meetings. Monitoring and
financial reporting at county level will provide a regular source of information on programme
progress. Progrtcs of implementation and impact will be assessed via the collection of baseline and
end-of-project data, the monitoring of the actual process of reproductive health service delivery, and
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the definition and utilization of specific indicators as measures of the achievement of project

objectives Hence, though quantitative data will be collected that are indicative of progress in

achieving reproductive health goals, qualitative methods of data collection and analysis -- such as

rapid asenmet procedures-- will be emphasized in the formulation, monitoring and evaluation of

project and will be promoted as tools to guide management decisions Such methods may provide

data in greater depth, at lower cost and more quickly than the more commonly used quantitative

medsand could be particularly useful when examining quality of care. assessing client needs and

usr satisfaction, measuring apeas of women's empowerment and acquiring data for tailoring IEC

menages to particular target groups.

34. The UNFPA country office in Beijing is staffed by two international staff. a Representative,

a Deputy Representative, and two national professional staff and several General Service support

sa In addition, a Junior Professional Officer (JPO) is being sought for the period 1997.1999

Recommendation

35. The Executive Director recommends that the Executive Board approve the programme of

assistance to the People's Republic of China, as presented, in the amount of $20 million from

UNFPA's regular resources over the period 1997-2000 to the extent such resources are available,

consistent with Executive Board decision 96/I5 on the allocation of UNFPA resources

0


